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ABSTRACT
MOTIVATION : Building efficient classification model using limited data is a chal-
lenging problem. Each microarray experiment provides information about the be-
havior of possibly a large number of genes, but only within the specific experimental
setup. So, the behavior of the same gene set is not known for different cell conditions.
Each data set from laboratory experiments can be used to mine rich associative infor-
mation regarding involved genes from other resources, so that much more information
can be derived than what the original experiment provides for. One of the important
questions in general genomics and proteomics is elucidation of the function of proteins
and how to determine these from the available data. Generally, proteins perform their
function in cells by interacting with other molecules. Thus, determining their bind-
ing environments is very important. These interaction protein segments are generally
known as protein active sites. Once we have derived the biochemical properties or
micro-environment properties surrounding an active protein site, we can use these to
build models for recognition of different types of these sites. In a broader context,
some of the protein functions are reflected in the different protein characteristics.
Machine learning methods are useful to build prediction and classification models for
these purposes. For example, previously applied methods for recognition of protein
active sites include Na¨ıve Bayesian algorithm to predict calcium binding sites from
structural properties surrounding these sites. Also, some of the previous studies in S.
cerevisiae genes attempted to predict 96 gene functions using multilayer perceptron
and outcomes of only six microarray experiments, but results have shown that only
10% of functions could be predicted by that approach. This implies that generation
of good classification models may not be feasible with limited biological data.
PROBLEM DEFINITION : Previous studies on recognition of protein active sites
used a rich collection of various features for creating their recognition models. These
features have been generally classified into several functional groups. The above-
mention studies used the whole set of these features without investigating the issue
of the optimal choice of feature combinations or the combination of functional groups
iv
of features. The studies of protein functions based on limited microarray experiments
have shown that much richer data sources are required while the optimized selection
of the features in this context has not been considered. In view of this we address
a research problem described as “Progressive Data Mining: An Exploration of Using
Whole-Dataset Feature Selection in Building Classifiers on Three Biological Prob-
lems” that develops specific method of optimized feature selection and illustrates the
results on three specific problems. These problems are a) recognition of five functions
of yeast genes based on features selected from six micorarray datasets; b) recognition
of three types of protein active sites based on six categories of micro-environment
properties; c) modeling of 46 protein functions in yeast based on 57 microarray ex-
periments.
CONTRIBUTION : Our research focuses on selecting the most useful sub-set of data
from the given dataset in achieving a higher recognition performances of models built
on these data than what can be achieved by the conventional methods. Specifically:
1. We proposed “Hill-climbing algorithm” and “Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm”
to select features to enhance performance of classification models. Progressive data-
mining, Hill-based, and Greedy-Hill-based algorithms for feature selection and for
selection of combination of feature groups.
2. We demonstrate by the comparison results of different methods used that the
conventional methods (based on the best feature data set, all available data sets, and
features selected by conventional feature selection methods) perform poorer to those
based on the Hill and Greedy-Hill feature selection methods.
3. We also demonstrate that the progressive data mining concept improves per-
formance of generated classifiers, as well as that the combination of the whole data
sets selected by Hill or Greedy-Hill algorithms results in better classification models
than the conventional feature selection algorithms. We demonstrated a better clas-
sification performance (by eight evaluation metrics) by Hill-based feature selection
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Microarray technology allows researchers to conduct experiment and monitor expres-
sion of many genes simultaneously, over different time points. Each experiment may
have a specific objective in studying a subset of genes in a particular functional path-
way. For example, Fernandes et al [11] studied yeast genes by setting an experimental
condition “high hydrostatic pressure” to identify 274 genes belonging to “stress re-
sponse” function.
Though each such experiment focuses on a subset of genes of a specific function or
under a specific experimental condition, the experiments reveal the gene expression
profiles of all genes. Thousands of gene expression profiles have been recorded in the
literature. Little studies have tried to utilize those datasets to generate more knowl-
edge about the genes. For instance, the literature has many microarray expression
datasets related to S. cerevisiae (yeast). Yet only 50% of yeast genes are currently
functionally annotated.
Proteins interact by binding to each other to form complexes used by the molecular
machinery of living cells to affect various biological processes. It is thus of increased
importance to be able to analyze potential of proteins to bind to other proteins. These
1
2interactions occur via protein binding sites. While experimental determination of the
protein binding sites is preferable, computational approaches are more convenient as
they are fast and inexpensive. For this reason the search for efficient computational
methods to recognize protein binding sites is in high demand. In the computational
recognition of protein binding sites many features have been proposed. Steven et
al [57] formulated and characterized micro-environment properties surrounding pro-
tein binding sites. These micro-environment properties are based on the physical,
chemical and structural characteristics that can be calculated from the ’atoms’ [57]
that provide information about protein residues and their neighborhood. Steven et
al [57] showed that the distributions of micro-environment properties significantly
differ between sites and ’non-sites’. This fact makes micro-environment properties
useful as features for machine learning type recognitions of protein binding sites.
Knowledge-based approach can overcome deficiencies in the current understanding of
molecular recognition of the biological systems [55].
Biological experiments do have limitations in revealing associative knowledge that
could be derived from primary findings. This phenomena motivates biologists to seek
help from computational techniques. For example, Mateos et al. [34] went further to
study the 5 cellular functions and tried to predict 96 functions of S. cerevisiae genes
using neural networks. They reported that only 10% of functions are trainable by their
approach—this is not surprising since many of the 96 functional classes have too few
members or have ambiguous members. This shows that classification models based
on limited biological knowledge is not useful. Current studies are conducted either
by deriving clusters with data in an unsupervised manner or building classification
models with known annotations as class labels with data.
31.1 Problem Statement
In our research, we study the optimal choice of using selected sub-sets of data in
building efficient classification models. In this section we raise questions that are
common among problems that possess multiple data sets.
We are using a Banking situation to make an analogy. Banking possesses volu-
minous of information from each customer. The information can be segmented into
personal, economical, social, and educational categories. At the outset, these multiple
sets of data do not show whether any applicant is a potential customer or not to the
bank. Decision on an applicant is not made based on that particular person’s data
only. Then how does the Bank take a decision on sanctioning a loan or analysing
consumer behavior? The bank’s objective is to do the sanctioning only to genuine
good customers. This raises some natural questions that are considered in the next
subsection.
1.1.1 General Research Objective on Huge Amount of Data
1. Does limited information on a customer help in decision making?
2. Does additional data help in better decision making?
3. Does using all available data give the best decision?
4. Does applying filtering method help in better decision?
5. Does choosing important data help in efficient decision making?
Let us see how similar objectives are enlisted from the biological point of view in
the next subsection.
41.1.2 Biological Research Objective on Multi Dimensional
Data
Similar to the case study of “Bank”, if we go through the available information on
genes of a genome, we realise that only a limited amount of knowledge is so far
uncovered through biological experiments. For example, a simple organism like S.
cerevisiae has about 6400 genes; but only 50% of the genes are known functionally.
Such limited knowledge is not sufficient to understand the complete cellular pathways
of those genes. Understanding a complete genome helps in knowing functional aspects
of proteins, protein structures and finally leads to design of drugs. On the other hand,
computational techniques are capable of building a knowledge base with available
limited data on known genes and use that knowledge for understanding unknown
genes. This gives rise to useful and important research questions :
1. Can we use limited biological samples to build a proper classifier?
2. Can we use additional data sets of different experimental nature, on the same
set of genes to improve a classifier?
3. Can we use all available data sets to achieve a better classifier?
4. Can we use selected features from conventional feature selection method to
achieve a better classifier?
5. Can we combine selected data sets to yield a better classifier?
To address the research questions above and evaluate different classification meth-
ods, we focus our work on 1) use of individual data set or category or experiment;
2) selection of useful data sets for building accurate classification models; 3) achieve
5better performance on classifiers with selected categories or data sub-sets. In partic-
ular, we propose “Progressive Data Mining (PDM)” to achieve higher performance
with the combination of whole data sets through Hill and Greedy-Hill algorithms.
We compare the results of study with other conventional approaches—using the best
of individual data sets, using all available data sets, and using selected features by
feature selection methods. We also evaluate each method by comparing their results
with the optimum result using the combination of whole data sets through exhaus-
tive search. We selected 3 bioinformatics problems in our research studies—5 specific
functions of yeast genes, 3 types of protein sites, and 26 specific functions of yeast
genes.
1.2 Introduction to our Research Studies
We address a research problem “Progressive Data Mining: An Exploration of Using
Whole-Dataset Feature Selection in Building Classifiers on Three Biological Prob-
lem”.
We choose the following three problems that were recently studied by using all
available datasets. Researchers Brown et al., Mateos et al., Bagley et al. and Wei et al.
used all available data sets in their classification models. They did not investigate the
issue of the optimal choice of combinations of data sets. Using as small as possible
set of features for building efficient models would be beneficial for the reason that not
all features are always available for the models of interest.
In this section we introduce the three bioinformatics problems that are studied.
• The first problem we considered is on 5 functions of yeast genes which was
earlier studied by Brown et al. [5] and Mateos et al. [34]. Wet experiments are
6regularly conducted on a genome to derive a gene expression data set. Data sets
of S. cerevisiae are the recent focus of many computer scientists due to its rich
known annotations. Annotations are used with either individual or combined
data sets in classification studies. Brown et al. [5] and Mateos et al. [34] studied
functional classification problem on S. cerevisiae by using all available data sets.
• The second problem we considered is on 3 types of protein sites. Recognizing
binding sites in a three-dimensional protein structure is necessary to fully ap-
preciate the functional aspect of the protein. Identifying binding regions of a
protein from structural characteristics by biological experiments are not easy.
Recently, [31] used Na¨ıve Bayesian algorithm to predict calcium binding sites
from structural properties surrounding these sites.
• The third problem we considered is on 26 specific functions of yeast genes.
Mateos et al. [34] studied 96 functions of yeast genes through multilayer per-
ceptrons and reported that only 10% of functions were trainable by using gene
expression data sets. Based on previous studies [5, 34, 8] we initially had 116
functions. We finally considered only 26 functions that involve more than 25
genes.
1.2.1 5 Specific Functions of Yeast Genes
It is not uncommon that microarray experiments on identical or similar sets of genes
are repeatedly conducted by various laboratories for different functional studies of
these genes. As such, multiple sets of microarray data on the same set of genes can
often be collected from different laboratories and research centers, either through col-
laborators or from online gene expression data repositories. It will be useful if we can
7effectively combine these additional diverse data sets (on same set of genes) with the
data generated in one’s laboratory to further improve our microarray data mining
results. Although many of the microarray experiments may have been conducted on
identical sets of genes, the studies are often designed to address different scientific
questions, and are usually conducted under varying experimental conditions. For
example, one microarray experiment may focus on identifying new components in
polyphosphate metabolism using the gene knockout method [40], while another sim-
ilar microarray experiment on the same set of genes may be designed to study spore
morphogenesis [7]. Intuitively, it should be beneficial to combine the two gene ex-
pression data sets for microarray data analysis, given that they have been conducted
on the same set of genes (both cited experiments used the Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s
genome in their investigations). On the other hand, their differences in study objec-
tives and experimental conditions may not warrant that combining or merging data
sets based on same gene from these two different studies can improve data mining
results. Modeling the functional aspect of genes is important in understanding the
complete genomic activity of an organism. Biologists are interested in getting more
and more accurate computational models with existing biological knowledge on func-
tional annotations of genes. Studies on microarray experimental assays are becoming
important for the functional classification of genes. Brown studied 5 functions of
yeast genes with 6 data sets of yeast by learning algorithms [5]. Mateos conducted a
similar study and extended it to 96 functions of yeast using a multilayer perceptron
approach and reported that only 10% of these functions were trainable by learning
algorithms [34]. Brown and Mateos used multiple microarray experimental data, by
blindly combining or merging data sets based on same gene, the 6 data sets without
8any selection of data sets in their learning procedures. The first problem we se-
lected in our study is the problem of accurate functional classification of 5 functions
of yeast genes using microarray data sets.
1.2.2 3 Types of Protein Sites
Several groups studied computational predictions of different protein binding sites,
such as calcium binding sites [39, 31], serine protease active sites [58], ATP-binding
sites [29], disulfide bond-forming sites sites [29] and other studies [55, 30, 68, 4]. For
example, in [57], 19 features are used including physical, chemical and structural ones
and classified into six categories: (a) chemical groups, (b) secondary structures,(c)
atom-based, (d) residue-based, and (e) others. Wei et al. [31] built a classification
model of calcium binding sites using the 19 micro-environment properties formulated
by Steven et al. [57]. Wei et al. [31] used 16 calcium binding sites and 100 non-
binding sites, and built a Bayesian classification model. The point to note is that
Wei et al. [31] used 5 categories of micro-environment properties for prediction of
calcium binding sites. The sixth category is Co-ordinates of the atom. One should
note that the 6 sets of micro-environment properties are by nature very different
from each other. They can be used either individually or in combination to infer if
a candidate region in a protein is a protein binding site of specific type, i.e. calcium
binding site. We pose a question whether it is necessary to use features from all these
categories for the highly accurate predictions of protein binding site, or if it would be
possible to achieve accurate predictions by using features coming from a restricted
number of categories of micro-environment properties. Using as small as possible set
of features for protein binding site predictions would be beneficial for the reason that
not always all features, are available for the protein binding sites of interest. Moreover,
9if the accurate predictions are possible using only information from restricted micro-
environment properties categories, that would suggest importance of these categories
of feature over others in the protein binding site recognition problems. The second
problem we selected to study is the problem of building accurate classification models
for 3 types of protein sites through micro-environment properties surrounding a site.
1.2.3 26 Specific Functions of Yeast Genes
To reveal the functional associations of genes in a genome, the gene expression profiles
of a series of experimental assays or conditions can be analyzed to group the genes
into clusters based on the similarity in their patterns of expression using machine
learning techniques. These co-expression clusters can be interpreted as biological
functional groupings for the genes—each cluster containing genes that encode pro-
teins required for a common function. The functions of unknown gene products can
then be systematically inferred through the guilt-by-association principle [64]. As
genome-wide functional studies of genes become routine in biology laboratories, a
rapidly increasing number of large gene expression data sets has now become accessi-
ble to researchers—either through collaborators or from online gene expression public
repositories—for their biological investigations. We examine how to exploit this avail-
ability of microarray data resulting from multiple functional studies to build accurate
functional classifiers for unknown genes. The third problem we selected to study
is the problem of building accurate classification models on 26 specific functions of
yeast genes with multiple microarray studies.
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1.3 Result Summary
We undertook a research problem “Progressive Data Mining: An Exploration of
Using Whole-Dataset Feature Selection in Building Classifiers on Three Biological
Problems”. Progressive Data Mining (PDM) demonstrates the usefulness of the com-
bination of whole data sets selected by Hill or Greedy-Hill algorithms for building
better classification models and the effects on accuracy. PDM, Hill, and Greedy-
Hill are detailed in Chapter 5. We compare the results of this approach with other
approaches—using the best of individual data sets, using all available data sets, us-
ing selected features from feature selection methods. We also evaluate how close our
results are to the optimum result using the combination of whole data sets through
exhaustive search. We focused on 3 bioinformatics problems—5 specific functions of
yeast and 3 specific types of protein sites, and 26 specific functions of yeast genes.
1.3.1 Problem 1: 5 Functions of Yeast Genes
Spellman et al. [56] conducted microarray experiments on S. cerevisiae under different
experimental conditions—α-factor arrest, Cdc15 arrest, Elutriation, Cln3 and Clb2
activation—and monitored expression levels of 6221 genes at various time points.
Similarly, Chu et al. [7] and DeRisi et al. [9] measured gene expression levels through
sporulation and diauxic shift experiments respectively. Thus there are 6 sets of gene
expression experiments, one for each of the 6 experimental conditions mentioned
here. Eisen et al. [10] combined these 6 sets of gene expression experiments, and
performed a clustering of 2467 yeast genes based on their gene expression values in
these experiments. They showed that genes that share a common cellular function
would exhibit similar gene expression profiles. Building on the work of Eisen et al., and
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with some modifications to Eisen’s data, Brown et al. [5] attempted to make inference
on 5 specific cellular functions of yeast genes based on gene expression profiles. The
5 specific cellular functions considered by Brown et al. are those pertaining to TCA
cycle, respiration, ribosomes, proteasomes, and histones. Brown et al. also proposed
the performance measure S(M) to evaluate a classification model M .
We show that we can much more accurately infer whether a gene is involved in
the 5 specific cellular functions, if we use these 6 data sets in combination opposed
to using any single one of them. Our results show that using multiple data sets in
combination has 26% chance of yielding better results than using the best of individual
data sets. We also show that we can infer more accurately whether a gene is involved
in the 5 specific cellular functions, when we use some combination of data sets but
not necessarily all the available data sets. Our results show that using multiple data
sets in combination has 26% chance of achieving better results than using all available
data sets. We also show that feature selection methods can yield better results than
using the best individual data sets or using all available data sets. We also show
for 60% (60%, 80%, and 80%) of the protein functional classes, we are able to use a
combination of 2 or more whole data sets to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than
using the best performance from feature selection methods, through C4.5 (SVM,
NBay, and MLP, respectively). Even though using conventional feature selection
approach gives a significant improvement compared to using the best of individual
data sets and using all data sets blindly, it does not lead to the best accuracy often
enough for the 5 functions. Our results show that the combination of whole data sets
chosen by Hill (we will describe this method in Chapter 5) achieves better results.
Hill is better in 60% (60%, 40%, and 60%) of protein functional classes than the
12
best individual data method through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively).
Similarly, Hill is better in 80% (80%, 60%, 60%) of the cases than by the all data
method and in 40% (60%, 80%, and 40%) of the cases than the feature selection
method by same algorithms. We also show results from Greedy-Hill (we will describe
this method in Chapter 5). When results of feature selection methods are compared
with that of Greedy-Hill, we found that Greedy-Hill achieves better results in 11
out of 20 cases, equal results in 4 out of 20 cases, and lesser results in 5 out of 20
cases. This means Greedy-Hill is capable of achieving a better or equal performance
by S(M, 2) in 15 out of 20 cases. Finally we show that the combinations chosen
by Hill are among the 7% of combinations (and by Greedy-Hill, among the 8% of
combinations) that give the best performance, at least for the purpose of predicting
the 5 specific functions of yeast genes. We show that Greedy-Hill is much faster in
selecting important data subsets than exhaustive search and Hill. In fact, a typical
run of Greedy-Hill would take 1367 seconds, compared to 1726 seconds for Hill and
55308 seconds for exhaustive search. The average performance on 5 functions of yeast
by Greedy-Hill is an S(M) score of 52.60, Hill is 53.80, and Exhaustive search is 56.55.
Thus Hill should be used for classification problems where a small number of data
subsets are considered, but Greedy-Hill should be used where a larger number of data
subsets are encountered.
1.3.2 Problem 2: 3 Types of Protein Sites
Bagley et al. [57] characterized and formulated micro-environment features surround-
ing protein sites. These features are based on inherent properties that can be cal-
culated from the atoms defining a protein site and its neighborhood. Wei et al. [31]
studied calcium binding site, Bagley et al. [58] studied serine protease active site, and
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Wei et al. [29] studied ATP-binding site and disulfide bond-forming sites.
We show that we can much more accurately infer whether a candidate region
is a calcium binding site, a serine protease active site, or a disulfide bridge, using
multiple sets of micro-environment properties than using any single set of micro-
environment properties. We show that we can much more accurately (31% chance of
yielding better results) infer if a candidate region is a calcium binding site, a serine
protease active site, or a disulfide bridge, using a combination of 2 or more of micro-
environment properties—but not all available data sets—than using all available data
sets of micro-environment properties. Our results show that 10% of the possible
combinations of sets of micro-environment properties yield better accuracy than using
all data. We show that feature selection methods can yield better results than using
the best of the individual sets of micro-environment properties or using all sets of
micro-environment properties. We also show for 100% (100%, 100%, and 67%) of
the types of protein sites, we are able to use a combination of 2 or more sets of
micro-environment properties to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than the best
performance from feature selection methods, through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP,
respectively). Thus, while the conventional feature selection approach is a significant
improvement over the use of the best of individual data sets and over the use of all
data sets blindly, it does not lead to the best accuracy often enough for this protein
site classification problem.
Our results show that combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties
chosen by Hill (we will describe this method in Chapter 5) achieve better results. Hill
is better in 100% (100%, 67%, and 100%) of types of protein sites than best individ-
ual micro-environment method, through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively).
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Similarly Hill is better in 67% (100%, 67%, 67%) than the All sets data method and
in 100% (67%, 100%, and 33%) than the feature selection data method by same al-
gorithms. We also show results from Greedy-Hill (we will describe this method in
Chapter 5). When results of feature selection methods are compared with that of
Greedy-Hill, we found that Greedy-Hill achieves better results in 6 out of 12 cases,
equal results in 2 out of 12 cases, and lesser results in 4 out of 12 cases. This means
Greedy-Hill is capable of achieving a better performance in 8 out of 12 cases. Finally
we show that the combinations chosen by Hill are within the 2% of combinations
(and by Greedy-Hill, among the 8% of combinations) that give the best performance
at least for the purpose of predicting the 3 specific types of protein sites. We show
that Hill is much faster in selecting important data subsets than exhaustive search
and Greedy-Hill for this problem. In fact, a typical run of Greedy-Hill would take
94 seconds, compared to 90 seconds for Hill and 475 seconds for exhaustive search.
The average performance on 3 types of protein sites by Greedy-Hill is a S(M) score
of 101.00, Hill is 105.83, and Exhaustive search is 106.67. Thus Hill should be used
for classification problems where a small number of data subsets are considered, but
Greedy-Hill should be used where a larger number of data subsets are encountered.
1.3.3 Problem 3: 26 Functions of Yeast Genes
SMD (Stanford Microarray Database [16]) contains a huge collection of microarray
gene expression data sets based on several experimental conditions. We retrieved 16
data sets from SMD. 6 of the 16 data sets contain multiple wet experiments conducted
under different experimental conditions. So, we partition these 6 data sets into 47
data sets based on individual experimental conditions. Now, we have a total of 57
data sets. The next step is to consider functions for our classification study. The
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MIPS catalogue dated 19 March 2004 (Version 2.0) has 116 functions at the second
level functional annotations of genes. After removing functions which contain less
than 25 genes, 26 functions are left. We report only results on 26 functions of yeast
in this thesis.
Exhaustive search is not feasible over 57 data sets, as such an exhaustive search
is computationally expensive (257− 1 possible combinations to consider). We use the
combinations of whole data sets from Greedy-Hill (we will describe this method in
Chapter 5) method and compare the results with that of using the best of individ-
ual data sets, using all available data sets, and using selected features from feature
selection methods. We show that for many of the 26 functional classes, we can find
a combination of data sets from the 57 different experimental conditions that yield
better accuracy than using the best of all single data sets. Results show that for 30%
(33%, 26%, and 43%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, the use of addi-
tional data sets (on same set of genes) lead to a better prediction accuracy than using
the best of individual data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay and MLP, respectively).
We show that for most of the 26 functional classes, we can find a combination of data
sets from the 16 different experimental conditions that yield better accuracy than
using all the 16 data sets together. Results show that for 63% (83%, 93%, and 76%,
respectively) of the protein functional classes, the use of a careful combination of data
sets leads to a better prediction accuracy than using all available data sets through
C4.5 (SVM, NBay and MLP, respectively). We show that feature selection methods
can yield better results than using the best individual data sets or using all available
data sets. We also show for at least 37% (43%, 72%, and 61%, respectively) of the
protein functional classes, we are able to use a combination of 2 or more data sets,
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to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using the best performance from feature
selection methods through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). So, while the
feature selection approach is a significant improvement over the use of the best of in-
dividual data sets and over the use of all data sets blindly, it does not lead to the best
accuracy often enough for this protein function problem. The average performance on
26 functions by Greedy-Hill is a S(M) score of 15.1, Hill is 13, all data sets (ALL) is
−32.12, best of individual data set (BI) is 9.8, and selected features from correlation
feature selection (CFS) is 9.4. Thus Hill should be used for classification problems
where a small number of data subsets are considered, but Greedy-Hill should be used
where a larger number of data subsets are encountered.
Keywords : Progressive Data Mining, Microarray, Functional studies, Multiple
datasets, Feature selection, Support Vector machines, Multilayer perceptron, Multi-
class classification, Correlation-based feature selection, Chi-square, Information-gain,
Whole Dataset Feature selection, Binding sites, Hill climbing algorithm, Greedy-Hill
climbing algorithm, Neural network, C4.5, Na¨ıve bayesian.
Organisation on Thesis Report :
Chapter 2 is a brief survey on functional classification problems through existing
methods.
Chapter 3 describes data sets for the 3 research problems taken in our study.
We briefly explain the differences on the yeast Catalogue (19-March-2004, Version
2.0 used in our study) and the new yeast Catalogue, Version 2.1 dated 9th January,
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2007.
Chapter 4 explores existing methods—using the best of individual data sets, using
all available data sets, using selected features from conventional feature selection
methods, using exhaustive search.
Chapter 5, illustrates the concept of “Progressive Data Mining” through “Whole
Dataset Feature Selection Algorithms”—“Hill climbing method” (Hill) and “Greedy-
Hill climbing method” (Greedy-Hill). In Chapter 6, we discuss effects of using “Com-
bination of features” and applying “Committee methods” in building classification
models. We further list follow-up research work to consolidate the focus of our re-
search, as well as future directions enabled by this thesis.
In Appendix A, B, and C, tables for 5 functions of yeast genes, 3 types of protein
sites, and 26 functions of yeast genes are listed, respectively.
We could not tabulate some results—additional tables for 5 functions of yeast
genes, 3 types of protein sites, and multiple evaluation metrics tables for 26 functions
of yeast genes, tables for 20 other functions of yeast genes—due to space constraint.
Chapter 2
Survey of Existing Methods
We show different classification problems that are considered in this research study.
We briefly summarise previous studies on these specific problems to help understand
subsequent chapters of this report, where we will discuss our methods and results.
Specifically:
• Eisen et al. [10] studied wet lab analysis of 5 cellular functions of S. cerevisiae
genes under 6 experimental conditions. We discuss functions and different ex-
perimental conditions in which gene expression assays are recorded. These 5
functions are used in classification studies [5] through learning algorithms.
• Wei et al., [31] studied calcium binding sites through attributes generated by
FEATURE package with scoring function based on Bayesian. FEATURE pack-
age computes a score for a given query region. Score value tells whether the
query region is a calcium binding site or not. They [31] used 16 calcium binding
sites and 100 non-binding sites in their model through a 3-fold cross validation
scheme by Bayesian.
• Mateos et al. [34] conducted functional study on 96 functions of yeast genes
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with the 6 sets of microarray data of Eisen et al. [10] and reported that only
10% of functions are trainable through learning algorithms.
2.1 The Study on Functions of Yeast Genes
Our living cell is a complicated system comprising multiple cellular pathways perform-
ing different biological functions dynamically. Informatics research in the biomedical
and life sciences domain has revolved around large growing databases of scientific liter-
atures, DNA sequences and protein structures. Entries in the international repository
of biological sequences, GeneBank, now surpass 30 million, although it took 18 years
for the database to reach its first 10 million entries in 2000. This exponential growth
of biological sequences in recent years has been partially fueled by the completion
of many genomic sequencing projects which have identified many novel genes with
unknown functions.
Elucidating the biological roles of these novel genes has become the main chal-
lenge in the post-genomic era. Many researchers have exploited the availability of
context information in complete genomes, from which the novel genes are derived, for
assigning putative function to novel genes. Examples of these context-based meth-
ods include gene fusion, gene locality and phylogenetic profiling. These methods
depend on the expression of the specific biological phenomena which make them ap-
plicable only for a subset of the novel genes. Microarray data, on the other hand,
is another growing biological data type that offers richer information than genomic
sequences and can theoretically be used to assign putative function of all novel genes
in a genome. Through genome-wide measurements of mRNA expression levels across
multiple experimental conditions, we can obtain global snapshots of the cell’s genetic
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activities at various stages and in different conditions. We can then use these gene
expression data to elucidate the functional roles of the various genes as they partake
in the underlying biological pathways.
One common approach in functional analysis of gene expression data is clustering—
organizing genes into different functional groups based on the principle that genes
belonging to the same functional groups or pathways will have similar expression
profiles over a range of experimental conditions. One major drawback of clustering
approaches is that the groupings are learned directly from the expression data [6, 10]
without taking advantage of the often available predefined class information. As a
result, clustering approaches can generate clusters of genes that do not correspond
well to the true underlying biological pathways.
Biologists often have previous knowledge that a subset of genes is involved in a bio-
logical pathway. They have interest in discovering other genes which can be assigned
to the same pathway. Classification approach is more suitable than clustering for
functional classification of genes using microarray data. Unlike clustering, classifica-
tion can build a model with known biological knowledge and classify new genes based
on the model. Supervised classification learning algorithms tend to assign pathway
memberships that correspond well to the true underlying biological pathways.
2.1.1 Microarray Experiments
Large scale analytical methods such as cDNA microarrays for global gene expres-
sion profiling and tissue microarrays for simultaneous analysis of individual markers
in multiple samples have improved our ability to understand biological defects that
occur in cancer development. Although many of the microarray experiments may
have been conducted on identical sets of genes, the studies are often designed to
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address different scientific investigations, usually conducted under different experi-
mental conditions. For example, one microarray experiment is focused on identifying
new components in polyphosphate metabolism using the gene knockout method—
the PHO regulatory pathway is involved in the acquisition of phosphate (Pi) in S.
cerevisiae. When extra cellular Pi concentrations are low, several genes are transcrip-
tionally induced by this pathway which includes the Pho4 transcriptional activator,
the Pho80− Pho85 cyclin-CDK pair, and the Pho81CDK inhibitor. In an attempt
to identify all the components regulated by this system, a whole-genome DNA mi-
croarray analysis was employed, and 22 PHO-regulated genes were identified [40].
Similar microarray experiment on the same set of genes may be designed to study
spore morphogenesis by times series investigation such as [7] as explained below in
experimental conditions and objectives. Fernandes et.al [11] studied yeast genes with
“high hydrostatic pressure” experimental condition, and identified 274 genes belong-
ing to “stress response” function. Biological conditions are altered or aimed to achieve
their specific objective of finding a set of genes in specified functional pathways. In-
tuitively, it should be beneficial to combine the two-expression datasets, given that
they have been conducted on the same set of genes (both cited experiments used
the Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s genome in their investigations). On the other hand,
the differences in their study objectives and experimental conditions (explained in
experimental conditions and objectives) may not warrant that combining or merging
data from these different studies can give rise to better or new information.
Microarray is a growing biological data type that offers richer information than
genomic sequences. Theoretically it can be used to assign putative function of all
novel genes in a genome through machine learning methods. Through genome-wide
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measurements of mRNA expression levels across multiple experimental conditions,
global snapshots of cell’s genetic activities at various stages are obtained. Gene
expression data is used to elucidate functional roles of genes as they partake in the
underlying biological pathways.
Function is attached to the gene expression data for each gene. For example genes
involved in “respiration activities” get their group as “respiration”. Genes for whom
functional annotations are not experimentally available are treated as “unknown”
group. Machine learning algorithm is used on known and unknown samples of data
to build functional classification models. Previous researchers [21, 60, 24] focused on
mining microarray data with individual experimental data only.
Selecting appropriate datasets for functional analysis is becoming more crucial as
some microarray data is of poor quality. Multiple microarray datasets on the same set
of genes can often be collected from different laboratories and research centers, either
through collaborators or from online gene expression data repositories. It is obviously
useful if we can effectively combine these additional data sets (on same set of genes)
with the data generated in our own laboratory to further improve our functional study
of genes, and to make deductions that we cannot make using our own data alone.
But inclusion of noisy data with different experimental objectives may create inter-
ference to functional analysis. For example, finding genes involved in the anaerobic
metabolism may not be possible unless under experimental condition where the cells
are deprived of their normal energy source. Researches focused on mining microarray
data with individual experimental data only [21, 60, 24]. Brown et al. [5] and [34]
used combined microarray data set in their learning procedures. Mateos et al. [34]
reported only 10% of yeast functions are trainable through learning algorithm due to
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noisy nature of gene expression data set.
We note that previous work considered either individual data set or blindly com-
bined all data sets approach in their classification studies. In this study, we show use
of partitioning data set based on experimental conditions and selection of whole data
set based on their usefulness in classification model. We considered many functions
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae from Munich information for protein sequences and gene
expression data sets from Stanford Microarray Database with different experimental
conditions.
2.1.2 Application of Machine Learning Approaches
Machine learning algorithms are regularly applied in genome laboratories for building
functional classification models on genes. In this section we describe recent studies on
functional classification of Saccharomyces cerevisiae with gene expression by learning
algorithms.
Spellman [56] measured relative levels of mRNA as a function of time in cell cul-
tures, synchronized in three independent ways by using α pheromone, centrifugal
elutriation and cdc-15-2 to arrests cell growth. Cln3 and Clb2 with glucose addition
is used to arrest cell growth. Gametogenesis in yeast involves two overlapping pro-
cesses, meiosis and spormorphogenesis, involved in differential gene expression. An
experimental condition is set by Chu [7] using nitrogen-deficiency growth media to
induce sporulation of yeast. A recurring cycle in the natural history of yeast involves a
shift from anaerobic (fermentation) to aerobic(respiration) metabolism. Switch from
anaerobic growth to aerobic respiration upon depletion of glucose, referred to as the
diauxic shift, is correlated with widespread changes in the expression of genes involved
in fundamental cellular processes such as carbon metabolism, protein synthesis and
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carbohydrate storate [9].
Eisen et al. [10] studied how cellular functions of S. cerevisiae are affected under 6
experimental conditions. This resulted in 6 individual gene expression data sets—α-
factor, Cdc15, Elutriation, Cln3 and Clb2, Sporulation, Diauxic shift, on 6221 genes
of S. cerevisiae.
Spellman et al. [56] suggested that some data points could be removed as they
were aberrant. Brown et al., removed 15 time scale points {Cdc15:10, Cln3-Clb2:3,
Sporulation:2} from Eisen et al., data set on yeast and added 14 time scale points
(HEAT:6, DTT:4, COLD:4). Brown et al., used MIPS functional annotation dated
08th Nov, 2001 and applied learning algorithms on 5 functions—{Tri-Carboxyilic
Acid,:17, Respiration:30, Cytoplasmic ribosomes:121, Proteasome:35, Histones:11}.
Brown et al. [5] reported that support vector machine algorithm with higher degree
kernel function gives better performance than other algorithms on 5 functions of yeast
genes. Brown et al. [5] developed GIST (http://microarray.cpmc.columbia.edu/gist),
Version 2.0.5. Support vector machine algorithm is tuned with polynomial kernel of
degree 3 which gives better classification performance.
Vert et al. [62] related gene expression profiles to signalling pathways thereby
encoding both gene network and expression profiles into two kernel functions and
perform regularised form of correlation analysis between two kernels. Method ap-
plied on Alpha factor data set (Spellman et al., 1998) and diauxic shift data set
(DeRisi et al., 1997) provides a way to compare a graph of metabolic pathways to a
set of expression profiles.
Previous studies show difficulties in building functional classification with gene
expression profiles sets. Genes with related functions tend to be expressed in similar
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patterns. This can suggest possible roles of genes of unknown functions based on their
temporal association with genes of known functions. The objective is to measure
expression levels of yeast genes at various time points based on individual experiment.
In our work, we consider the entire dataset from each study to be one feature. We
then devise a whole-dataset feature selection method to decide on the appropriate
microarray datasets to be combined for improved functional analysis. We use a simple
Hill climbing method for whole-dataset feature selection, and show that it can better
improve data analysis results from multiple microarray datasets.
2.2 The Study on Protein Sites
Three dimensional structures of proteins are determined by X-ray crystallography,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and homology modeling through computational
tools. It is an important step to recognize functional roles and conserved sites like—
active sites, binding sites, and structural support sites present in proteins. It is
important to determine binding sites of a protein structure more accurately in order
to efficiently design drugs. Analyzing known structures and finding protein sites
manually is not feasible. Thus computational tools are needed. Recently, many
researchers have attempted recognition of protein sites by using micro-environment
properties surrounding candidate sites through learning algorithms.
2.2.1 Micro-environment Properties
Once complete structure information of a protein is known, a protein site can be de-
fined by the three dimensional location co-ordinates of its key atoms and the neigh-
borhoods around these locations. Bagley et al. [57] characterized and formulated
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micro-environment features surrounding protein sites. These features are based on
inherent properties that can be calculated from the atoms defining a protein site
and its neighborhood. This resulted in 6 categories of micro-environment properties
comprising—Atom (4 atomic types and charges), Chemical (6 chemical-based prop-
erties), Residue (3 residue type classifications), Sec-str (2 secondary structure classi-
fications), Others (4 general properties and measures), and Co-ord (3 3-dimensional
co-ordinates of atoms). These 22 micro-environment properties are detailed in Ta-
ble 3.3. These properties can be used to study protein sites—CALCIUM (calcium
binding sites), DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges) and SERINE (serine protease active
sites)—through learning algorithms.
Yamashita et al. (1990) studied protein sites for calcium binding which are cen-
tered in a shell of hydrophilic residues. Based on this research Nayal and Di cera
(1994) proposed a valency function that can predict calcium binding sites with spatial
accuracy. Recently, due to heavy experimental study on three-dimensional protein
structures we have an opportunity to model statistical methods for characterizing
and recognizing calcium binding sites[31]. Bagley and Altman (1995) proposed a
system—FEATURE—which extracts many properties from three-dimensional geom-
etry, residue and other structural information. These features are based on physical,
chemical and atomic information from protein data bank.
Bagley et al. [57] showed that the distributions of micro-environment properties
differ significantly between sites and non-sites. They reported that CALCIUM pos-
sessed statistically significant excess of negatively charged, acidic, oxygen-rich, mostly
Asp and Glu moieties at radii 2–7A˙. In DISULFIDE, local hydrophobicity was low in
shells at 0–3A˙ surrounding disulfide bonds; B-factor for the neighborhood was lower
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than controls; and increased polar effect atoms at 1–3A˙. In SERINE, a significant
range of shells (0–7A˙) contained atoms forming 3-helices; and showed solvent acces-
sibility in the immediate neighborhood of the His (shells 0-3) compared to non-sites.
Wei et al. find calcium binding sites through the attributes generated by FEA-
TURE package[31]. The goal for them is to compute a score that will tell whether
a query region is a calcium-binding site or not. They use a scoring function based
on Bayesian. Wei et al. use 16 calcium binding sites and 100 non-binding sites in
their study to model calcium binding sites by Bayesian algorithm and reported that
sensitivity and specificity are as high as 90%. Wei et al. [31] took micro-environments
properties formulated by Bagley et al. [57] as features in machine learning algorithms
to study calcium vs non-sites. Wei et al. ignored the 3 three-dimensional co-ordinates
features and used remaining 19 features from Bagley et al. to build their Bayesian
classification model.
Bagley et al. [58] used micro-environment properties to study 6 molecules for
serine protease active sites, as an extension to their earlier study [57]. In this study,
they suggested a general purpose method of modular property representation that
could be used to analyse any kind of macromolecule. They reported that property
distributions are within a reasonable statistical framework.
Wei et al. [29] improved a Bayesian system called FEATURE to characterize and
recognize geometrically complex and asymmetric sites such as ATP-binding site and
disulfide bond-forming sites. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecule plays vital
roles in energy transfers in living systems. Wei et al. created statistical profiles
that distinguished ATP-binding sites from random non-sites in 3D structures and
later used these profiles to recognize new ATP-binding sites. Wei et al. analysed
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disulfide bond-forming sites and redoxin active site. In a protein structure, a cysteine
residue can appear either in free form or covalently bonded to another cysteine via a
disulfide group. A redoxin active site—including thioredoxins and glutaredoxins—are
small proteins that participate in thiol-disulfide exchange reactions via the reversible
oxidation of an active central disulfide bond. 90 disulfide-bonding cysteines from 16
non-redundant proteins and 48 free cysteins—as non-sites—from 19 non-redundant
proteins were used in their study.
2.3 The Study on Functions of Yeast Genome
Experimental biology findings has its limitation. Even for simple organism like yeast
which can grow fast and can be subjected for repeated study due to low cost and
time, has only about 50% of genes with confirmed functional annotations. This lim-
ited knowledge warrants computer scientists to model biological data using machine
learning approaches. It subsequently helps biologists to have a better goal in their
search of functional pathway of all genes. Building accurate classification models with
limited knowledge is a challenging problem as many learning algorithms prefer more
samples than experiments. On the other hand, we usually have less samples than
experimental assays. If we blindly combine more data sets, it will be over fitting the
data and all learning algorithms cannot build a proper classification model.
2.3.1 Multiple Microarray Data Sets
Spellman et al. [56] conducted microarray experiments on S. cerevisiae with ex-
perimental conditions—α-factor arrest, Cdc15 arrest, Elutriation, Cln3 and Clb2
activation—and monitored expression levels of 6221 genes at various time points.
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Similarly, Chu et al. [7] and DeRisi et al. [9] measured gene expression levels through
sporulation and diauxic shift experiments respectively. Thus there are 6 sets of gene
expression experiments, one for each of the 6 experimental conditions mentioned here.
These 6 sets of gene expression experiments comprise 80 individual gene expression
experiments, whose details will be provided in Table 3.1.
Mateos et al [34] use Spellman et al. [56] data sets and 96 functions of yeast
(from MIPS catalogue dated November 8, 2001). They used MLP (multilayer per-
ceptron) in their classification study. Performance was measured as true positive
rate (TP = Number of true positive genes from a classifier / Number of actual posi-
tive genes in data set), in a three-fold cross validation scheme. They reported more
than 60% false negative on 92% of the functions studied. They further reported that
correlation between class size and learning rate is less than perfect—for example,
“glyoxylate” achieved high TP = 35% with only 5 genes while “biogenesis of cell
wall” achieved TP = 4% with 85 genes. They also reported that a very faint trend
for smaller classes to be more heterogeneous, and larger classes to be more homoge-
neous. They applied an iterative procedure on the function TCA and reported that
only with a threshold τ = 0.8, their classifier achieved optimum performance. Finally,
Mateos et al. concluded that only 10% of functions are trainable through learning
algorithms with gene expression data sets.
Clare et al. [8] use the “cellcycle” data set from Spellman et al. (1998), “church”
data set from Roth et al. (1998), “derisi” data set from DeRisi et al. (1997), “eisen”
data set from Eisen et al. (1998), “gasch1” data set from Gasch et al. (2000),
“gasch2” data set from Gasch et al. (2001), “spo” data set from Chu et al. (1998),
and “expr” is formed by combining or merging these 7 microarray data sets. As our
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research is focused on functional classification of yeast genes through microarray data
sets only, we discuss results related to microarray data sets only. They used DMP
(Data Mining Prediction), and two complementary forms of data mining—Inductive
Logic Programming (Muggleton et al., 1992) and propositional rule learning (Mitchell,
1997). Average accuracy of 33% on the “cellcycle” data set, 51% on “derisi” data set,
40% on “eisen” data set, 63% on “spo” data set, and 37% on “expr” data set, are
achieved for second level functional annotations based on the MIPS catalogue dated
April 24, 2002 on their test data. Please refer to their paper [8] for other data sets
and results.
Genome laboratories regularly conduct microarray gene expression experiments
on yeast. This results in having many gene expression data sets from each ex-
periment. These data sets are regularly deposited into SMD (Stanford Microarray
Database [16]). In this way, SMD possesses a huge collection of microarray gene ex-
pression data sets based on several experimental conditions. Researchers can down-
load these data sets for building functional classification models.
Chapter 3
Description of Data Sets and
Methods
In Chapter 2 the research studies of Brown [5], Wei [31], and Mateos [34] are sum-
marised. In this chapter we give details of our data sets on the three problems—the
study of 5 functions of yeast genes through 6 gene expression data sets, the study
of 3 types of protein sites through 6 types of micro-environment properties, and the
study of 26 functions of yeast genes through 57 data sets.
Specifically:
• In the previous chapter we detailed the work of Eisen et al. [10] who studied wet
lab analysis of 5 cellular functions of S. cerevisiae under 6 experimental condi-
tions. These 5 functions are used in classification studies [5] through learning
algorithms. In this chapter we give details of data sets used in our research
study.
• In the previous chapter we described the study on calcium binding sites through
attributes generated by FEATURE package with scoring function based on
Bayesian by Wei et al., [31]. In this chapter we give details on how we derived
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the data sets for our research study on modeling 3 types of protein sites.
• In the previous chapter we described the study by Mateos et al. [34] on 96 func-
tions of yeast genes with the similar 6 sets of microarray of Eisen et al. [10] and
reported that only 10% of functions are trainable through learning algorithms.
In this chapter we give details of the 16 data sets used in our research study on
modeling 26 functions of yeast.
3.1 Yeast Genes
Eisen et al. [10] showed that genes involved in common functional activities would
have similar gene expression profiles under a number of experimental conditions.
Brown et al. [5] studied—in a follow-up to Eisen et al.—how 5 specific cellular func-
tions of S. cerevisiae are affected under 6 experimental conditions. This resulted in 6
gene expression data sets described in Table 3.1. These data sets can be used, either
individually or in combination to infer if a gene is involved in the 5 specific cellular
functions studied.
3.1.1 6 Gene Expression Data Sets
We use the gene expression data of Saccharomyces cerevisiae from six different mi-
croarray studies available from (http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenData.htm) Eisen’s Lab [10].
These six microarray studies have been performed on the same set of genes from yeast,
but with different experimental objectives and under varying experimental conditions.
Table 3.1 shows the major differences between the six datasets Alp[56], Cdc [56],
Elu [56], Ccc [56], Spo [7], and Dia [9]. Collectively, the six datasets comprise gene
expression vectors from a total of 80 experiments on 6,221 yeast ORFs. Out of the
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6,221 genes used in the experiments, 2,550 are known yeast genes with annotated
functions in MIPS (Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences) [36].
Table 3.1: 6 microarray data sets used in our study.
Study Experimental condition Experimental objective Time Points
Alp α factor-based synchronization cell cycle 18
Cdc Cdc15 -based synchronization cell cycle 25
Elu elutriation synchronization cell cycle 14
Ccc Cln3 and Clb2 experiments cell cycle 3
Spo nitrogen deficiency spore morphogenesis 13
Dia glucose depletion diauxic shift 7
3.1.2 5 Specific Functional Annotations of Yeast Genes
For a more comprehensive study, we also apply our method to all the MIPS-annotated
yeast genes in non-singleton functional classes (i.e., functional classes with more than
one genes). Unlike previous similar studies such as the study by Mateos et al., we
chose to exclude genes with ambiguous functional assignments—namely, genes that
belong to multiple functional classes—as we observe that the inclusion of such genes
in the training process can affect the results, causing deterioration of the classifiers
learned (data not shown). Out of the 2,550 annotated yeast genes in our expression
datasets, there are 1,851 genes unambiguously assigned to a total of 60 non-singleton
MIPS functional classes and available for our comprehensive evaluation study. Clas-
sification problem needs a label to be assigned to a set of samples for recognizing
them. Functional annotations of yeast genes (TCA, ribosomal, histone, respiration
and proteasome) are attached as class labels to microarray datasets as detailed in
Table 3.2 for solving functional classification problems. For the known functional
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classification of the 2, 550 annotated genes, we refer to functional assignments pro-
vided with Eisen’s data [10] which is based on the Comprehensive Yeast Genome
Database (CYGD catalogue version 1.3, dated 25th June, 2003 [36]) from MIPS. The
CYGD is a yeast gene annotation database based on extensive knowledge extracted
from literature.
Table 3.2: 219 yeast genes on 5 functional classes from MIPS.
Function Description Number of genes
TCA Tricarboxylic acid cycle 22
RESP genes in respiratory processes 24
RIBO ribosomal genes 129
PROT genes of the proteasome 33
HIST histone-related genes 11
For comparison, we focus on the five different MIPS classes that both Brown et al. [5]
and Mateos et al. [34] had analyzed previously. The five classes are shown in Table 3.2
while many functional classes can be unlearnable [34], these five functional classes are
proved to be machine-learnable by several previous studies [10, 5, 34]. Biologically,
they represent categories of genes expected to exhibit similar expression profiles on
biological grounds. While data from different experiments keep accumulating, it is
essential to have accurate means for extracting biological significances and using the
data to assign functions to genes. Microarrays continue to have limitations in addi-
tion to their technical difficulty, specificity and reliability: Microarrays are victims
of their own success since the large data sets generated by these chips add new sta-
tistical and informatics-related challenges and complexity. The process of extracting
accurate knowledge becomes more challenging for classification algorithms.
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3.2 Types of Protein Sites
Protein sites are micro-environments within a biomolecular structure, distinguished
by their structural or functional role. Steven et al. [57] formulated 6 sets of micro-
environment properties—comprising co-ordinates, chemical groups, secondary struc-
tures, atom-based, residue-based, and other properties—surrounding a protein site.
They showed that the distributions of these properties differ significantly between
sites and non-sites. In particular, Steven et al. studied calcium binding sites, serine
protease active sites, and disulfide bridges. Subsequently, Wei et al. [31] built a clas-
sification model on calcium binding site using the 19 micro-environment properties
formulated by Steven et al. as features. Wei et al. took 16 calcium binding sites and
100 non-binding sites, and built a Bayesian classification model. The point to note is
that Wei et al. used 5 categories of micro-environment properties in inferring calcium
binding sites. Again, these 6 sets of micro-environment properties are very different
from each other in nature. They can be used either individually or in combination to
infer if a candidate region in a protein is a calcium binding site.
3.2.1 6 Micro-Environment Properties
Protein sites are micro-environment within a segment of biomolecular structure of
a protein, recognized by their functional role. Bagley et al. characterized and for-
mulated micro-environment features surrounding protein sites [57]. This resulted in
6 categories of 22 micro-environment properties comprising—Atom (4 atomic types
and charges), Chemical (6 chemical-based properties), Residue (3 residue type classi-
fications), Sec-str (2 secondary structure classifications), Others (4 general properties
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and measures), and Co-ord (3 3-dimensional co-ordinates of atoms). These 22 micro-
environment properties are detailed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: 6 categories of micro-environment properties.
Category Properties in each category
Co-ord X-Co-ord, Y-Co-ord, Z-Co-ord
Atom Atom type, Hydrophobicity, charge, charge-with-His
Chemical Hydroxy, amide, amine, carbonyl, ring-system, peptide
Residue Type, class1, class2
Sec-str Secondary structure, strclass1, strclass2
Others VDW-volume, B-factor, mobility, solvent accessibility
3.2.2 3 Types of Protein Sites
In this study, 3-dimension structural data are retrieved for proteins from Protein Data
Bank. Table 3.4 gives 19 protein IDs on 3 protein sites—CALCIUM (calcium bind-
ing site), SERINE (serine protease active site), and DISULFIDE (Disulfide bridge).
These proteins are biologically known to consist the 3 protein sites.
Table 3.4: Proteins on 3 types of protein sites from PDB.
Protein sites Sample size PDB ID
CALCIUM 94 1NPC 1TMN 2MSB 3LHM
SERINE 43 1GCT 1SGT 1TON
DISULFIDE 37 2IG2 2PRK 2SN3 3GRS 6PAD
Steps in building data sets : 3-dimensional protein structural data for
the proteins (Table 3.4) are retrieved from Protein Data Bank. “CASTp” (Com-
puted Atlas of Surface Topography of proteins [3]) identifies all pockets and cavi-
ties for a three-dimensional structure of a protein. It also measures their volume
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and area analytically and give the number, area, and circumference of the mouth
openings for each pocket. Pocket information files are retrieved for a type of pro-
teins sites—s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}—through the “Castp” server
(http://sts.bioengr.uic.edu/castp/index.php) [25, 26, 27]. From pocket information
files known types of protein sites information are extracted. Three Co-ordinate val-
ues are taken from 3-dimensional co-ordinates of PDB. The remaining 19 micro-
environments properties are calculated from atom records (as formulated by Wei [29]).
3.3 Yeast Genome
Mateos et al. [34] used the gene expression data sets of Eisen et al. [10] and tried to
predict 96 functions of S. cerevisiae using multilayer perceptron. They reported that
only 10% of functions are trainable by their approach—this is not surprising since
many of the 96 functional classes have too few members or have ambiguous members.
3.3.1 57 Multiple Gene Expression Data Sets
The Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) possesses a huge collection of microarray
data from global laboratories. In this subsection we detail on 16 microarray datasets
that are retrieved with different experimental conditions for 6443 genes, from SMD
database (http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/). Missing values for some experiments
are left as is, because our data mining software is capable of handling them effectively.
6 of the 16 data sets each contains wet experiments where the experimental condi-
tions are different. Original authors grouped different datasets as one single dataset.
Our focus of research is to validate the use of individual data set based on different
experiment. So, we partition these 6 data sets into 47 data sets based on individual
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Table 3.5: 16 microarray data sets from SMD.
Code Experimental condition Experimental objective Data Points
Alp Alpha factor arrest, Cln3-Clb2
activation, Elutriation, Cdc15
arrest





Identify genes expressed under growth
conditions of excess copper or copper
deficiency [18]
6
Des DES460 and 0.02%mms Role of the Mec1 pathway in modulat-
ing the cellular response to DNA dam-
age [14]
41
Haa Haa1 regulated transcription Finding genes encoding membrane
proteins [22]
4
Hea Heat shock Finding genes with similar dras-
tic response to many environmental
changes [13]
133
Dby DBY8778 stationary phase Identifying regulatory modules from
gene expressions [52]
33
Cal Calcium time series Find out calcineurin-dependent func-
tional genes in signaling pathways&
Molecule transport cell wall mainte-
nance and vesicular transport [67]
40
Fch Cell cycle Alpha factor
Fkh1&Fkh2
Identify genes whose transcription is
cell-cycle regulated [70]
26
Met Metabolic reprogramming dur-
ing diauxic shift
Identify genes affected by deletion of
TUP1&YAP1 [9]
7
Hyd Hydrostatic pressure Transcript expression in yeast at high
hydrostatic pressure [11]
2
Iro Iron deprivation Iron uptake experiment in yeast [53] 6
Aft Aft2 iron regulation in yeast Mutant containing a double
aft1Deltaaft2Delta was generated
to find overlapping Aft1 and Aft2
functions [48]
2
Fit Iron uptake in yeast Cells response to the absence of FIT
genes by up-regulating systems of iron
uptake [42]
6
Pho Manipulation of phosphate lev-
els
Identify components regulated by
PHO regulatory pathway [40]
8
Snf Snf-Swi mutants deleted Find genes in vivo to remodel nucleo-
somes in vitro [59]
12
Spo Sporulation of meiosis and
spore morphogenesis




experiments as follows: Alp into 4 data sets {Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Alp4}, Des into 7
data sets {Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4, Des5, Des6, Des7}, Hea into 20 data sets {Hea1,
Hea1, Hea1, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3, Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9, Hea10, Hea11,
Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15, Hea16, Hea17, Hea18, Hea19, Hea20}, Dby into 6 data
sets {Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6}, Cal into 8 data sets {Cal1, Cal2, Cal3,
Cal4, Cal5, Cal6, Cal7, Cal8}, and Fch into 2 data sets {Fch1, Fch2}, as detailed in
Table 3.6.
These 47 partitioned data sets together with the remaining 10 unpartitioned data
sets give us a total of 57 data sets of gene expression experiments based on the 57
experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of gene)—A = {Alp1,
Alp2, Alp3, Alp4, Ace, Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4, Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2,
Hea3, Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9, Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14,
Hea15, Hea16, Hea17, Hea18, Hea19, Hea20, Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6,
Cal1, Cal2, Cal3, Cal4, Cal5, Cal6, Cal7, Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit,
Pho, Snf, Spo}, as detailed in Table 3.7. The 57 datasets of yeast gene expression
data has different objectives in finding genes in a specific functional group.
3.3.2 26 Functional Annotations of Yeast Genes
Mateos et al. [34] went further than studying the 5 cellular functions considered by
Brown et al. [5]. In fact, they used the gene expression data sets of Eisen et al. [10]
and tried to predict 96 functions of S. cerevisiae using multilayer perceptron. They
reported that only 10% of functions are trainable by their approach—this is not
surprising since many of the 96 functional classes have too few members or have
ambiguous members. The Stanford Microarray Database [16] also possesses a huge
collection of microarray data from global laboratories on 116 functions in S. cerevisiae
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Alp1 Alpha-factor based synchronization 18
Alp2 Elutriation 14
Alp3 Cdc15 based synchronization 24
Alp4 Cln3-Clb2 Experiments 3
Des DES460 and
0.02%mms
Des1 DES460 and 0.02% mms 7
Des2 DES459 + 0.02% mec1 7
Des3 DUN1 + 0.02% MMS 3
Des4 WT-plus-gamma 8
Des5 DES460(wt)-mock irradiation 4
Des6 mec1-plus-gamma 8
Des7 DES459(mec1)-mock irradiation 4
Hea Heat shock Hea1 Stress Response by Heat shock 8
Hea2 Stress Response by SL3 5
Hea3 Stress Response by 25C 5
Hea4 Stress Response by 29C to 33C 4
Hea5 Stress Response by 29C+1M sorbitol to
33C+1M sorbitol
3
Hea6 Stress Response by 33C no sorbitol 2
Hea7 Stress Response by Heat shock upto 37 7
Hea8 Stress Response by constant 0.32mM.H202
redo
10
Hea9 Stress Response by 1mM menadione redo 9
Hea10 Stress Response by 2.5mMDTT 8
Hea11 Stress Response by dtt 7
Hea12 Stress Response by 1.5mMdiamide 8
Hea13 Stress Response by 1M sorbitol 6
Hea14 Stress Response by Hypo-osmotic shock 5
Hea15 Stress Response by Amino Acid + Adenine
starvation
5
Hea16 Stress Response by Nitrogen Depletion 9
Hea17 Stress Response by YPD 25C 10
Hea18 Stress Response by YPD 30C 9
Hea19 Stress Response by degree growth 5
Hea20 Stress Response by Steady state 8
Dby DBY8778 station-
ary phase
Dby1 DBY8778 stationary phase 6





Cal Calcium time series Cal1 Calcium time series 8
Cal2 Calcium + FK506 time series 8
Cal3 Calcium + FK506 vs calcium 4
Cal4 Crz1+calcium vs CRZ1+calcium 4
Cal5 Crz1+NaC1 vs CRZ1+NaC1 4
Cal6 NaC1 time series 4
Cal7 NaC1 + FK506 vs NaC1 4
Cal8 NaC1 + FK50 time series 4
Fch Cell cycle Alpha
factor Fkh1&Fkh2
Fch1 Fkh1 Fkh2 Alpha Factor 13
Fch2 Fkh1 Fkh2 Cell cycle Alpha factor 13
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Table 3.7: 57 microarray data sets used in our study.
New Code Experimental condition Data Points
Alp1 Alpha-factor based synchronization 18
Alp2 Elutriation 14
Alp3 Cdc15 based synchronization 24
Alp4 Cln3-Clb2 Experiments 3
Ace Transcriptional activators Ace1 and Mac1 6
Des1 DES460 and 0.02% mms 7
Des2 DES459 + 0.02% mec1 7
Des3 DUN1 + 0.02% MMS 3
Des4 WT-plus-gamma 8
Des5 DES460(wt)-mock irradiation 4
Des6 mec1-plus-gamma 8
Des7 DES459(mec1)-mock irradiation 4
Haa Haa1 regulated transcription 4
Hea1 Stress Response by Heat shock 8
Hea2 Stress Response by SL3 5
Hea3 Stress Response by 25C 5
Hea4 Stress Response by 29C to 33C 4
Hea5 Stress Response by 29C+1M sorbitol to 33C+1M sorbitol 3
Hea6 Stress Response by 33C no sorbitol 2
Hea7 Stress Response by Heat shock upto 37 7
Hea8 Stress Response by constant 0.32mM.H202 redo 10
Hea9 Stress Response by 1mM menadione redo 9
Hea10 Stress Response by 2.5mMDTT 8
Hea11 Stress Response by dtt 7
Hea12 Stress Response by 1.5mMdiamide 8
Hea13 Stress Response by 1M sorbitol 6
Hea14 Stress Response by Hypo-osmotic shock 5
Hea15 Stress Response by Amino Acid + Adenine starvation 5
Hea16 Stress Response by Nitrogen Depletion 9
Hea17 Stress Response by YPD 25C 10
Hea18 Stress Response by YPD 30C 9
Hea19 Stress Response by degree growth 5
Hea20 Stress Response by Steady state 8
Dby1 DBY8778 stationary phase 6





Cal1 Calcium time series 8
Cal2 Calcium + FK506 time series 8
Cal3 Calcium + FK506 vs calcium 4
Cal4 Crz1+Calcium vs CRZ1+calcium 4
Cal5 Crz1+NaC1 vs CRZ1+NaC1 4
Cal6 NaC1 time series 4
Cal7 NaC1 + FK506 vs NaC1 4
Cal8 NaC1 + FK50 time series 4
Fch1 Fkh1,Fkh2 Alpha Factor 13
Fch2 Fkh1,Fkh2 Cellcycle Alpha factor 13
Met Metabolic reprogramming during diauxic shift 7
Hyd Hydrostatic pressure 2
Iro Iron deprivation 6
Aft Aft2 iron regulation in yeast 2
Fit Iron uptake in yeast 6
Pho Manipulation of phosphate levels 8
Snf SnfSwi mutants deleted 12
Spo Sporulation of meiosis and spore morphogenesis 7
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proteins. These two data collections contain too many protein functions for us to
conduct an exhaustive comparison between using multiple data sets vs using a single
data set.
Functional classification of genes with 6 microarray datasets of yeast is stud-
ied by Brown [5] and Mateos [34], as briefed in our earlier Section 3.1.2. In this
study, we take multiple datasets from different biological experiment with more func-
tional annotations of yeast. Our study establishes the importance of dataset se-
lection criteria. Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) [36] has
latest functional annotation on yeast. 116 functions of Saccharomyces cerevisiae are
taken, from MIPS catalogue (Version 2.0, dated 19-03-2004) at the second level
(http://mips.gsf.de/projects/funcat). MIPS classification scheme is hierarchical with
about 19 general classes at the first level and then further subdivided into more
specific classes at the second level. Following earlier researchers [5, 34, 8] we also
considered functions from the second level. After removing singleton function classes,
our data set is reduced to 46 functions on 2114 genes. We segmented this data into 26
function (1928 genes) and 20 functions (186 genes) based on number of genes above
25 and less than 25, respectively. We report our findings on 26 function (as listed in
Table 3.8) in this thesis report.
3.4 Algorithms and Methods
The algorithms used in this report are—na¨ıve Bayesian [77, 78, 79], neural net-
work [82, 83, 84], support vector machine [71, 72, 73], and decision tree C4.5 [74,
75, 76]. The feature selection methods used in this report are—Correlation-based
feature subset selection [19], χ2 feature selection [32], and Information-gain feature
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Table 3.8: 1928 yeast genes on 26 functional classes from MIPS.
Original Code Our code Functions Number of Annotated genes
11.02 Rsn RNA-synthesis 226
11.04 Rpr RNA-processing 161
10.03 Cyc Cell-cycle 149
20.09 Trt Transport-routes 145
12.01 Rib Ribosome-biogenesis 138








1.03 Nuc Nucleotide-metabolism 81
14.13 Deg Protein-degradation 77




14.07 Prm Protein-modification 48
20.01 Tcs Transported-compounds-(substrates) 46
12.04 Tra Translation 42




34.11 Csr Cellular-sensing-and-response 33
20.03 Tfc Transport-facilitation 32
42.01 Wal Cell-wall 32
12.10 Ami Aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetases 31
43.01 Fun Fungal-micro-organismic cell type dif-
ferentiation
31
2.13 Res Respiration 29
14.01 Pfs Protein-folding-and-stabilization 29
32.07 Dtx Detoxification 27
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selection method.
1-vs-All : The positive class comprises those samples belonging to the function
being studied; the rest of the samples in the data sets are treated as negative samples
(1-vs-all scheme).
WEKA package [65] : Initially we used GIST package [5] on 5 functions of
yeast to compare outcome with previous studies. Later, we used only WEKA package
(as detailed below) on all the three research problems that we have studied.
1. WEKA (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/)– Waikato Environment for Knowl-
edge Analysis, Version 3-3-4 [65] from “Waikato University”, New Zealand.
2. WEKA is installed on SunOS sparc, delta 5.8 server with 8GB RAM.
3. Perl scripts on SunOS are developed for automatic processing of different clas-
sification algorithms and feature selection methods in—WEKA.
4. In WEKA package while using χ2 feature selection method and Ranker method
(weka.attributeSelection.Ranker) to evaluate the attribute, the “threshold” is
set as −T0 to select attributes whose ranks values are above than “0”.
5. In WEKA package while using Information-gain feature selection method and
Ranker method (weka.attributeSelection.Ranker) to evaluate the attribute, the
“threshold” is set as −T0 to select attributes whose ranks values are above than
“0”.
6. We use C4.5, Na¨ıve Bayesian, multilayer perceptron (with one input layer and
nodes=number of input attributes;one middle layer with nodes=(number of at-
tributes+number of classes)/2;one output layer with nodes
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and SVM (with polynomial kernel of degree 3) implementation from the WEKA
package at its default setting.
Evaluation metrics : Machine learning algorithm builds a classification model
based on training data and yields results on the given test data. The model is eval-
uated by checking the test data prediction ability of the model. We derive several
units of classification—TP:Number of True Positives, FP:Number of False Positives,
FN:Number of False Negatives, and TN:Number of True Negatives—based on the out-
come on testing data. Evaluation metrics used to evaluate any classification model
are listed below :
• Cost saving function, termed as S(M, k) = k ∗ TP − FP (for any k > 0 and
for any machine learning algorithm “M”). The relative performance of different
classifier is not affected by change of k value. A similar cost saving function
was earlier suggested by Brown et al. [5].
• F −measure = 2∗Recall∗Precision
Recall+Precision
• Recall = TP
TP+FN
and
• Precision = TP
TP+FP
• Rate of False Negative = FN
NumberofPositives
, used by Mateos et al. [34].
• Rate of False Positive = FP
NumberofNegatives
• Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+FP+TN+FN




Abbreviation Expansion of Abbreviation
SVM Support Vector machine implementation of WEKA package
MLP multilayer Perceptron
C4.5 Decision tree C4.5 algorithm
NBay Na¨ıve Bayesian algorithm
CFS Correlation-based feature selection method
Chi χ2 feature selection method
Info Information-gain feature selection method
Hill Combination of Whole data sets by Hill climbing algorithm with
selection one-data set-in each iteration
Greedy-Hill Combination of Whole data sets by Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm
with selection multiple-data set-in each iteration
ALL Performance obtained in a classification model by using all available
data sets
BI Performance derived in a classification model by using the Best of
Individual data set
Combination Performance of a classification model with Combination of whole
data sets selected by Hill or Greedy-Hill
Performance Evaluation of a classification model by using cost saving measure
S(M, 2)
unrelated Different sets of features on same set of genes or types of sites
FS Performance obtained in a classification model by using features
selected by feature selection methods
Feat Features that are selected by feature selection methods
S(M, k) Value by cost saving measure for any k > 0 and any machine learn-
ing algorithm (m)
F (M) Value by F measure by any machine learning algorithm (m)
3-fold Data used in the classification model is by 3-fold cross validation
scheme
Rt F N Rate of False Negative
Rt F P Rate of False Positive
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• Sensitivity = TP
TP+FN
We analysed yeast catalogue Version 2.0 (dated 19-March-2004, used in our study)
and Version 2.1 (dated 9-January-2007). Some changes in functional annotations
at level-2 are noted and listed in Table 3.10. Nevertheless our data and functional
annotations are good enough as of today, even after going through the new catalogue.
Table 3.10: Updated functional annotations as per Version 2.1 yeast catalogue.
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Chapter 4
Exploring Existing Methods
We demonstrate in this chapter that judicious use of additional data sets—even those
that are derived from very different wet experimental conditions (different sets of
features on same set of genes or sites)—can increase the accuracy of classification
models for a variety of bioinformatics prediction problems. In particular, we provide
three substantial examples to demonstrate this point. In the first two examples where
exhaustive comparisons are possible, we show that using additional data sets (on same
set of genes or sites) can yield better results than using a single data set with 26%
and 31% chance respectively. In the third example, the number of combinations is
too large for us to compare exhaustively, but we are able to find some combinations of
additional data sets that produce better results than any single data set. This seems
to suggest that using all available data sets may be a simple way to improve prediction
accuracy. However, in this chapter, we show how using all available data sets does
not give the best improved prediction accuracy and often gives a worse accuracy
than using the best individual data sets. In the first two problems, where exhaustive
comparisons are possible, we show that there is a 26% and 11% chance respectively
that using a combination of 2 or more data sets, but not all of the available data
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sets, yields better prediction performance by S(M, 2) than using all of the available
data sets. In the third example, where exhaustive comparisons are not feasible due
to the large number of data sets, we show for 79% of the protein functional classes,
we are able to use a combination of 2 or more data sets, but not all of the available
data sets to obtain a higher prediction performance by S(M, 2) that using all the
available data sets. The next choice generally used in classification problems by many
researchers is to apply feature selection methods and build a model from the selected
features. We illustrate, in this chapter, how prediction accuracy can be improved by
using conventional feature selection methods compared to using the best individual
data sets or all available data sets. However, we also show that conventional feature
selection methods do not achieve the best prediction accuracy often enough than
using a combination of whole individual data sets.
Specifically:
• Eisen et al. [10] showed that genes involved in common functional activities
would have similar gene expression profiles under a number of experimental con-
ditions. Brown et al. [5] studied—in a follow-up to Eisen et al.—how 5 specific
cellular functions of S. cerevisiae are affected under 6 experimental conditions.
This resulted in 6 gene expression data sets described earlier in Table 3.1. These
data sets can be used, either individually or in combination to infer if a gene is
involved in the 5 specific cellular functions studied. Brown et al. [5] augmented
the data sets of Eisen et al with 2 additional experimental data sets to infer 5
specific functions of S. cerevisiae genes. Mateos et al. [34] used the 6 expression
data sets of Eisen et al to also infer the same 5 specific cellular functions of S.
cerevisiae genes. The point to note here is all of them used all data sets that
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are conveniently available in their classification models. We show here that we
can much more accurately infer if a gene is involved in the 5 specific cellular
functions, if we use these 6 data sets in combination as opposed to using any
single one of them. Our results show that using multiple data sets in combi-
nation has as much as 99% (74%, 15%, respectively) chance of yielding better
classification accuracy than using any single data set for inferring ribosomal
(proteasome, TCA-cycle, respectively) proteins by SVM. Experiments on other
classifiers—such as Na¨ıive Bayesian and C4.5—also show large probability of
yielding higher accuracy for inferring ribosomal, proteasome, and TCA-cycle
proteins, when multiple data sets are used than when any single data set is
used. In fact, out of the 4940 exhaustive comparisons made over SVM, C4.5,
Na¨ıve Bayesian, and MLP on the 5 specific cellular functions, 258 (= 5%) of
the possible combination of data sets yield an accuracy equal to the best of
all individual data sets, and 1266 (= 26%) of the possible combination of data
sets yield better accuracy than the best of all individual data sets. That is,
using multiple data sets has 26% chance of yielding better results. Next, we
show that we can infer more accurately if a gene is involved in the 5 specific
cellular functions, when we use some combination of data sets but not neces-
sarily all the available data sets. Our results show that using a combination
of 2 or more data sets—but not all the available data sets—has as much as
98% (68%, respectively) chance of yielding better classification accuracy than
using all available data sets for respiration (ribosomal, respectively) proteins
by MLP. Studies on other classifiers—SVM, C4.5, and NBay—also show large
probability of yielding higher accuracy for inferring respiration and ribosomal,
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when 2 or more data sets but not all available data sets are used. In fact, out
of the 4920 exhaustive comparisons over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 5
specific cellular functions, 81 (=2%) of the possible combinations of data sets
yield an accuracy equal to using all available data sets, and 1258 (=26%) of the
possible combinations of data sets yield better accuracy than using all available
data sets. Finally, we show here that feature selection methods can yield better
results than using the best individual data sets or using all available data sets.
Results show that, for 80% (60%, 60%, and 60%, respectively) of the protein
functional classes, we are able to use feature selection methods to obtain a higher
prediction accuracy than using the best of individual data sets through C4.5
(SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Results also show that, for 80% (60%,
80%, 80%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, we are able to use
feature selection methods to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using all
available data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Finally
we show for 60% (60%, 80%, and 80%) of the protein functional classes, we are
able to use a combination of 2 or more whole data sets to obtain a higher pre-
diction accuracy than using the best performance by S(M, 2) from conventional
feature selection methods, through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively).
That is, while the conventional feature selection approach is a significant im-
provement over the use of the best of individual data sets and over the use of
all data sets blindly, it does not lead to the best accuracy often enough for pro-
tein functional classification problem. To the best of our knowledge, the only
significant previous work on inferring these 5 specific cellular functions, based
on these 6 data sets, are that of Brown et al. [5] and Mateos et al. [34]. Both of
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them obtained classification accuracy similar to ours, though the numbers can-
not be directly compared due to certain differences in the treatment of the data
sets between them and us. Nevertheless, both Brown et al. and Mateos et al.
used all available data sets, and did not consider the issue of using single data
sets vs using multiple data sets.
• Protein sites are micro-environments within a biomolecular structure, distin-
guished by their structural or functional role. Bagley et al. [57] formulated 6 sets
of micro-environment properties—comprising co-ordinates, chemical groups, sec-
ondary structures, atom-based, residue-based, and others properties—surrounding
a protein site. They showed that the distributions of these properties differ sig-
nificantly between sites and non-sites. In particular, Bagley et al. studied
calcium binding sites, serine protease active sites, and disulfide bridges. Subse-
quently, Wei et al. [31] built a classification model on calcium binding site using
the 19 micro-environment properties formulated by Bagley et al. [57] as features.
Wei et al. took 16 calcium binding sites and 100 non-binding sites, and built a
Bayesian classification model using 5 data sets formulated by Bagley et al. [57],
except co-ordinates. The point to note is that Wei et al. used 5 categories of
micro-environment properties in inferring calcium binding sites. Again, these
6 sets of micro-environment properties are very different from each other in
nature. They can be used either individually or in combination to infer if a
candidate region in a protein is a calcium binding site. We show here that
we can much more accurately infer if a candidate region is a calcium binding
site, a serine protease active site, or a disulfide bridge, using multiple sets of
micro-environment properties than using any single set of micro-environment
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properties. Our results show that using multiple sets of micro-environment
properties in combination gives a 81% (79%, 89%, respectively) chance of more
accurately inferring a candidate site as a calcium binding site (serine protease
active site, disulfide bridge, respectively), than using any single best set of
micro-environment properties by SVM. Experiments on other classifiers such as
Na¨ıive Bayesian, C4.5, and MLP also show good gain in accuracy when multiple
sets of micro-environment properties are used. In fact, out of 684 exhaustive
comparisons made over SVM, Na¨ıve Bayesian, C4.5, and MLP on 6 sets of
micro-environment properties on the 3 types of protein sites, 13 (= 2%) of the
possible combinations of sets of micro-environment properties yield an accuracy
equal to the best of any single set of micro-environment properties, and 213 (=
31%) yield better accuracy. That is, using multiple sets of micro-environment
properties has 31% chance of yielding better results. Next, we show here we
can much more accurately infer if a candidate region is a calcium binding site,
a serine protease active site, or a disulfide bridge, using a combination of 2 or
more of micro-environment properties—but not all available data sets—than
using all available data sets of micro-environment properties. Our results show
that using multiple sets of micro-environment properties in combination gives
a 33% (7%, respectively) chance of more accurately inferring a candidate site
as a calcium binding site (serine protease active site, respectively), than using
all available data sets of micro-environment properties by SVM. Experiments
on other classifiers such as NBay, C4.5, and MLP also show gain in accuracy
when multiple sets of micro-environment properties are used. In fact, out of the
684 exhaustive comparisons made over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 3
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types of protein sites, 12 (=2%) of the possible combinations of sets of micro-
environment properties yield an accuracy equal to using all available data sets
of micro-environment properties, and 71 (=10%) of the possible combinations
of sets of micro-environment properties yield better accuracy. Finally, we show
here that feature selection methods can yield better results than using the best
of the individual sets of micro-environment properties or using all sets of micro-
environment properties. Results show that for 100% (100%, 67% and 100%,
respectively) of the types of protein sites, we are able to use feature selection
methods to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using the best individ-
ual sets of micro-environment properties through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP,
respectively). Results also show that for 67% (67%, 33%, 67%, respectively)
of the types of protein sites, we are able to use feature selection methods to
obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using all 6 sets of micro-environment
properties through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Finally we show
for 100% (100%, 100%, and 67%) of the types of protein sites, we are able to
use a combination of 2 or more sets of micro-environment properties to obtain
a higher prediction accuracy than using the best performance by S(M, 2) from
feature selection methods, through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively).
Thus, while the conventional feature selection approach is a significant improve-
ment over the use of the best of individual data sets and over the use of all data
sets blindly, it does not lead to the best accuracy often enough for this protein
site classification problem. To the best of our knowledge, Bagley et al. [57] and
Wei et al. [31] have one of the best results in classifying calcium binding sites,
serine protease active sites, and disulfide bridges. Their reported accuracies are
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similar to ours, though the numbers cannot be directly compared due to differ-
ences in data sets used—we are unable to obtain their data sets. Nevertheless,
both Bagley et al. and Wei et al. used all available sets of micro-environment
properties data, and did not consider the issue of using single data sets vs using
multiple data sets.
• Mateos et al. [34] went further than studying the 5 cellular functions consid-
ered by Brown et al. [5]. In fact, they used the gene expression data sets of
Eisen et al. [10] and tried to predict 96 functions of S. cerevisiae using multi-
layer perceptron. They reported that only 10% of functions are trainable by
their approach—this is not surprising since many of the 96 functional classes
have too few members or have ambiguous members. The Stanford Microarray
Database [16] also possesses a huge collection of microarray data from global
laboratories on 116 functions in S. cerevisiae proteins. These two data col-
lections contain too many protein functions for us to conduct an exhaustive
comparison between using multiple data sets vs using a single data set, using
all available data sets, and using features selected by feature selection meth-
ods. Nevertheless, we consider 26 functions of S. cerevisiae and 16 data sets
with different experimental conditions from the Stanford Microarray Database.
These 26 functional classes are chosen because they have at least 3 unambiguous
member genes. We show that for most of the 26 functional classes, we can find
a combination of data sets from the 16 different experimental conditions that
yield better accuracy than using the best of all single data sets. Next, we show
that for most of the 26 functional classes, we can find a combination of data
sets from the 16 different experimental conditions that yield better accuracy
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than using all the 16 data sets together. We show here that feature selection
methods can yield better results than using the best individual data sets or
using all available data sets. Results show that for 37% (24%, 70%, and 43%,
respectively) of the protein functional classes, the use of conventional feature
selection methods lead to a poorer prediction accuracy than using the best of in-
dividual data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay and MLP, respectively). For 57%
(65%, 30%, and 43%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, it lead to
an equal prediction accuracy than using the best of individual data sets through
C4.5 (SVM, NBay and MLP, respectively). Results show that for 63% (74%,
89%, and 46%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, we are able to use
feature selection methods to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using all
available data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Finally,
we show for at least 37% (43%, 72%, and 61%, respectively) of the protein func-
tional classes, we are able to use a combination of 2 or more data sets to obtain
a higher prediction accuracy than using the best performance by S(M, 2) from
feature selection methods, through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively).
So, while the feature selection approach is a significant improvement over the
use of the best of individual data sets and over the use of all data sets blindly,
it does not lead to the best accuracy often enough for this protein functional
classification problem.
4.1 Using Best Individual Data Set
In this section we illustrate modeling of 5 specific cellular functions of yeast genes
and 26 functions of yeast by using only the best of microarray data sets (out of 6 and
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57 data sets, respectively). Also we show modeling on 3 types of protein sites using
the best of micro-environment property (out of 6 categories).
4.1.1 Use of Best Microarray Data Set on 5 Functions of
Yeast Genes
In Section 1.3.1 we detailed earlier studies on modeling five functions of yeast using
six microarray data sets. More details about the 5 cellular functions have already
been described in Table 3.2.
We now take the same 6 sets of gene expression experiments from the paper of
Eisen et al.—based on the 6 experimental conditions (different sets of features on same
set of genes)—as individual data sets, as depicted in Table 3.1. Then for a function f ,
for a learning methodm, and for a gene expression data set C, we construct a classifier
Cf(C,m) as follows. We take those annotated genes from the study of Brown et al.
that have function f to be our positives, and those that do not have function f as
negatives. Then for each positive gene, we build its corresponding feature vector by
taking its gene expression values from the data set C. Similarly, for each negative
gene, we build its corresponding feature vector by taking its gene expression values
from the data set C. Then we apply the learning method m to these feature vectors
and obtain the performance measure S(M, 2) by 3-fold cross validation.
We show below in Table 4.1 the results of the experiments just described, using
SVM as the learning method, and each of the gene expression results from the 6
experimental (different sets of features on same set of genes) conditions as a data
set. We can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) of SVM for predicting
5 specific cellular functions of yeast genes using an individual data set based on a
specific experimental condition. The rows are the 5 functions—TCA (TCA cycle),
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RESP (respiration), RIBO (ribosomes), PROT (proteosomes), and HIST (histones).
The second through the seventh columns are the 6 data sets based on 6 experimental
conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes)—Alp (α-factor arrest), Cdc
(cdc15 arrest), Elu (Elutriation), Spo (Sporulation), Dia (Diauxic shift), Ccc (Cln3
and Clb2). The SVM here is the support vector machine implementation from the
GIST package and uses RBF of degree 3, as in Brown et al. Note that the each feature
vector derived from the Ccc data set has only 3 feature points, as there are only 3
Ccc experiments; see Table 3.1. Note also that Eisen et al. did only a clustering of
genes based on their gene expression profiles from the 6 experimental conditions, and
did not annotate the genes with explicit function. Here we annotate the genes using
information from the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) dated 25th June 2003.
Table 4.1: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast based on individual data
set through SVM.
Function Learning cost savings S(SVM, 2)
Alp Cdc Elu Spo Dia Ccc
TCA -360 -5 0 -157 -532 -661
RESP -232 -160 -258 -348 -1319 -761
RIBO -250 69 -66 -6 -612 -1347
PROT -438 -66 -367 -27 -116 -398
HIST 2 16 -2 11 -87 -125
We also show below in Table 4.2 the results of the experiments, using MLP as
the learning method, and each of the gene expression results from the 6 experimental
conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes) as a data set. We can think
of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) of MLP for predicting 5 specific cellular
functions of yeast genes using an individual data set based on a specific experimental
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condition. The MLP is the multilayer perceptron implementation from the WEKA
package at its default setting.
Table 4.2: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast based on individual data
set through MLP.
Function Learning cost savings S(MLP, 2)
Alp Cdc Elu Spo Dia Ccc
TCA -6 -6 -11 -1 -1 0
RESP 0 -4 0 0 -1 0
RIBO 117 117 138 182 174 6
PROT -6 -2 -3 24 3 0
HIST 14 16 18 10 0 0
Spellman et al. [56] suggested that some data points in their study could be
removed as their appeared to be aberrant. While Eisen et al. used the data of Spell-
man et al. in full, Brown et al. [5] removed 15 time points. Specifically, Brown et al.
removed 10 time points from the CDC data set, all 3 time points from the CCC data
set, and 2 time points from the SPO data sets. At the same time, Brown et al. [5]
also added 14 new time points from 3 new experimental conditions. Specifically,
Brown et al. added 6 time points from a data set labeled HEAT, 4 time points
from a data set labeled DTT, and 4 time points from a data set labeled COLD,
provided on the website (http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/compbio/genex). Note
that Brown et al. [5] annotated the genes using the MIPS Catalogue of 8th November
2001. Thus they have 17 TCA genes, 30 RESP genes, 121 RIBO genes, 35 PROT
genes, and 11 HIST genes. However, here we annotate the genes using information
from the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) dated 25th June 2003 which is more up to
date; see Table 3.2.
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We show below in Table 4.3 the results of Cf(C,m), for various learning methods
m ∈ { C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 5 functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO,
TCA} annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) dated 25th June 2003, and
for various data sets C ∈ {Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo, Dia, HEAT, DTT, COLD} derived
from experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes) as per
Brown et al. In this table, we show the S(M, 2) score based on the performance by
S(M, 2) of m on the best individual data set; that is, for a function f , S(M, 2) =
max
C∈{Alp,Cdc,Elu,Spo,Dia,HEAT,DTT,COLD}Cf(C,m).
Table 4.3: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast based on the best of
individual data sets through algorithms.
Function C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
HIST 12 16 13 16
PROT 15 0 1 31
RESP 0 0 0 0
RIBO 174 160 174 189
TCA 0 0 0 3
4.1.2 Use of Best Micro-Environment Property on 3 Types
of Protein Sites
We now take the same 6 categories of micro-environment properties as our 6 individual
data sets, as depicted in Table 3.3. Then for a protein site s, for a learning method
m, and for a data set D, we construct a classifier Cs(D,m) as follows. We take atoms
that are protein site s to be our positives, and those that are not protein site s as
negatives. Then for each positive atom, we build its corresponding feature vector by
taking micro-environment values from the data set D. Similarly, for each negative
atom, we build its corresponding feature vector by taking micro-environment values
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from the data set D. Then we apply the learning method m to these feature vectors
and obtained the performance measure S(M, 2) by 3-fold cross validation.
We show below in Table 4.4 the results of the experiments just described, using
SVM as the learning method, and each of the data sets results from the 6 categories
of micro-environment properties. We can think of this table as the performance by
S(M, 2) of SVM for predicting 3 specific types of protein sites using an individual data
set based on a specific category. The rows are the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM
(calcium binding sites), DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges) and SERINE (serine protease
active sites). The second through the seventh columns are the 6 data sets based on
6 category of micro-environment properties—Atom (4 atomic types and charges),
Chemical (6 chemical-based properties), Residue (3 residue type classifications), Sec-
str (2 secondary structure classifications), Others (4 general properties and measures),
and Co-ord (3 dimensional co-ordinates of atoms). The SVM here is the Support
Vector machine implementation from the WEKA package with polynomial kernel of
degree 3.
Table 4.4: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites based on individual
micro-environment property through SVM.
S(SVM, 2)
Prot-site Atom Chemical Residue Sec-str Others Co-ord
CALCIUM 93 76 127 78 112 123
SERINE 0 0 0 0 0 15
DISULFIDE 0 0 0 0 1 6
We also show below in Table 4.5 the results of the experiments, using MLP as
the learning method, and each of the 6 categories of micro-environment properties as
a data set. We can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) of MLP for
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predicting 3 types of protein sites using an individual data set based on a specific
category. The MLP is the multilayer perceptron implementation from the WEKA
package at its default setting.
Table 4.5: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites based on individual
micro-environment property through MLP.
Learning cost savings S(MLP, 2)
Prot-site Atom Chemical Residue Sec-str Others Co-ord
CALCIUM 66 80 132 148 107 171
SERINE -6 -2 7 80 -7 73
DISULFIDE 0 0 43 0 13 64
We show below in Table 4.6 the results of Cs(D,m), for various methods m ∈
{C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISUL-
FIDE, SERINE}, and for various data sets D ∈ {Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str,
Others, Co-ord} derived from categories of micro-environment properties. We show
the S(M, 2) score based on the performance by S(M, 2) of m on the best individual
data set; that is,
for a site s, S(M, 2) = max
D∈{Atom,Chemical,Residue,Sec-str,Others,Co-ord}Cs(D,m).
Table 4.6: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites based on the best of
individual micro-environment properties through algorithms.
Prot-site C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
CALCIUM 179 127 136 171
SERINE 80 15 72 80
DISULFIDE 58 6 53 64
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4.1.3 Use of Best Microarray Data Set on 26 Functions of
Yeast Genes
Section 3.3.1 shows 16 data sets that are retrieved from SMD (in Table 3.5) and 57
data sets that are derived after partition (in Table 3.7). Section 3.3.2 shows details on
26 functional annotations of yeast genes (in Table 3.8) for which we illustrate various
outcomes.
Now, we have 57 data sets (47 partitioned and 10 unpartitioned data sets) on 26
functions of S. cerevisiae. We have 392 time points (for each experiment) on 2114
functionally known genes from the 57 data sets. We take the set of 57 gene expression
experiments—based on the 57 experimental conditions (different sets of features on
same set of genes)—as individual data sets, as depicted in Table 3.7. Then for a
function f , for a machine learning method m, and for a gene expression data set
E, we construct a classifier Cf(E,m) as follows. We take those annotated genes
that have function f to be our positives, and those that do not have function f as
negatives. Then for each positive gene, we build its corresponding feature vector by
taking its gene expression values from the data set E. Similarly, for each negative
gene, we build its corresponding feature vector by taking its gene expression values
from the data set E. Then we apply the learning method m to these feature vectors
and obtain the performance measure S(M, 2) by 3-fold cross validation.
Table 4.7 shows one table of results (out of six tables) for each set of 26 functions,
from the experiments we just described using C4.5 as the learning method, and each
of the gene expression results from the 12 experimental conditions (different sets of
features on same set of genes) as a data set (we are showing only outcome from 12
out of 57 data sets on 26 functions due to space constraint).
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We can think of these tables as the performance by S(M, 2) of C4.5 for predicting
26 cellular functions of yeast genes using an individual data set based on a specific
experimental condition. The rows are the 26 functions (please refer to Table 3.8)
shown in column 1 as catalogue number and column 2 as function code. Column
3 shows the number of genes for each function. The fourth through the fifteenth
columns are the 12 data sets based on 12 experimental conditions (different sets
of features on same set of genes)—Alp1 (Alpha-factor based synchronization), Ace
(Transcriptional activators Ace1 and Mac1), Alp4 (Cln3-Clb2 Experiments), Des1
(DES460 and 0.02% mms), Des2 (DES459 + 0.02% mec1), Des3 (DUN1 + 0.02%
MMS), Des4 (WT-plus-gamma), Des5 (DES460(wt)-mock irradiation), Des6 (mec1-
plus-gamma), Des7 (DES459(mec1)-mock irradiation), Alp2 (Elutriation), and Haa
(Haa1 regulated transcription). The C4.5 here is the decision tree algorithm C4.5 im-
plementation from the WEKA package. Here we annotate the genes using information
from the MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19 March 2004.
We show in Table 4.8 the results of Cf(E,m) for 26 functions, where m ∈ {C4.5,
SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 26 functions f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm, Lim, Vit,
Tca, Res, Fer, Mer, Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp, Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra, Trc, Ami,
Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm, Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt, Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom, Csr, Tvp,
Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt, Nuc, Mit, Fun} annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0)
of 19th March 2004, and for various data sets E ∈ E = {Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Alp4,
Ace, Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4, Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3, Hea4, Hea5,
Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9, Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15, Hea16, Hea17,
Hea18, Hea19, Hea20, Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6, Cal1, Cal2, Cal3, Cal4,
Cal5, Cal6, Cal7, Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit, Pho, Snf, Spo} derived
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Table 4.7: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 functions of yeast based on 12 individual
data set through C4.5.
Function Code Genes Alp1 Ace Alp4 Des1 Des2 Des3 Des4 Des5 Des6 Des7 Alp2 Haa
11.02 Rsn 226 -2 0 0 -6 -8 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0
11.04 Rpr 161 1 0 0 -12 0 0 4 0 8 0 -1 0
10.03 Cyc 149 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.09 Trt 145 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.01 Rib 138 79 71 9 74 73 0 131 56 99 94 100 0
1.01 Aam 103 -3 0 0 16 3 26 0 0 2 0 -4 0
1.06 Lim 99 -7 0 0 3 -1 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
10.01 Dna 99 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -9 0
1.05 Ccm 82 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
1.03 Nuc 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
14.13 Deg 77 -11 0 0 -2 0 0 -3 0 0 0 -4 0
32.01 Str 58 -6 0 0 0 -8 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0
1.07 Vit 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
12.04 Tra 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 Tcp 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.03 Tfc 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
43.01 Fun 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.13 Res 29 0 0 0 0 3 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.01 Pfs 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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from experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes). In these
tables, we show the S(M, 2) score based on the performance by S(M, 2) of m on the
best individual data set; that is, for a function f , S(M, 2) = maxE∈E Cf (E,m).
Table 4.8: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 functions of yeast based on the best of
individual data sets through algorithms.
Function Code Genes C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
11.02 Rsn 226 5 16 1 6
11.04 Rpr 161 8 0 3 7
10.03 Cyc 149 4 0 1 2
20.09 Trt 145 0 0 2 0
12.01 Rib 138 213 214 144 217
1.01 Aam 103 30 11 11 38
1.06 Lim 99 3 0 0 4
10.01 Dna 99 6 0 0 13
1.05 Ccm 82 1 2 0 4
1.03 Nuc 81 1 0 0 7
14.13 Deg 77 0 0 5 10
32.01 Str 58 1 4 0 2
1.07 Vit 54 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 0 0 0 2
12.04 Tra 42 0 0 0 0
11 Tcp 39 0 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 5 6 0 9
20.03 Tfc 32 0 0 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 0 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 3 0 0 4
43.01 Fun 31 0 0 0 1
2.13 Res 29 3 0 0 8
14.01 Pfs 29 0 0 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 0 2 0 4
4.2 Using Additional Data Set
We show here that we can much more accurately infer if a gene is involved in the
5 specific cellular functions, if we use these 6 data sets in combination as opposed
to using any single one of them. Our results show that using multiple data sets
in combination has as much as 99% (74%, 15%, respectively) chance of yielding
better classification accuracy than using any single data set for inferring ribosomal
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(proteasome, TCA-cycle, respectively) proteins by SVM. We show here that we can
much more accurately infer if a candidate region is a calcium binding site, a serine
protease active site, or a disulfide bridge, using multiple sets of micro-environment
properties than using any single set of micro-environment properties. Our results
show that using multiple sets of micro-environment properties in combination gives a
81% (79%, 89%, respectively) chance of more accurately inferring a candidate site as
a calcium binding site (serine protease active site, disulfide bridge, respectively), than
using any single best set of micro-environment properties by SVM. We show that for
most of the 26 functional classes, we can find a combination of data sets from the 16
different experimental conditions that yield better accuracy than using the best of all
single data sets.
4.2.1 Use of Additional Microarray Data Set on 5 Functions
of Yeast Genes
In Subsection 4.1.1, we provided the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 5
specific functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, or TCA—based on a feature vector
derived from gene expression profile of that gene under one experimental condition.
It is natural to speculate if one can perform better by using a feature vector derived
by combining or merging gene expression profiles of that gene under two or more
experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes). That is,
does the use of additional data improve classification accuracy for these 5 cellular
functions? Recall that for data set of Brown et al., with genes annotated as per
MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003, there are 8 data sets corresponding
to 8 experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes). This
yields 247 (= 28 − 9) non-empty combinations that involved more than 1 of these
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8 data sets. This is a sufficiently small number of combinations. So we are able to
consider the performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay,
and MLP} for predicting the 5 specific functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO,
TCA} using these 247 combinations of data sets, and compare the results with using
the 8 data sets individually.
The results from this exhaustive study (abbreviated as EXH in the tables) are
shown in Tables 4.9, 4.11, 4.10, and 4.12. In each of these 4 tables, the second
column shows |{Cf(C,m) < kf | C ∈ C}|, the third column shows |{Cf(C,m) =
kf | C ∈ C}|, and the fourth column shows |{Cf(C,m) > kf | C ∈ C}|, where
kf = maxC∈{Alp,Cdc,Elu,Spo,Dia,HEAT,DTT,COLD}Cf(C,m), and C is the set of
all possible 247 non-empty non-single combinations of data sets. That is, the second,
third, and fourth columns show the number of combinations that give poorer, equal,
and better performance—according to the S(M, 2) measure—than the best of the
8 individual data sets (abbreviated as BI in the tables). The fifth, sixth, and sev-
enth columns show the respective percentages with respect to the 247 total possible
combinations.
Table 4.9: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 5 func-
tions of yeast through SVM (EXH:Exhaustive study,BI:Best of individual data set).
Function Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
HIST 239 8 0 96.761 3.239 0.000
PROT 36 25 186 14.575 10.121 75.304
RESP 203 44 0 82.186 17.814 0.000
RIBO 2 1 244 0.810 0.405 98.785
TCA 199 10 38 80.567 4.049 15.385
We can see from these 4 tables that, out of the 4940 combinations through all four
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Table 4.10: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 5
functions of yeast through NBay.
Function Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
HIST 236 4 7 95.547 1.619 2.834
PROT 221 1 25 89.474 0.405 10.121
RESP 246 1 0 99.595 0.405 0.000
RIBO 38 1 208 15.385 0.405 84.211
TCA 247 0 0 100.000 0.000 0.000
Table 4.11: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 5
functions of yeast through C4.5.
Function Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
HIST 236 4 7 95.547 1.619 2.834
PROT 168 5 74 68.016 2.024 29.960
RESP 135 111 1 54.656 44.939 0.405
RIBO 44 3 200 17.814 1.215 80.972
TCA 228 9 10 92.308 3.644 4.049
Table 4.12: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 5
functions of yeast through MLP.
Function Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
HIST 232 15 0 93.927 6.073 0.000
PROT 224 2 21 90.688 0.810 8.502
RESP 237 9 1 95.951 3.644 0.405
RIBO 18 0 229 7.287 0.000 92.713
TCA 227 5 15 91.903 2.024 6.073
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algorithms on 5 functions by exhaustive search, 258 (=5%) of the possible combina-
tions yield equal S(M, 2) to best individual data sets, and 1266 (=26%) of the possible
combinations yield higher S(M, 2) than best individual data sets, and 3416 (=69%)
of total combinations yield lesser S(M, 2) than best individual data set. This means
that, there is a decent 26% chance that using additional data—even when these are
from experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes)—can
yield better classification models, at least for the purpose of predicting the 5 specific
functions of yeast genes.
4.2.2 Use of Additional Micro-Environment Property on 3
Types of Protein Sites
In Subsection 4.1.2, we illustrated the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of the 3
types of specific sites—CALCIUM, DISULFIDE, SERINE—based on a feature vector
derived from one of 6 categories of micro-environment properties. It is reasonable to
ask if one can perform better by using a feature vector derived by combining or
merging two or more categories of properties on same site. That is, does the use of
additional data (on same set of sites) improve classification accuracy on these 3 types
of protein sites?
Recall that, there are 6 data sets corresponding to 6 categories of micro-environment
properties—D ∈ {Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. This yields 57
(= 26 − 7) non-empty combinations that involved more than 1 of these 6 data sets.
This is a sufficiently small number of combinations. So we are able to consider the
performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP}
for predicting the 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}
using these 57 combinations of data sets, and compare the results with using the 6
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data sets individually. The results from this exhaustive study (abbreviated as EXH
in the tables) are shown in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16. In each of these 4 ta-
bles, the second column shows |{Cs(D,m) < ls | D ∈ D}|, the third column shows
|{Cs(D,m) = ls| D ∈ D}|, and the fourth column shows |{Cs(D,m) > ls| D ∈ D}|,
where ls = maxD∈{Atom,Chemical,Residue,Sec-str,Others,Co-ord}Cs(D,m), and D is
the set of all possible 57 non-empty non-single combinations of data sets. That is,
the second, third, and fourth columns show the number of combinations that give
poorer, equal, and better performance—according to the S(M, 2) measure—than the
best of the 6 individual data sets (abbreviated as BI in the tables). The fifth, sixth,
and seventh columns show the respective percentages with respect to the 57 total
possible combinations.
Table 4.13: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 3 types
of protein sites through SVM (EXH:Exhaustive study,BI:Best of individual data set).
Prot-site Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
CALCIUM 11 0 46 19.298 0.000 80.702
SERINE 11 1 45 19.298 1.754 78.947
DISULFIDE 6 0 51 10.526 0.000 89.474
Table 4.14: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 3 types
of protein sites through NBay.
Prot-site Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
CALCIUM 20 2 35 35.088 3.509 61.404
SERINE 54 0 3 94.737 0.000 5.263
DISULFIDE 57 0 0 100.000 0.000 0.000
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Table 4.15: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 3 types
of protein sites through C4.5.
Prot-site Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
CALCIUM 51 2 4 89.474 3.509 7.018
SERINE 52 3 2 91.228 5.263 3.509
DISULFIDE 42 0 15 73.684 0.000 26.316
Table 4.16: Number and percentage for EXH<BI, EXH=BI, and EXH>BI on 3 types
of protein sites through MLP.
Prot-site Les. ind. Eq ind. Grt. ind. Les. ind. % Eq ind.% Grt. ind.%
CALCIUM 53 0 4 92.982 0.000 7.018
SERINE 50 3 4 87.719 5.263 7.018
DISULFIDE 51 2 4 89.474 3.509 7.018
We can see from these 4 tables that, out of the 684 combinations through all four
learning algorithms on 3 types of protein sites by exhaustive search, 213 (=31%) of
the possible combination yield S(M, 2) greater than the best individual data sets,
and 13 (=2%) of the possible combination yield S(M, 2) equals to the best individual
data sets, and 458 (=67%) of the possible combinations yield lesser S(M, 2) than
best individual data set. This means that, there is a decent 31% chance that using
additional data—even though these are from different categories of properties (on
same set of sites)—can yield better classification models, at least for the purpose of
predicting the 3 types of specific protein sites.
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4.2.3 Use of Additional Microarray Data Sets on 26 Func-
tions of Yeast Genes
In Subsection 4.1.3 we provided the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 26
functions based on a feature vector derived from gene expression profile of that gene
under one experimental condition. It is natural to speculate if one can perform better
by using a feature vector derived by combining or merging gene expression profiles
of that gene under two or more experimental conditions (different sets of features on
same set of genes). That is, does the use of additional data (on same set of genes)
improve classification accuracy for these 26 cellular functions?
Recall, that we have already mentioned for a larger number of data sets, it is not
practical to do exhaustive search. For 57 data sets, there are millions of combinations
(= 257 − 58) that involve more than 1 of these data sets. This is a quite a large
number of combinations.
In Chapter 5, in Section 5.1.2, we develop a Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm to
pick a good combination of data sets. We show in Section 5.5.2 comparison of Greedy-
Hill to best individual data set.
4.3 Random Sampling and Incremental Strategies
for Choosing Additional Data Sets
In previous sections, foregoing discussion shows that 26% of the possible combinations
of data sets lead to better prediction accuracy than any of the individual data sets,
and 5% of the possible combinations lead to equal prediction accuracy, on predicting
5 functions of yeast and 3 types of protein sites, respectively. However, this also
means that on 5 functions of yeast problem, 69% of the combinations lead to worse
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prediction accuracy than using the best of the individual data sets. In other words,
if we pick a combination of data sets at randomly, we have a 69% chance of doing
worse. In our example, there are only 247 possible combinations to consider and thus
exhaustive testing is possible. This is no longer possible if we have many more data
sets to consider. Therefore, we need a strategy to pick the better combinations of
data sets.
4.3.1 5 Functions of Yeast Genes
One of the simplest strategy is that of sampling. For example, we can randomly
sample a small percentage of the possible combinations, test the prediction accuracy
of the sampled combinations, and use the combination that produces the best predi-
cation accuracy amongst the sampled combinations to be the prediction model. That
is, we define a sampling-based classifier Crandomf (C, m) for the function f , machine
learning method m, and set of possible combinations C, such that Crandomf (C, m) =
Cf(c
random, m) where crandom is the best among 10 randomly sampled combinations
from C. The performance by S(M, 2) for Crandomf (C, m) is then obtained. Since
Crandomf (C, m) is dependent on the choice of the 10 sampled combinations, in order to
properly evaluate the performance of this strategy, we repeat this process 100 times.
Table 4.17 shows the results, where we report the percentage of times amongst the
100 repeats that Crandomf (C, m) achieves a S(M, 2) measure that is equal to (Column
2) or better than (Column 3) the best of individual data sets.
We can see from the table that, for the function RIBO, the sampling-based clas-
sifier built on top of C4.5 (SVM, NBay, MLP, respectively) has a 80.66% (98.95%,
84.23%, 93.6%, respectively) chance of achieving better S(M, 2) than the best of the
C4.5 classifiers training from individual data sets. Thus for the function RIBO, the
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Table 4.17: Percentage of 100 repeats of Crandomf (C, m) that is equal to or better than
the best of individual data sets.
Eq. ind. % Grt. ind. %
Function C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
HIST 1.42 3.4 1.66 5.69 2.9 0 2.83 0
PROT 1.98 10.01 0.4 0.77 29.72 74.41 10.13 8.69
RESP 44.95 17.49 0.33 3.66 0 0 0 0.43
RIBO 1.33 0.33 0.35 0 80.66 98.95 84.23 93.6
TCA 3.7 3.94 0 2.05 3.59 14.96 0 5.72
sampling-based strategy works well. However, for functions HIST, PROT, RESP, and
TCA, it is clear that the sampling-based strategy does not work very well.
Another simple strategy to pick better combinations of data sets is to incremen-
tally add one data set at a time in a fixed but arbitrary order. To study this strategy,
we perform a “stability” analysis. Let C1, C2, ..., be a chain of combinations of data
sets so that Ci+1 comprises the data sets chosen in the combination Ci and one ad-
ditional data sets. Then we say that a learning method m is stable for a function f
and chain C1, C2, ..., if the S(M, 2) of Cf (C1, m), Cf(C2, m), ..., strictly increases.
We generated 30 distinct chains from our 8 individual data sets, {Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo,
Dia, HEAT, DTT, COLD}. Then for each function f and learning method m, we
test if m is stable for f on these 30 chains. Table 4.18 gives results of our stability
analysis on the 5 functions and 4 learning methods. In particular, for each f and m,
the table gives the percentage of chains amongst the 30 that m is stable for f .
We can see from the table that for the function HIST, this “add one data set at a
time in a fixed order” strategy has good stability. That is, for HIST, the performance
by S(M, 2) through all our learning methods strictly improves as we add one data
set at a time in a fixed order. However, for the other functions, we do not see this
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Table 4.18: Stability of the “add one data set at a time in a fixed order” strategy.
Function C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
HIST 76.67 90.00 73.33 83.33
PROT 53.33 70.00 63.33 43.33
RESP 33.33 56.67 20.00 30.00
RIBO 10.00 3.33 13.33 3.33
TCA 33.33 43.33 6.67 33.33
stability based on the 30 chains produced by the fixed order that we have chosen.
From above several analysis and illustrations, we come to a few conclusions. Ex-
haustive search through all possible combinations is obviously impractical if we have
a large number of individual data sets. Random sampling in most cases does not
improve performance. Incrementally adding one data set at a time in most cases
does not improve performance, at least not when a fixed order is used. Therefore,
a technique to efficiently search through the space of all possible combinations and
picking a good one is needed. We will take up this challenge later in Chapter 5.
4.3.2 3 Types of Protein Sites
The earlier discussion shows that 31% of the possible combinations of data sets can
lead to higher prediction accuracy than any of the individual data sets, and 2% of
the possible combinations lead to equal prediction accuracy. This clearly indicates
that 67% of the combination lead to worse prediction accuracy than using the best
of the individual data sets. This cautions that if we pick a combination randomly,
we have a 67% chance of doing worse. In our example, there are only 57 possible
combinations to consider and thus exhaustive testing is possible. Exhaustive search
is no longer possible if we have many more data sets to consider. Therefore, we need
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a strategy to pick better combinations of data sets.
One of the simplest strategies is that of sampling. For example, we can randomly
sample a small percentage of the possible combinations, test the prediction accuracy of
the sampled combinations, and use the combination that produces the best prediction
accuracy amongst the sampled combinations to be the prediction model. That is,
we define a sampling-based classifier Crandoms (D, m) for the protein site s, machine
learning method m, and set of possible combinations D, such that Crandoms (D, m) =
Cs(d
random, m) where drandom is the best among 10 randomly sampled combinations
from D. The performance by S(M, 2) for Crandoms (D, m) is then obtained. Since
Crandoms (D, m) is dependent on the choice of the 10 sampled combinations, in order
to properly evaluate the performance of this strategy, we repeat this process 100 times.
Table 4.19 shows the results, where we report the percentage of times amongst the
100 repeats that Crandoms (D, m) achieves a S(M, 2) measure that is equal to (Column
2) or better than (Column 3) the best of individual data sets.
Table 4.19: Percentage of 100 repeats of Crandoms (D, m) that is equal to or better than
the best of individual data sets.
Eq. ind.% Grt. ind.%
Prot-site C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
CALCIUM 3.32 0 3.45 0 6.35 82.25 63.02 6.91
SERINE 5.58 1.72 0 5.11 2.48 78.45 5.44 6.36
DISULFIDE 0 0 0 2.66 24.9 89.02 0 6.42
Table 4.19 shows clearly that sampling-based strategy does not work very well in
general for protein sites CALCIUM, SERINE, and DISULFIDE.
Another simple strategy to choose better combinations of data sets is to incre-
mentally “add one data set at a time in a fixed but arbitrary order”. To study this
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strategy, we do a “stability” analysis. Let, D1, D2, ..., be a chain of combinations of
data sets so that Di+1 comprises the data sets chosen in the combination Di and one
additional data set. Now, we say that a learning method m is stable for a protein site
s and chain D1, D2, ..., if the S(M, 2) of Cs(D1, m), Cs(D2, m), ..., strictly increases.
We generated 30 distinct chains from our 6 individual data sets, D ∈ {Atom, Chem-
ical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. Then for each protein site s and learning
method m, we test if m is stable for s on these 30 chains. Table 4.20 gives results
of our “stability” analysis on the 3 types of protein sites and 4 learning methods. In
particular, for each s and m, the table gives the percentage of chains amongst the 30
that m is stable for s.
Table 4.20: “Stability” of the “add one data set at at time in a fixed order” strategy.
Prot-site C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
CALCIUM 76.92 69.23 23.08 76.92
SERINE 76.92 61.54 92.31 92.31
DISULFIDE 69.23 61.54 69.23 61.54
We can see from Table 4.20 that for protein site SERINE, this “add one data set
at a time in a fixed order” strategy has good stability. That is, for SERINE, the
performance by S(M, 2) through all our learning algorithms strictly improves as we
add one data set at a time in a fixed order. However, for protein sites CALCIUM
and DISULFIDE, we do not see this stability based on the 30 chains produced by the
fixed order that we have chosen.
From the several analysis above on protein sites, we come to a few conclusions.
Exhaustive search through all possible combinations is obviously impractical when
we have a large number of data sets. Random sampling may not always improve
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performance. Incrementally adding “one data set at a time in fixed order” may
not always improve performance. A better methodology to search through possible
combinations and pick a best one is needed. We will address this issue in Chapter 5.
4.4 Using ALL Data in Modeling
In Section 4.2, we demonstrated that the use of additional or combination of data
sets—even when data sets are derived from experiments (different sets of features on
same set of genes or sites)—can increase prediction accuracy of classification models
on a variety of bioinformatics problems. This seems to suggest that using all available
data sets may be a simple way to improve prediction accuracy. However, in this
section, we show how using all available data sets does not give the best improved
prediction accuracy and often gives a worse accuracy than using the best individual
data sets.
4.4.1 Use of ALL 6 Microarray Data Sets on 5 Functions of
Yeast Genes
The focus of this section is to analyse prediction accuracy on classification models
using all available data sets, and show its demerits. We now combine all those 6 sets
of gene expression experiments—from the paper of Eisen et al.—{Alp, cdc, Elu, ccc,
Spo, Dia}—based on the 6 experimental conditions (different sets of features on same
set of genes), as depicted in Table 3.1, into one single data set and name it as ALL.
We show below in Table 4.21 the results of the experiments just described, using
SVM andMLP as the learning methods, andALL as the data set. We can think of this
table as the performance by S(M, 2) of SVM and MLP for predicting 5 specific cellular
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functions of yeast genes using the ALL data set. The rows are the 5 functions—
HIST (histones), PROT (proteosomes), RESP (respiration), RIBO (ribosomes), and
TCA (TCA cycle). The columns 2 and 3 show the performance by S(M, 2) of ALL
by SVM and MLP for 5 functions of yeast. The SVM here is the support vector
machine implementation from the GIST package and uses RBF of degree 3, as in
Brown et al. Here MLP is the multilayer perceptron of WEKA implementation at its
default settings. Our annotations are based on MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th
June 2003.
Table 4.21: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast based on ALL data sets







Earlier, we gave the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 5 specific
functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, or TCA—based on a feature vector derived
from gene expression profile of that gene under the combined ALL data set. Since we
have shown in the previous subsection that adding additional data sets (on same set
of genes) can improve prediction performance by S(M, 2), it is natural to ask whether
using all available data sets can lead to the best performance by S(M, 2). Now, we
generate all possible combinations of 2 or more data sets, but exclude the combination
that uses all available data sets, and compare their prediction performance to that of
using all available data sets.
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Recall that in Brown et al., with genes annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version
1.3) of 25th June 2003, there are 8 data sets corresponding to 8 experimental con-
ditions (different sets of features on same set of genes). This yields 246 (= 28 − 10)
non-empty combinations that involve more than 1 of these 8 data sets but do not in-
volve all 8 data sets. We have a sufficiently small number of combinations here. This
enables us to consider the performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5,
SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting the 5 specific functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT,
RESP, RIBO, TCA} using these 246 combinations of data sets, and compare the re-
sults with using theALL data set. Results through this exhaustive study (abbreviated
as EXH in the tables) are shown in Tables 4.22, 4.24, 4.23, and 4.25. In each of these
4 tables, the second column shows |{Cf(C,m) < kf | C ∈ C}|, the third column shows
|{Cf(C,m) = kf | C ∈ C}|, and the fourth column shows |{Cf(C,m) > kf | C ∈ C}|,
where kf = Cf(ALL,m), C is the set of all possible 246 non-empty non-single com-
binations of data sets, and C is the collection of all the combinations that involve at
least 2 data sets but not all 8 data sets. That is, the second, third, and fourth columns
show the number of combinations that give poorer, equal, and better performance—
according to the S(M, 2) measure—than ALL data sets (abbreviated as ALL in the
tables). The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns show the respective percentages with
respect to the 246 total possible combinations.
From the 4 tables we can see that out of the 4920 exhaustive comparisons over
SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 5 specific cellular functions, 81 (=2%) of the
possible combinations of data sets yield an accuracy equal to the ALL data set, 1258
(=26%) of the possible combinations of data sets yield better accuracy than the ALL
data set, and 3581 (=72%) of total combinations yield lesser accuracy than ALL data
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Table 4.22: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
5 functions of yeast through SVM (EXH: Exhaustive study, ALL: All data sets).
Function Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
HIST 236 2 8 95.93 0.81 3.25
PROT 238 1 7 96.75 0.41 2.85
RESP 15 1 230 6.10 0.41 93.50
RIBO 174 10 62 70.73 4.07 25.20
TCA 222 1 23 90.24 0.41 9.35
Table 4.23: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
5 functions of yeast through NBay.
Function Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
HIST 246 0 0 100.00 0.00 0.00
PROT 244 0 2 99.19 0.00 0.81
RESP 84 3 159 34.15 1.22 64.63
RIBO 170 7 69 69.11 2.85 28.05
TCA 238 0 8 96.75 0.00 3.25
Table 4.24: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
5 functions of yeast through C4.5.
Function Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
HIST 239 0 7 97.15 0.00 2.85
PROT 238 4 4 96.75 1.63 1.63
RESP 62 14 170 25.20 5.69 69.11
RIBO 155 10 81 63.01 4.07 32.93
TCA 246 0 0 100.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 4.25: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
5 functions of yeast through MLP.
Function Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
HIST 231 15 0 93.90 6.10 0.00
PROT 233 3 10 94.72 1.22 4.07
RESP 2 3 241 0.81 1.22 97.97
RIBO 76 2 168 30.89 0.81 68.29
TCA 232 5 9 94.31 2.03 3.66
set.
4.4.2 Use of ALL Micro-environment Properties on 3 Types
of Protein Sites
The focus of this section is to analyse prediction accuracy on protein sites using all
available data sets, and show its demerits. Now we combine all the 6 sets of micro-
environment properties into one single data set and named it as ALL. We show below
in Table 4.26 the results, using different learning methods, and the ALL data set. We
can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) for predicting 3 types of protein
sites using ALL data set. The rows are the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM
(calcium binding sites), DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges) and SERINE (serine protease
active sites). The second through the fifth columns are the performance by different
learning algorithms through WEKA package on ALL data set.
Earlier, we gave the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of the 3 types of
protein sites—CALCIUM, DISULFIDE, SERINE—based on a feature vector derived
from micro-environment properties of that atom under the ALL data set. Since we
have shown in the previous subsection that adding additional data sets (on same
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Table 4.26: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites based on ALL data
sets through algorithms.
Sites C4.5 NBay SVM MLP
CALCIUM 181 154 153 167
SERINE 66 45 66 68
DISULFIDE 83 65 60 71
set of sites) can improve prediction performance by S(M, 2), it is natural to ask
whether using all available data sets can lead to the best performance. So we now
generate all possible combinations of 2 or more data sets, but exclude the combination
that uses all available data sets, and compare their prediction performance to that
of using all available data sets. We recall that for annotated atoms there are 6
data sets corresponding to 6 micro-environment properties—D ∈ {Atom, Chemical,
Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. This yields 56 (= 26−8) non-empty combinations
that involve more than 1 of these 6 data sets but do not involve all 6 of them.
This is a sufficiently small number of combinations. This enables us to consider the
performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methodsm ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP} for
predicting the 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE} using
these 56 combinations of data sets, and compare the results with using ALL data set.
Results through this exhaustive study (abbreviated as EXH in the tables) are shown
in Tables 4.27, 4.28, 4.29, and 4.30. In each of these 4 tables, the second column
shows |{Cs(C,m) < ls | C ∈ C}|, the third column shows |{Cs(C,m) = ls| C ∈ C}|,
and the fourth column shows |{Cs(C,m) > ls| C ∈ C}|, where ls = Cs(ALL,m),
and C is the set of all possible 56 non-empty non-single combinations of data sets
that do not involve all 6 data sets, and ALL is the combined data set. That is, the
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second, third, and fourth columns show the number of combinations that give poorer,
equal, and better performance—according to the S(M, 2) measure—than ALL data
sets (abbreviated as ALL in the tables). The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns show
the respective percentages with respect to the 56 total possible combinations.
Table 4.27: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
3 types of protein sites through SVM (EXH: Exhaustive study, ALL: All data sets).
Prot-site Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
CALCIUM 35 2 19 62.500 3.571 33.929
SERINE 51 1 4 91.071 1.786 7.143
DISULFIDE 56 0 0 100.000 0.000 0.000
Table 4.28: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
3 types of protein sites through NBay.
Prot-site Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
CALCIUM 53 0 3 94.643 0.000 5.357
SERINE 45 1 10 80.357 1.786 17.857
DISULFIDE 49 2 5 87.500 3.571 8.929
We can see from these 4 tables that, out of the 672 exhaustive comparisons over
SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 3 types of protein sites, 12 (=2%) of the possible
combination of data sets yield an accuracy equal to the ALL data set, 71 (=11%) of
the possible combination of data sets yield better accuracy than ALL data set, and
589 (=87%) of total combinations yield lesser accuracy than ALL data set.
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Table 4.29: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
3 types of protein sites through C4.5.
Prot-site Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
CALCIUM 52 2 2 92.857 3.571 3.571
SERINE 54 1 1 96.429 1.786 1.786
DISULFIDE 50 2 4 89.286 3.571 7.143
Table 4.30: Number and percentage for EXH<ALL, EXH=ALL, and EXH>ALL on
3 types of protein sites through MLP.
Prot-site Les. ALL Eq ALL Grt. ALL Les. ALL% Eq ALL% Grt. ALL%
CALCIUM 50 0 6 89.286 0.000 10.714
SERINE 38 1 17 67.857 1.786 30.357
DISULFIDE 56 0 0 100.000 0.000 0.000
4.4.3 Use of ALL 57 Microarray Data Sets on 26 Functions
of Yeast Genes
In this section, we discuss classification studies in which many more functions of yeast
are involved than the earlier studies with 5 functions (as in Section 4.1.1).
The focus of this section is to analyse prediction accuracy on classification models
using all available data set and show its demerits. We now combine all those 57
data sets of gene expression experiments—{Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Alp4, Ace, Des1, Des2,
Des3, Des4, Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3, Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7,
Hea8, Hea9, Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15, Hea16, Hea17, Hea18,
Hea19, Hea20, Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6, Cal1, Cal2, Cal3, Cal4, Cal5,
Cal6, Cal7, Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit, Pho, Snf, Spo}—based on
the 57 experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes) (as
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detailed in Table 3.6), into one single data set and name it as ALL.
We show below in Table 4.31 the results of Cf(ALL,m), for 26 functions, where
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 26 functions f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm,
Lim, Vit, Tca, Res, Fer, Mer, Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp, Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra,
Trc, Ami, Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm, Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt, Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom, Csr,
Tvp, Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt, Nuc, Mit, Fun} annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version
2.0) of 19th March 2004, and for the data set ALL derived by combining or merging
57 (different sets of features on same set of genes) data sets. In this table, we show
the S(M, 2) score based on the performance of m by S(M, 2) on the ALL data set;
that is, for a function f , S(M, 2) = Cf(ALL,m).
Table 4.31: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 functions of yeast based on ALL data sets
through algorithms.
Function Code Genes C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
11.02 Rsn 226 20 16 3 7
11.04 Rpr 161 14 0 8 18
10.03 Cyc 149 7 11 2 9
20.09 Trt 145 0 2 4 2
12.01 Rib 138 221 239 208 249
1.01 Aam 103 65 59 11 74
1.06 Lim 99 18 0 0 20
10.01 Dna 99 17 3 4 20
1.05 Ccm 82 2 2 0 4
1.03 Nuc 81 13 14 0 22
14.13 Deg 77 32 0 7 38
32.01 Str 58 3 7 1 8
1.07 Vit 54 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 0 0 0 13
12.04 Tra 42 0 0 1 8
11 Tcp 39 0 0 0 1
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 15 15 0 16
20.03 Tfc 32 0 0 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 0 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 13 5 0 21
43.01 Fun 31 0 0 0 1
2.13 Res 29 12 11 4 25
14.01 Pfs 29 0 0 0 4
32.07 Dtx 27 0 8 0 4
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Table 4.32: Number and percentage over 26 functions of yeast for BI>ALL, BI=ALL,
and BI<ALL through algorithms.
Grt. ALL Eq. ALL Les. ALL
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 25 22 25 18 0 0 0 2 1 4 1 6
% Functions 96 85 96 69 0 0 0 8 4 15 4 23
Table 4.32 shows that 87%, 2%, and 11% of functions over all 4 algorithms BI is
greater, equal and lesser than ALL.
4.5 Using Selected Features from Conventional Fea-
ture Selection Methods
In Section 4.2, we demonstrated that the use of additional or multiple data sets—
even when the data sets are derived from experiments (different sets of features on
same set of genes or sites)—can increase prediction accuracy of classification models
on a variety of bioinformatics problems. In Section 4.4, we cautioned that using all
available data sets does not give the best improved prediction accuracy, and often
gives a worse accuracy than using the best individual data sets or multiple data
sets. The next choice generally used in classification problems by many researchers
is to apply feature selection methods and build a model from the selected features.
We illustrate, in this section, how prediction accuracy can be improved by using
conventional feature selection methods compared to using the best individual data
sets or all available data sets. However, we also show that conventional feature
selection methods do not achieve the best prediction accuracy often enough than
using a combination of whole individual data sets.
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4.5.1 Use of Selected Features on 5 Functions of Yeast Genes
In Subsection 2.1.1 we briefly describe experiments of Brown et al. [5] and Ma-
teos et al. [34], who attempted to infer 5 specific functions of yeast from 6 gene
expression data sets. In this subsection we compare the performance by S(M, 2) us-
ing selected features from conventional feature selection methods to that of using the
best individual data sets and to that of using all available data sets. We also show how
this conventional feature selection approach does not lead to the best classification
accuracy often enough, by comparing it with the accuracy obtained by an exhaustive
search through all possible combinations of whole data sets.
The focus of this section is to analyse prediction accuracy on classification models
using features selected by conventional feature selection methods—CFS (Correlation-
based feature selection), Chi (Chi-squared feature selection), Info (Information-gain
feature selection), Fisher, and T-test (only on 5 functions of yeast)—and show their
merits and demerits. In the Subsection 4.4.1, we derive the ALL data set by combin-
ing or merging all 6 sets of gene expression experiments from the paper of Eisen et al.—
{Alp, cdc, Elu, ccc, Spo, Dia}—based on the 6 experimental conditions (different sets
of features on same set of genes), as depicted in Table 3.1. Now to build a classifier
Cf(C, FS +m) based on features selected by a feature selection method FS using a
machine learning method m on a data set C, the feature selection method FS is ap-
plied on the training portion of the data to obtained a reduced data set, the machine
learning method m is then applied to the reduced data set to obtain a classification
model which is then applied to the testing portion of the data.
Now we apply conventional feature selection methods FS ∈ {Fisher, T-test}
(Note: GIST doest not support CFS, Chi, and Info) on ALL data set, and build
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classification models Cf (ALL, FS + m). After a number of initial experiments, we
have determined that using the top 8 features selected by the Fisher and T-test
methods in the feature selection step would produce the best performance. We show
below in Table 4.33 the results of using these top 8 features, with SVM as the learning
method. We can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) of SVM for
predicting 5 specific cellular functions of yeast genes using the top 8 features selected
by the Fisher and T-test methods. The rows are the 5 functions—HIST (histones),
PROT (proteosomes), RESP (respiration), RIBO (ribosomes), and TCA (TCA cycle).
Columns 2 and 3 show the S(FS+SVM, 2) performance of FS by SVM for 5 functions
of yeast. The SVM here is the support vector machine implementation from the GIST
package (Release 2.0.5, April 30, 2003) that uses RBF of degree 3 as in Brown et al.
Our annotations are based on MIPS catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003.
Table 4.33: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 specific functions of yeast based on selected







Earlier, we gave the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 5 specific
functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, or TCA—based on a feature vector derived
from the gene expression profile of that gene under the FS-selected data set. Now, we
compare FS results with that of using the best individual data sets and all available
data sets.
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In Brown et al., with genes annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th
June 2003, there are 8 data sets corresponding to 8 experimental conditions (different
sets of features on same set of genes)—C ∈ {Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo, Dia, HEAT, DTT,
COLD}. We derive the best individual performance for a function
f as S(M, 2) = max
C∈{Alp,Cdc,Elu,Spo,Dia,HEAT,DTT,COLD}Cf(C,m) among 8
data sets. We also got the performance for a function f , S(FS+m, 2) = Cf(ALL, FS+
m), for FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} (Note: WEKA does not support Fisher, T-test) for
learning methods, m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, and for a function f ∈ {HIST,
PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA}. Our annotations are based on MIPS Catalogue (Ver-
sion 1.3) of 25th June 2003. Table 4.34 shows the number of functions f that
achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on the best individual data sets, that is better
than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is
less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance S(FS + m, 2) for the combination
of feature selection method FS and machine learning method m. Here, we use im-
plementations from the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from
the table that for most protein functions, the feature selection methods give a higher
performance than using the best of individual data sets.
Table 4.34: Number and percentage for BI>FS, BI=FS, and BI<FS on 5 functions
of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 4 3 3 3
% Functions 0 20 40 0 20 20 0 40 80 60 60 60
We calculate the performance by S(M, 2) for a function f from Cf(ALL,m), where
ALL is a data set derived by combining or merging 8 data sets—Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo,
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Dia, HEAT, DTT, and COLD based on same genes. We also get the performance
S(FS + m, 2) for a function f from Cf(ALL, FS + m), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi,
Info} (Note: WEKA does not support Fisher, T-test) for various learning methods,
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP} and a function f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO,
TCA}. Our annotations are based on MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June
2003. Table 4.35 shows number of functions f that achieve a performance by S(M, 2)
measure from Cf(ALL,m) based on using all available data sets, that is better than
(Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than
(Columns 10 to 13), the performance S(FS + m, 2) for the combination of feature
selection method FS and machine learning method m. Here we use implementation
of WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that for most
protein functions, the use of a feature selection method gives a higher performance
than using all available data sets.
Table 4.35: Number and percentage for ALL>FS, ALL=FS, and ALL<FS on 5
functions of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 4 3 4 4
% Functions 0 40 20 0 20 0 0 20 80 60 80 80
Earlier, we showed the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 5 specific
functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA—based on a feature vector derived
from gene expression profile of that gene under the FS-selected data. Since we have
shown in the previous subsection that using multiple data sets can improve prediction
performance, it is natural to compare the best combination of multiple data sets to
that of FS-selected data here. In this subsection, we generate all combinations of 2 or
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more data sets, and compare the best prediction performance from exhaustive search
through these combinations to the best performance from feature selection methods.
We have 8 data sets from Brown et al., with genes annotated as per MIPS Cat-
alogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003, corresponding to 8 experimental conditions
(different sets of features on same set of genes). This yields 255 (= 28−1) non-empty
sets that involve the 8 data sets. We have a sufficiently small number of combinations
of data sets here. This enables us to consider the performance of 4 learning methods
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting the 5 specific functions f ∈ {HIST,
PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA} using these 255 sets of data sets, and compare the re-
sults with using FS-selected data. We also obtain the performance S(FS +m, 2) for
a function f from Cf (ALL, FS +m), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} (Note: WEKA
does not support Fisher, T-test), for various learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,
NBay, MLP} and a function f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA}. We take
the performance by S(M, 2) of best exhaustive search on each function f and com-
pare it to the best performance on the same function from feature selection methods
S(FS +m, 2), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} and m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP}.
Table 4.36 shows the number of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based
on the best combination of multiple whole data sets through an exhaustive search,
that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9),
or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), than the performance S(FS +m, 2) for the
combination of feature selection method FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} and machine learning
method m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP}. Here we use implementation of WEKA
package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that for a majority of
protein functions, the best combination of multiple whole data sets achieves a better
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performance than the best performance from conventional feature selection methods.
Table 4.36: Number and percentage for EXH>FS, EXH=FS, and EXH<FS on 5
functions of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 3 3 4 4 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0
% Functions 60 60 80 80 20 40 0 20 20 0 20 0
4.5.2 Use of Selected Properties on 3 Types of Protein Sites
In Subsection 2.2.1, we recall briefly studies on micro-environment properties by
Bagley et al. [57], calcium binding sites by Wei et al. [31], serine active sites by
Bagley et al. [58], ATP binding sites and disulfide bonding sites by Wei et al. [29].
In this subsection we compare the performance by S(M, 2) of using selected features
from conventional feature selection methods to that of using the best individual data
sets, and to that of using all available data sets. We also show how this conven-
tional feature selection approach does not lead to the best classification accuracy
often enough, by comparing it with the accuracy obtained by an exhaustive search
through all possible combinations of whole micro-environment properties.
The focus of this section is to analyse prediction accuracy on protein sites using
features selected by conventional feature selection methods—CFS (Correlation-based
feature selection), Chi (Chi-squared feature selection), and Info (Information-gain
feature selection)—and show their merits and demerits. In the previous subsection,
we derived the ALL data set by combining or merging 6 sets of micro-environment
properties—D ∈ {Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord} based on same
site. Now we build a classifier Cs(D,FS+m) based on features selected by a feature
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selection method FS and a machine learning method m on a data set D. Here, the
feature selection method FS is applied on the training portion of the data to obtained
a reduced data set, the machine learning method m is then applied to the reduced
data set to obtain a classification model which is applied to the testing portion of the
data.
Now we apply conventional feature selection methods FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}
(Note: WEKA does not support Fisher, T-test) on the ALL data set and build
classification models Cs(ALL, FS+m). We show below in Table 4.37 the performance
S(FS +m, 2) of the experiments just described, using different learning methods on
the FS-selected data sets. We can think of this table as the best performance by
S(M, 2) for predicting 3 types of protein sites using FS-selected data. The rows
are the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM (calcium binding sites), SERINE (serine
protease active sites), and DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges). The second through the
fifth columns are the best performance by S(M, 2) (among different feature selection
methods) through WEKA package with default settings, given in the format “feature
selection method:performance S(FS +m, 2)”.
Table 4.37: Best performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites out of selected
features through feature selection methods and algorithms.
Prot-site C4.5 NBay SVM MLP
CALCIUM CFS:184 Chi:151 Chi:165 CFS :182
SERINE CFS: 83 CFS: 78 Chi: 65 CFS : 85
DISULFIDE CFS: 67 Chi: 44 Chi: 65 Info: 67
Earlier, we showed the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of the 3 types
of protein sites—CALCIUM, SERINE, and DISULFIDE—based on a feature vector
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derived from micro-environment profile of that atom under FS-selected data. Now,
we compare FS results with that of using the best individual data sets, and with that
of using all available data sets.
We have 6 data sets corresponding to 6 micro-environment properties—D ∈
{Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. We get the performance for a
site s as S(M, 2) = max
D∈{Atom,Chemical,Residue,Sec-str,Others,Co-ord}Cs(D,m),
by using the best individual data sets and various learning methodsm ∈ {C4.5, SVM,
NBay, MLP}, and for sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISULFIDE, SERINE}. We also get
the performance for a site s, S(FS + m, 2) = Cs(ALL, FS + m), for FS ∈ {CFS,
Chi, Info}, for various learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for sites
s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISULFIDE, SERINE}. Table 4.38 shows the number of protein
sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on the best set of micro-environment
properties, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6
through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance of S(FS+m, 2)
for the combination of feature selection method FS and machine learning method m.
Here we use the implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings.
It is clear from the table that for all protein sites, the feature selection methods
give higher performance by S(M, 2) than using the best individual sets of micro-
environment properties.
Table 4.38: Number and percentage for BI>FS, BI=FS, and BI<FS on 3 types of
protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 2 3
% Sites 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 67 100
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We calculate the performance for a protein site s, S(M, 2) = Cs(ALL,m), where
ALL is a data set derived by combining or merging 6 data sets—Atom, Chemical,
Residue, Sec-str, Others, and Co-ord based on same gene. We also got performance for
a site s, S(FS+m, 2) = Cs(ALL, FS+m), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} for various
learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP} and sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISUL-
FIDE, SERINE}. Table 4.39 shows the number of sites s that achieve a S(M, 2)
measure, based on using all available micro-environment properties, that is better
than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is
less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance of S(FS +m, 2) for the combination
of feature selection method FS and machine learning method m. Here we use the
implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the
table that for a majority of protein sites, conventional feature selection methods give
higher performance by S(M, 2) than using all available micro-environment properties.
Table 4.39: Number and percentage for ALL>FS, ALL=FS, and ALL<FS on 3 types
of protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2
% Sites 33 33 67 33 0 0 0 0 67 67 33 67
Earlier, we showed the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of the 3 types
of protein sites—CALCIUM, SERINE, and DISULFIDE—based on a feature vector
derived from the profile of that site under FS-selected data. Since we have shown in
Subsection 4.2.2 that using multiple data sets can improve prediction performance,
it is natural to compare the best combination of multiple data sets to that of FS-
selected data here. Here, we generate all combinations of 2 or more data sets and
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compare the best prediction performance from exhaustive search to that of the best
performance from feature selection methods.
We have 6 data sets corresponding to 6 micro-environment properties—D ∈
{Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. Now, this yields 63 (= 26 − 1)
non-empty sets. This is a sufficiently small number of sets. This enables us to consider
the performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methodsm ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP}
for predicting the 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}
using these 63 sets of sets, and compare the best performance on the same protein
site through feature selection methods. We get the performance for a protein site
s, S(FS + m, 2) = Cs(ALL, FS + m), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}, for various
learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP} and protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM,
SERINE, DISULFIDE}. We take the performance S(M, 2) of best exhaustive search
on each protein site s and compare it to the best performance on the same protein
site from feature selection methods S(FS +m, 2) where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} and
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP}.
Table 4.40 shows the number of sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based
on the best combination of multiple sets of micro-environment properties through an
exhaustive search, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to
(Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance
S(FS + m, 2) for combination of feature selection method FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}
and machine learning method m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP}. Here we use imple-
mentation of WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table
that for all types of protein sites, the best combinations of multiple data sets give
higher performance by S(M, 2) than the best performance from conventional feature
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selection methods.
Table 4.40: Number and percentage for EXH>FS, EXH=FS, and EXH<FS on 3
types of protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
% Sites 100 100 100 67 0 0 0 33 0 0 0 0
4.5.3 Use of Selected Features on 26 Functions of Yeast Genes
In this section, we discuss classification studies, in which many more functions of
yeast are involved than the earlier studies with 5 functions (as in Section 4.1.1). We
compare the performance of selected features to that of using the best individual
data sets and all available data sets. Also, we show how classification performance
is improved when using a combination of whole data sets, instead of using features
selected by conventional feature selection methods.
The focus of this section is to analyse the prediction accuracy of classification
models using conventional feature selection methods—CFS (Correlation-based fea-
ture selection), Chi (Chi-squared feature selection), and Info (Information-gain fea-
ture selection)—and show their merits and demerits. In the previous subsection, we
derived the ALL data set by combining or merging 57 data sets of gene expression
experiments (as described in Section 4.4.3) based on the 57 experimental conditions
(different sets of features on same set of genes) (as detailed in Table 3.6). Now we
build a classifier Cf (ALL, FS + m) based on features selected by feature selection
methods FS using a machine learning method m on a data set E. Here, the feature
selection method FS is applied on the training portion of the data to obtained a
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reduced data set, the machine learning method m is then applied to the reduced data
set to obtain a classification model which is then applied to the testing portion of the
data set.
Now, we apply conventional feature selection methods FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}
on ALL data set and build classification model Cf (ALL, FS +m). In this section,
we show only the performance of the CFS method. Other results are shown in
Appendix C. We show below in Table 4.41 the performance of S(FS + m, 2) of
the experiments just described. We can think of this table as the best performance
by S(M, 2) for predicting 26 functions of yeast using FS-selected data sets. The
rows are for 26 functions annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th
March 2004, shown in column 1 as catalogue number and column 2 as function code.
Column 3 shows the number of genes for each function. The fourth through seventh
columns are the performance S(FS + m, 2) through different learning algorithms
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP} from the WEKA package [65] with default settings,
and CFS is the feature selection method used.
Now, we compare FS results with that of using the best individual data sets and
with that of using all available data sets. We have the results of Cf (E,m), where
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 26 functions f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm,
Lim, Vit, Tca, Res, Fer, Mer, Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp, Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra,
Trc, Ami, Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm, Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt, Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom,
Csr, Tvp, Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt, Nuc, Mit, Fun} annotated as per MIPS Catalogue
(Version 2.0) of 19th March 2004, and for various data sets E ∈ E = {Alp1, Alp2,
Alp3, Alp4, Ace, Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4, Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3,
Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9, Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15,
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Table 4.41: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 functions of yeast based on selected features
through Correlation-based feature selection and algorithms.
Function Code Genes C4.5 NBay MLP SVM
11.02 Rsn 226 -76 -390 -20 -10
11.04 Rpr 161 -27 -192 -19 -28
10.03 Cyc 149 -60 -227 -40 -8
20.09 Trt 145 -28 -452 -53 -1
12.01 Rib 138 203 184 223 223
1.01 Aam 103 42 2 55 56
1.06 Lim 99 -1 -49 -15 10
10.01 Dna 99 -30 -196 -16 -1
1.05 Ccm 82 -35 -135 -30 -6
1.03 Nuc 81 -10 -79 4 3
14.13 Deg 77 -12 -167 13 11
32.01 Str 58 -8 -110 0 -1
1.07 Vit 54 0 -87 -5 0
14.07 Prm 48 0 -7 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 4 -57 1 0
12.04 Tra 42 -22 -199 -15 -8
11 Tcp 39 0 -3 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 5 -75 8 7
20.03 Tfc 32 0 -28 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 0 -752 -1 0
12.10 Ami 31 2 -48 2 0
43.01 Fun 31 0 -9 0 0
2.13 Res 29 5 -78 11 8
14.01 Pfs 29 -7 -11 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 -6 -34 -8 0
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Hea16, Hea17, Hea18, Hea19, Hea20, Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6, Cal1,
Cal2, Cal3, Cal4, Cal5, Cal6, Cal7, Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit, Pho,
Snf, Spo} derived from experimental conditions (different sets of features on same
set of genes). We get performance S(M, 2) score based on the method m on the
best individual data sets; that is, for a function f , S(M, 2) = maxE∈E Cf (E,m). We
already got the performance for a function f , S(FS+m, 2) = Cf(ALL, FS+m),where
FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info} (Note: WEKA does not support Fisher, T-test), for various
learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 26 functions annotated as per
MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th March 2004.
Table 4.42 shows the 26 functions that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on the
best individual data sets, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal
to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance
of S(FS + m, 2) for the combination of feature selection method FS and machine
learning method m. Here we use implementations in the WEKA package [65] with
default settings. It is clear from the tables that for a many protein functions, a feature
selection method gives a poorer performance by S(M, 2) than that of using the best
of individual data sets.
Table 4.42: Number and percentage for BI>FS, BI=FS, and BI<FS on 26 functions
of yeast through algorithms. Number and percentage of .
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
BI-FS C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 14 9 24 15 9 10 1 5 3 7 1 6
% Functions 54 35 92 58 35 38 4 19 12 27 4 23
Table 4.42 further shows that Best individual data sets yields greater performance
by S(M, 2) in 60% of the functions, equal in 24%, and lesser in 16% to FS data, over
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4 methods.
We also have the results of CF (ALL,m), where m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP},
for 26 specific functions (as described in Section 4.4.3). We already got the perfor-
mance for a function F , S(FS+m, 2) = CF (ALL, FS+m), where FS ∈ {CFS, Chi,
Info}, for various learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for 26 functions
annotated as per MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th March 2004.
Table 4.43 shows the number of functions that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based
on using all available data sets, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that
is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the
performance of S(FS+m, 2) for the combination of feature selection method FS and
machine learning methodm. Here we use implementations in the WEKA package [65]
with default settings. It is clear from the table that for a majority functions, a feature
selection method gives a better performance by S(M, 2) than that of using all available
data sets.
Table 4.43: Total number and percentage of 26 functions of yeast for ALL>FS,
ALL=FS, and ALL<FS through algorithms.
Grt. FS Eq. FS Les. FS
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 1 2 1 8 0 0 0 2 25 24 25 16
% Functions 4 8 4 31 0 0 0 8 96 92 96 62
Tables 4.43 further shows that ALL data sets yields greater performance by
S(M, 2) in 12% of the functions, equal in 2%, and lesser in 87% to FS data, over
4 methods.
We just provided the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 26 functions
based on a feature vector derived from gene expression profile of that gene under the
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FS-selected data set. It is natural to speculate if one can perform better by using a
feature vector derived by combining or merging gene expression profiles of that gene
under two or more experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of
genes) but not all of them.
For 57 data sets, there are millions of combinations (= 257 − 59) that involve
more than 1 of these data sets but not all of them. This is a quite a large number
of combinations. Discussions from the earlier sections also show that choosing com-
binations in a fixed but arbitrary order or in a random way do not give consistently
good performance.
In Chapter 5, in Section 5.4.1 we will develop a Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm
to pick a good combination of data sets. We show that for a majority of protein
functions, the combinations chosen by the Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm give higher
performance than using ALL data set and also give a higher or equal performance
than the best performance from feature selection methods.
4.6 Conclusion on Existing Methods
In the study of biological problems, many researchers tend to perform and add as
many experimental assays as they can to their studies. However, some of these
experiments may not be useful. Biologists need to have a good model to know which
experiments are not very useful in a functional study. This helps them to better
allocated limited resources. Machine learning methods are frequently applied on
biological problems with an aim to maximize prediction accuracy of classification
models.
In this chapter, we formulated a hypothesis that using pre-selected data sets in
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classification studies is useful. We studied individual data set, additional data sets
by selection and random methods, conventional feature selection methods, exhaustive
search, combined data sets. We demonstrated the above by taking 3 specific examples:
1. 5 functions of yeast are studied through best individual data sets, exhaustive
search, random sampling, and “add one data set at a time in a fixed order”,
ALL data, FS-selected data and were compared with exhaustive search results.
2. 3 types of protein sites are studied with micro-environment properties surround-
ing protein sites by best individual micro-environment property, exhaustive
search, random sampling, and “add one data set at a time in a fixed order”,
ALL categories of micro-environment properties, FS-selected data and were
compared with exhaustive search.
3. 26 cellular functions of yeast from MIPs functional annotation over 57 data
sets by best individual data set, ALL data set, FS-selected data, and some
combinations of data sets chosen by a Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm (to be
presented later in Chapter 5). We cannot use Exhaustive search in this problem
due to millions of combinations out of 57 data sets that are used in our study.
The point to note is that previous researchers (Brown et al., Mateos et al.,
Bagley et al. and Wei et al.) use all available data sets together as one single
combined data set in their classification studies. They did not show whether using all
available data sets would consistently lead to better performance than using the best
individual data sets. They also did not investigate the issue of the optimal choice of
combinations of data sets. In this chapter, we demonstrated that the use of combined
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data sets often lead to better performance than using the best individual data sets,
using all data and selected by feature selection methods.
We demonstrated that the use of smaller combined data sets often lead to better
performance than using all available data sets. This leads naturally to the problem:
How to pick data sets that can significantly maximize classification performance? One
traditional solution to this problem is to compute a “relevance” statistic—such as χ2,
Student’s t, etc.—on each individual features and picking the most relevant ones. We
call this the “feature selection” approach.
Let us end this chapter with a technical note. Recall that we used the top “n”
features to build a better classification model through the “Fisher” and “T-test” fea-
ture selection methods and the GIST package. As mentioned earlier, we “optimized”
the choice of “n” by systematically trying out various values in a range and picked
the best one (n = 8). This introduced a bias that gave an extra advantage to the
performance of these conventional feature selection methods. However, as shown in
this chapter, in spite of this bias in their favor, they did not achieve better accuracy
than the use of a combination of whole data sets.
Chapter 5
Progressive Data Mining Through
HILL and GREEDY-HILL
In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that the use of additional or combination of whole
data sets through an exhaustive search—even when the data sets are derived from
experiments (different sets of features on same set of genes or sites)—can increase
prediction accuracy of classification models on a variety of bioinformatics problems.
We cautioned that using all available data sets does not give the best improved
prediction accuracy, and often gives a worse accuracy than using the best of individual
data sets or the combination of whole data sets through an exhaustive search. We
also showed how prediction accuracy can be improved by using selected features by
conventional feature selection methods, compared to using the best of individual data
sets or all available data sets. However, we also showed that using features selected by
conventional feature selection methods does not achieve the best prediction accuracy
often enough, compared to using a combination of whole data sets. In this chapter
we show “Progressive Data Mining” (PDM) or Jumping Classifiers—a step-by-step
performance escalating paradigm which enables selection of useful data sets among all
available candidate data sets. PDM is different from leave-one-out or add-one-by-one
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strategies in improving performance by choosing more data sets. We introduce two
“whole dataset feature selection algorithms”—the “Hill climbing method” (Hill) and
the “Greedy-Hill climbing method” (Greedy-Hill). Hill can handle a small number of
data sets. Greedy-Hill can handle a larger number of data sets.
Specifically:
• We introduce the “Hill climbing method”, Hill, for choosing a combination of
whole data sets from a small number of data sets (up to 10) considered in a
classification study. Hill chooses a new whole data set in each run to add to the
already chosen ones to build a classification model with improved performance.
• We show here that the combination of whole data sets from Hill can yield
better results, on predicting the 5 functions of yeast genes, than using the best
of individual data sets, using all available data sets, and using selected features
by conventional feature selection methods. Results show that for 60% (60%,
40%, and 60%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, we are able to
use Hill to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using the best of individual
data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Results also show
that for 80% (80%, 60%, 60%, respectively) of the protein functional classes,
we are able to use Hill to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using all
available data sets through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). We
also show for 40% (60%, 80%, and 40%) of the protein functional classes, we
are able to use Hill to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using selected
features by conventional feature selection methods through C4.5 (SVM, NBay,
and MLP, respectively). Furthermore, in almost all cases, the combination of
whole data sets chosen by Hill is practically optimal the sense that they are as
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good as the top 7% of the possible combinations of whole data sets, as verified
by an exhaustive search.
• We show here that the combination of whole sets of micro-environment prop-
erties chosen by Hill yields better results, on the problem of protein sites pre-
diction, than using the best of individual sets of micro-environment properties,
using all available sets of micro-environment properties, and using selected sets
of micro-environment properties by conventional feature selection methods. Re-
sults show that for 100% (100%, 67%, and 100%, respectively) of the protein
sites, we are able to use Hill to obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using
the best individual sets of micro-environment properties through C4.5 (SVM,
NBay, and MLP, respectively). Results also show that for 67% (100%, 67%,
67%, respectively) of the protein sites, we are able to use Hill to obtain a higher
prediction accuracy than using all available sets of micro-environment prop-
erties through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). We also show for
100% (67%, 100%, and 33%) of the protein sites, we are able to use Hill to
obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using micro-environment properties
selected by conventional feature selection methods through C4.5 (SVM, NBay,
and MLP, respectively). Furthermore, the combinations chosen by Hill are prac-
tically optimal in the sense that they are as good as the top 2% of the possible
combinations of whole data sets, as verified by an exhaustive search.
• We then introduce the “Greedy-Hill climbing method”, Greedy-Hill, for choos-
ing a combination of whole data sets from a large number of available data
sets (more than 10 sets) considered in a classification study. This method mod-
ifies Hill by allowing multiple data sets to be chosen in each cycle, as opposed
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to the one-per-cycle strategy of Hill.
• We investigate the optimality of Greedy-Hill and its practicality on 5 functions
of yeast and machine learning methods considered. We compare the combi-
nation of data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill to the performance of all possible
combinations of data subsets in an exhaustive search, and also to the combina-
tion chosen by Hill. We show that a mere 3% of the possible combinations lead
to better predictions than the combination chosen by Greedy-Hill, and 7.5%
of the combinations chosen, over 4 learning methods, by Hill lead to better
predictions than the combination chosen by Greedy-Hill. Thus Greedy-Hill is
empirically within 3% of optimality. However, a typical round of model building
using Greedy-Hill on a data set would take about 1367 seconds, over 4 learn-
ing method which is 1.263 times faster than the 1726 seconds, over 4 learning
method, typically taken by Hill.
• We also applied Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites and machine learning
methods considered. We compare the combination of data subsets chosen by
Greedy-Hill to the performance of all possible combinations of data subsets in
an exhaustive search, and also to the combination chosen by Hill. We show
that a mere 5% of the possible combinations lead to better predictions than the
combination chosen by Greedy-Hill, and 8.3% of the combinations chosen, over
4 learning methods, by Hill lead to better predictions than the combination
chosen by Greedy-Hill. Thus Greedy-Hill is empirically within 5% of optimality
which is a little poorer than Hill. However, a typical round of model building
using Greedy-Hill on a data set would take about 94 seconds, compared to 90
seconds by Hill, over 4 learning method.
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• We show here that the combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill
achieves better results, on predicting 26 functions of yeast genes, than using
the best of individual data sets, using all available data sets, and using selected
features from conventional feature selection methods. Results show that for
30% (33%, 26%, and 43%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, we
are able to use the combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill to
obtain a higher prediction accuracy than using the best of individual data sets
through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). Results also show that
for 63% (83%, 91%, 76%, respectively) of the protein functional classes, we are
able to use the combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill to obtain
a higher prediction accuracy than using all available data sets through C4.5
(SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). We also show that for 37% (43%, 72%,
and 61%) of the protein functional classes, we are able to use the combination
of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill to obtain a higher prediction accuracy
than using the best selected features by conventional feature selection methods
through C4.5 (SVM, NBay, and MLP, respectively). We tabulate summary of
performances for 26 functions of yeast and 20 functions of yeast through various
methods.
• In Section 5.8 we discuss issues to further validate Progressive Data Mining
performances through Multiple evaluation metrics. Also we compare PDM out-
comes with that of Committee of Features, Committee Method, and 18 function
through statistical sampling.
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Figure 5.1: Each data set:sets of experimental assays with biological time scale points.
5.1 Whole Dataset Feature Selection
Conventional feature selection methods generally select individual features to cre-
ate proper boundaries between two classes based on the given data set. Conventional
feature selection methods remove noisy features from the feature space, and hopefully
achieve a higher classification accuracy.
In subsection 5.1.1, we introduce the idea of “whole data set” feature selection.
Then, in subsection 5.1.2, a new algorithm for whole dataset feature selection—the
“Hill climbing method” (Hill)—is developed to select the combination of whole data
sets from all available data sets.
5.1.1 Whole Data Set
Let {D1, D2, D3, ..., D57} be the data sets where D1 consists features {F1, ..., F18}
and D2 consists features {F19, ..., F24}, ..., D57 consists features {F384, ..., F390}.
Figure 5.1 shows that each data set: sets of experimental assays with biological time
scale points. For example, D1 is a data set with 18 features—F1, F2, ..., F17, F18—
which are the time scale points from a wet experiment.
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A conventional feature selection method treats each individual time scale point as
one single feature. On the other hand, we treat a “whole individual data set” as a
single “feature” that contains many sets of sub features or time scale points from a set
of wet experiments. Our aim is to find a combination of whole data sets C ⊆ {D1, , ...
Dn}, from all available data sets {D1, ..., Dn}, for a better classification performance.
We treat one whole data set—D1 or D2 or D3 or ... or D57—as one single “feature”
selected by our whole data set feature selection methods.
5.1.2 The Hill Climbing Algorithm
The main idea of whole data set feature selection is to treat a whole data set as one
feature, and to iteratively choose the best combination of whole data sets from all
available data sets using a machine learning algorithm, with a performance check at
each iteration. To evaluate the whole data set feature selection approach, we devise
a simple Hill climbing method (Hill) for choosing data sets to learn from during the
training phase. For Hill, at each iteration, we combine each available whole data set
with the combination of whole data sets chosen at the previous iteration. At the
end of an iteration, the data set that gives rise to the best performance is added
to the chosen combination. The process is then repeated until no additional data
set can be added to further increase performance. We apply Hill on 5 functions of
yeast (Section 5.2.1) and 3 types of protein sites (Section 5.3.1). Let us describe Hill
more formally. Let Dstart be a starting microarray data set that is to be analyzed
with a classification learning algorithm M ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}. Typically,
Dstart would be a new microarray data set generated by one’s own laboratory. We
want to maximize the performance measure S(M, 2), using a learning algorithmM on
this data set by combining it with additional data sets from other microarray studies
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collected from different sources based on same gene or site. Let Φadditional = {D1,
. . . , Dn} be n additional microarray data sets conducted on the same set of genes
as Dstart. These additional data sets are from different laboratories through various
experimental studies. Our objective is to search for a subset of Φadditional which can
be combined with Dstart to give the best data analysis results by M :
Step 1 (Optional): Normalize the expression vectors in Dstart, D1, . . . , Dn so that
they each have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Note that other appropriate
normalization methods can also be used.
Step 2: Let SM,Ψ be the S(M, 2) score of applying M on the data sets in Ψ ⊆ Φall,
where Φall = Φadditional ∪ {Dstart}. Set D
(0)
best := Dstart.
Step 3: In the i-th iteration, find
D
(i)




















best will be a selection of additional microarray data
sets that can be combined with Dstart to produce a better classification performance
than that from just using Dstart alone. In Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.3.1 we report
results from applying Hill on 5 functions of yeast and 3 types of protein sites.
5.2 Inferring 5 Specific Functions of Yeast Genes
In Subsection 5.2.1, we present the performance by S(M, 2) of Hill on inferring the 5
specific functions of yeast genes from 6 sets of gene expression experiments.
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In Subsection 5.2.2, we compare the performance by S(M, 2) of using the combi-
nation of whole data sets chosen by Hill to that of using the best of individual data
sets, using all available data sets, and using selected features by conventional feature
selection methods.
In Subsection 5.2.3, we show that classification performance by S(M, 2) of the
combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill is practically optimal by comparing it
with an exhaustive search through all possible combinations of whole data sets.
5.2.1 The Study of 5 Specific Functions of Yeast Genes Using
Hill Chosen Data Sets
The focus of this chapter is to analyse the prediction accuracy of classification models
using the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill—and show their merits and
demerits. To build a classifier Cf(C,Hill + m) based on the combination of whole
data sets chosen by Hill for a machine learning method m on a collection C of data
sets, we do the followings. Hill is applied on the training portion of C to obtained
a reduced data set. The machine learning method m is then applied to the reduced
data set to obtain a classification model. The model is then applied to the testing
portion of C.
Now, we apply Hill on the collection of data sets A = {Alp, cdc, Elu, ccc, Spo,
Dia}, and build a classification model Cf(A, Hill +m), for m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay,
MLP} and functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA}. We show below in
Table 5.1 the results of the experiments just described, using SVM and MLP (we
only show SVM and MLP due to space constraint) as the learning methods with
Hill chosen data. We can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) through
SVM and MLP for predicting 5 specific cellular functions of yeast genes using Hill
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chosen data. The rows are the 5 functions—HIST (histones), PROT (proteosomes),
RESP (respiration), RIBO (ribosomes), and TCA (TCA cycle). Column 2 shows the
performance S(Hill + SVM, 2) using the combination of whole data sets chosen by
Hill for SVM. Column 3 shows the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill for
SVM in the format {D1+D2+ ....+Dn}. Column 4 shows the performance S(Hill+
MLP, 2) using the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill for MLP. Column
5 shows the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill for MLP in the format
{D1+D2+ ....+Dn}. The SVM here is the support vector machine implementation
from the GIST package (Release 2.0.5, April 30, 2003) that uses RBF of degree 3 as
in Brown et al. The MLP here is the multilayer perceptron implementation from the
WEKA package [65] at its default settings. 1, 851 genes in 60 non-singleton functional
classes are annotated based on the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003.
Table 5.1: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast based on selected combi-
nation of data sets by Hill through SVM and MLP.
Function SVM MLP
S(Hill + SVM, 2) data sets S(Hill +MLP, 2) data sets
HIST 18 Cdc+ Spo 18 Elu
PROT 39 Cdc+ Ccc+ Spo 40 Spo+Dia
RESP -10 Cdc+ Elu+ Spo 0 Alp
RIBO 227 Cdc+ Spo+Dia 200 Elu+ Spo
TCA 8 Alp + Elu+ Spo 0 Ccc
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5.2.2 Comparison of Hill Chosen Data to Best of Individ-
ual Data Sets, All Available Data Sets, and Selected
Features
In the previous subsection we showed the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of
the 5 specific functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, or TCA—based on a feature
vector derived from the gene expression profile of that gene by Hill.
In this subsection, we compare Hill results with that of using the best of individ-
ual data sets, all available data sets, and selected features by conventional feature
selection methods.
In Brown et al., there are 8 data sets corresponding to 8 experimental condi-
tions (different sets of features on same set of genes)—A = {Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo,
Dia, HEAT, DTT, COLD}. We got the performance for a function f , S(M, 2) =
maxC∈ACf(C,m), using the best of individual data sets and various learning meth-
ods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for a function f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP,
RIBO, TCA}. We also got the performance S(Hill + m, 2) for a function f from
Cf(A, Hill +m). Table 5.2 shows the number of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2)
measure, based on the best of individual data sets, that is better than (Columns 2
through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10
to 13), the performance S(Hill +m, 2) for the combination of whole data sets cho-
sen by Hill for machine learning method m. Here, we use implementations in the
WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that, for most
protein functions, Hill gives a higher performance by S(M, 2) than using the best of
individual data sets.
We calculate the performance by S(M, 2) for a function f from Cf(ALL,m), where
ALL is a data set derived by combining or merging 8 data sets—Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo,
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Table 5.2: Number and percentage for BI>Hill, BI=Hill, and BI<Hill on 5 functions
of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3
% Functions 0 0 0 0 40 40 60 40 60 60 40 60
Dia, HEAT, DTT, and COLD based on same gene. We also got the performance
S(Hill+m, 2) for a function f from Cf(A, Hill+m). Our annotations are based on
the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003. Table 5.3 shows the number
of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on using all the available data
sets, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6
through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance S(Hill +m, 2)
for the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill for machine learning method
m. Here, we use implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings.
It is clear from the table that, for almost all protein functions, Hill gives a higher
performance by S(M, 2) than using all available data sets.
Table 5.3: Number and percentage for ALL>Hill, ALL=Hill, and ALL<Hill on 5
functions of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 3 3
% Functions 20 20 20 0 0 0 20 40 80 80 60 60
We also got the performance S(FS+m, 2) for a function f from Cf(ALL, FS+m),
for conventional feature selection methods FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}, learning methods
m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, and functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO,
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TCA}. We also got the performance S(Hill+m, 2) for a function f from Cf(A, Hill+
m). Our annotations are based on the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June
2003. Table 5.4 shows the number of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2) measure,
based on selected features by conventional feature selection methods, that is better
than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is
less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance S(Hill + m, 2) for the combination
of whole data sets chosen by Hill for machine learning method m. Here, we use
implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from
the table that, for most protein functions, Hill gives a higher performance by S(M, 2)
than using selected features by conventional feature selection methods.
Table 5.4: Number and percentage for FS>Hill, FS=Hill, and FS<Hill on 5 functions
of yeast through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 3 4 2
% Functions 40 20 20 20 20 20 0 40 40 60 80 40
Table 5.5 summarizes the performance by S(M, 2) of using the best of individual
data sets, using all available data sets, using selected features by conventional feature
selection methods, by using the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill. The
results here are achieved by using the 8 data sets corresponding to 8 experimental
conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes)—Alp, Cdc, Elu, Spo, Dia,
HEAT, DTT, COLD, from Brown et al.—with annotations based on MIPS Catalogue
(Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003.
The rows are the 5 functions—HIST (histones), PROT (proteosomes), RESP
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(respiration), RIBO (ribosomes), and TCA (TCA cycle). Column 2 shows differ-
ent machine learning algorithms m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP} used in the study.
Column 3 shows the performance S(M, 2) for a function f using the best of individual
data sets. Column 4 shows the performance S(ALL+m, 2) for a function f using all
available data sets. Column 5 shows the performance S(FS +m, 2) for a function f
using selected features by conventional feature selection methods. Column 6 shows
the performance of S(Hill+m, 2) on a function f using the combination of whole data
sets chosen by Hill. Column 7 shows the performance S(Exh+m, 2) on a function f
using the best combination of whole data sets through an exhaustive search.
Table 5.5 shows some exceptional results. For example, FS got higher outcome
than Hill and EXH. Also Hill got higher outcome than EXH. Conventional feature
selection selects individual features for a model. On the other hand, Hill or EXH
chooses combination of whole data sets and not combination of individual features.
The explanation on how Hill got better outcome than EXH is detailed at the end of
the Section 5.2.
5.2.3 Using Hill Chosen Data Improves Prediction Accuracy
on 5 Functions of Yeast Genes
In Subsection 5.2.1 we showed the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the 5
specific functions—HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, or TCA—based on a feature vector
derived by Hill from the gene expression profile of that gene. Since we have shown in
previous chapter that using the combination of whole data sets through an exhaus-
tive search can improve prediction performance, it is natural to compare the best
combination of whole data sets through an exhaustive search to the combination of
whole data sets chosen by Hill. In this subsection, we generate all combinations of 2
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Table 5.5: Performance by S(M, 2) of 5 cellular functions of yeast using the best of
individual data sets, using all available data sets, best performance from conventional
feature selection methods, using the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill,
and using the best combination of whole data sets through an exhaustive search.
5 Function ALG S(Best-Ind) S(ALL) S(Best-FS) S(Hill) S(Best-Exh)
HIST C4.5 12 13 13 14 15
PROT C4.5 15 29 41 33 33
RESP C4.5 0 -8 0 0 0
RIBO C4.5 174 192 195 216 213
TCA C4.5 0 6 11 0 6
HIST SVM 16 15 14 16 16
PROT SVM 0 31 35 24 38
RESP SVM 0 -32 0 0 0
RIBO SVM 160 223 221 232 233
TCA SVM 0 3 7 8 7
HIST NBay 13 16 14 16 16
PROT NBay 1 19 39 1 21
RESP NBay 0 -132 -27 0 0
RIBO NBay 174 211 212 227 228
TCA NBay 0 -37 -34 0 0
HIST MLP 16 16 16 16 16
PROT MLP 31 33 38 39 40
RESP MLP 0 -24 0 0 2
RIBO MLP 189 213 219 230 235
TCA MLP 3 4 12 4 12
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or more data sets, and compare the performance from the best combination of whole
data sets through an exhaustive search to the performance from the combination of
whole data sets chosen by Hill.
Recall that for Brown et al. there are 8 data sets corresponding to 8 experimental
conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes). This yields 255 (= 28− 1)
non-empty sets that involve the 8 data sets. We have a sufficiently small number of
combination of whole data sets here. This enables us to consider the performance
by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting
the 5 specific functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA} using these 255
sets of data sets, and compare the best performance on the same protein function
using Hill chosen data. Results of this exhaustive study (abbreviated as EXH in the
tables) are shown in Tables 5.6, 5.8, 5.7, and 5.9. In each of these 4 tables, the
second, third, and fourth columns show the number of sets that give poorer, equal,
and better performance than the performance S(Hill +m, 2). The fifth, sixth, and
seventh columns show the respective percentages with respect to the 255 total possible
sets.
Table 5.6: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 5
functions of yeast through SVM.
Function Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
HIST 245 10 0 96.08 3.92 0.00
PROT 228 6 21 89.41 2.35 8.24
RESP 203 52 0 79.61 20.39 0.00
RIBO 251 3 1 98.43 1.18 0.39
TCA 255 0 0 100.00 0.00 0.00
From these 4 tables we can see that out of the 5100 combination of data sets
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Table 5.7: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 5
functions of yeast through NBay.
Function Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
HIST 253 2 0 99.22 0.78 0.00
PROT 227 2 26 89.02 0.78 10.20
RESP 252 3 0 98.82 1.18 0.00
RIBO 254 0 1 99.61 0.00 0.39
TCA 254 1 0 99.61 0.39 0.00
Table 5.8: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 5
functions of yeast through C4.5.
Function Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
HIST 248 6 1 97.25 2.35 0.39
PROT 253 2 0 99.22 0.78 0.00
RESP 137 118 0 53.73 46.27 0.00
RIBO 255 0 0 100.00 0.00 0.00
TCA 230 14 11 90.20 5.49 4.31
Table 5.9: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 5
functions of yeast through MLP.
Function Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
HIST 236 19 0 92.55 7.45 0.00
PROT 253 1 1 99.22 0.39 0.39
RESP 239 15 1 93.73 5.88 0.39
RIBO 238 4 13 93.33 1.57 5.10
TCA 239 6 10 93.73 2.35 3.92
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through an exhaustive search over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 5 specific
cellular functions, 264 (=5%) of the possible combinations of whole data sets yield
an accuracy equal to Hill chosen data, 4750 (=93%) of the possible combinations of
whole data sets yield lesser accuracy than Hill chosen data, and 86 (=2%) of total
combinations of data sets yield better accuracy than Hill chosen data. This means
that the combination chosen by Hill is among the 7% of combinations that give the
best performance, at least for the purpose of predicting the 5 specific functions of
yeast genes.
Table 5.10 shows the number of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2) measure,
based on the best combinations of whole data sets through an exhaustive search, that
is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9),
or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance of S(Hill + m, 2). Here,
we use implementations from the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is
clear from the table that, for a majority of protein functions, Hill achieves as good a
performance as the best performance through an exhaustive search.
Table 5.10: Total number and percentage of 5 functions of yeast for EXH>Hill,
EXH=Hill, and EXH<Hill through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 2 2 2 4 2 2 3 1 1 1 0 0
% Functions 40 40 40 80 40 40 60 20 20 20 0 0
Also, we calculate the average S(M, 2) performances—using the best of individ-
ual data sets (BI), using all available data sets (ALL), using selected features from
conventional feature selection methods (FS), and using Hill—over 4 machine learn-
ing methods. Results from these approaches are BI:40.2, ALL:39.55, FS:51.3, and
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Hill:53.8. For comparison, the average S(M, 2) performance through the exhaust
search is Exh:56.55. Thus, Hill has the best average performance by S(M, 2), amongst
the non-exhaustive-search methods, for the purpose of predicting 5 functions of yeast.
Finally, a remark on Table 5.5. Notice that for RIBO, S(Hill) = 216 and S(Best-
Exh) = 213. This is quite unexpected and deserves a short discussion. Recall that
S(Best-Exh) is supposed to be the score achieved by the best combination through
an exhaustive search. Since the combination chosen by Hill must be one of those
combinations explored also by the exhaustive search, S(Hill) should never be greater
than S(Best-Exh). So what is happening? It turns out that many machine learning
algorithms, including C4.5, are slightly sensitive to the ordering of features in the
data sets. For example, for the function RIBO using C4.5, S(Best-Exh) = S(Hill)
= 216 using the ordering {DTT, Spo, Dia, Cold}, but S(Best-Exh) = 206 using the
ordering {Spo, DTT, Cold, Dia}. As another example, for the function TCA using
SVM, S(Best-Exh) = S(Hill) = 8 using the ordering {Elu, Dia, Alp}, but S(Best-Exh)
= −8 using the ordering {Alp, Elu, Dia}. We did not attempt to search through all
orderings exhaustively, as the number of orderings is explosively large even for a small
number of data sets.
5.3 Inferring Protein Sites
In Subsection 5.3.1, we present the performance by S(M, 2) of Hill on inferring the 3
types of protein sites.
In Subsection 5.3.2, we compare the performance by S(M, 2) of using the combi-
nation of whole micro-environment properties to that of using the best of individual
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data sets, all available data sets, and micro-environment properties selected by con-
ventional feature selection methods.
In Subsection 5.3.3, we show that the classification performance by S(M, 2) of
using the combination of whole data sets of micro-environment properties chosen by
Hill is as good as the best combinations that can be found using an exhaustive search.
5.3.1 The Study of 3 Specific Protein Sites Using Hill Chosen
Micro-Environment Properties
The focus of this chapter is to analyse prediction accuracy of classification mod-
els using the combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties chosen by
Hill—and show their merits and demerits. We have 6 sets of micro-environment
properties—A = {Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. To build a
classifier Cs(A, Hill+m) based on the combination of whole sets of micro-environment
properties chosen by Hill for a machine learning method m on A, we do the follow-
ing. Hill is applied on the training portion of A to obtained a reduced data set,
the machine learning method m is then applied to the reduced data set to obtain a
classification model, which is then applied to the testing portion of A.
Now, we apply Hill on the collection of data sets A = {Atom, Chemical, Residue,
Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}, and build a classification model Cs(A, Hill+m), for learn-
ing method m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP} and protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM,
DISULFIDE, SERINE}. We show below in Table 5.11 the results of the experi-
ments just described. We can think of this table as the performance by S(M, 2) by
4 learning algorithms for predicting 3 types of protein sites using Hill chosen data.
The rows are the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM (calcium binding sites), SER-
INE (serine protease active sites), and DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges). The second
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through the fifth columns are the performance S(Hill+C4.5, 2), S(Hill+ SVM, 2),
S(Hill+NBay, 2), and S(Hill+MLP, 2), respectively. C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP
are the implementations from the WEKA package [65] at its default settings.
Table 5.11: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites based on selected
combination of micro-environment properties by Hill through algorithms.
Prot-sites C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
CALCIUM 185 169 157 183
DISULFIDE 68 64 53 65
SERINE 86 76 79 85
5.3.2 Comparison of Hill Chosen Data to Best of Individ-
ual Data Sets, All Available Data Sets, and Selected
Features
In the previous subsection we gave the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of
the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM, SERINE, and DISULFIDE—based on Hill
chosen data. In this subsection, we compare Hill results to that of using the best
of individual data sets, all available data sets, and selected features by conventional
feature selection methods.
We have 6 data sets corresponding to 6 micro-environment properties—A =
{Atom, Chemical, Residue, Sec-str, Others, Co-ord}. We got the best performance
for a site s as S(M, 2) = maxD∈ACs(D,m) using the best of individual sets of micro-
environment properties, for various learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}
and protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISULFIDE, SERINE}. We also got performance
S(Hill+m, 2) for a protein site s from Cs(A, Hill+m). Table 5.12 shows the num-
ber of protein sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on the best of individual
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sets of micro-environment properties, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or
that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the
performance S(Hill +m, 2) for the combination of whole sets of micro-environment
properties chosen by Hill for machine learning method m. Here, we use implementa-
tions in the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that,
for almost all protein sites, Hill gives a higher performance by S(M, 2) than using the
best of individual sets of micro-environment properties.
Table 5.12: Number and percentage for BI>Hill, BI=Hill, and BI<Hill on 3 types of
protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 3
% Sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 100 100 67 100
We calculate the performance S(M, 2) for a protein site s from Cs(ALL,m), where
ALL is a data set derived by combining or merging 6 data sets—Atom, Chemical,
Residue, Sec-str, Others, and Co-ord based on same site. We also got the performance
S(Hill+m, 2) for a protein site s from Cs(A, Hill+m). Table 5.13 shows the number
of protein sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on using all available micro-
environment properties, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal
to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance
S(Hill + m, 2) for the combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties
chosen by Hill for machine learning method m. Here, we use implementations from
the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that, for
all protein sites, Hill gives a higher performance by S(M, 2) than using all available
micro-environment properties.
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Table 5.13: Number and percentage for ALL>Hill, ALL=Hill, and ALL<Hill on 3
types of protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 2
% Sites 33 0 33 33 0 0 0 0 67 100 67 67
We got performance S(FS +m, 2) for a site s from Cs(ALL, FS +m), for con-
ventional feature selection methods FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}, for various learning
methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, and for sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, DISUL-
FIDE, SERINE}. We also got performance S(Hill + m, 2) from Cs(A, Hill + m).
Table 5.14 shows the number of protein sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based
on selected features by conventional feature selection methods, that is better than
(Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less
than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance of S(Hill + m, 2) for the combination
of whole sets of micro-environment properties chosen by Hill for machine learning
method m. Here, we use implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default
settings. It is clear from the table that, for a majority of protein sites, Hill gives a
higher performance by S(M, 2) than using the selected micro-environment properties
by conventional feature selection methods.
Table 5.14: Number and percentage for FS>Hill, FS=Hill, and FS<Hill on 3 types
of protein sites through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 3 1
% Sites 0 33 0 33 0 0 0 33 100 67 100 33
Table 5.15 summarizes the performance by S(M, 2) of using the best of individual
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sets of micro-environment properties, using all available sets of micro-environment
properties, using selected features by conventional feature selection methods, and us-
ing the best combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties chosen by
Hill. The rows are the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM (calcium binding sites),
DISULFIDE (disulfide bridges) and SERINE (serine protease active sites). Column
2 shows various machine learning algorithms m ∈ {C4.5, SVM,NBay,MLP} used
in the study. Column 3 shows the performance S(M, 2) for a protein site s using
the best individual sets of micro-environment properties. Column 4 shows the perfor-
mance S(ALL+m, 2) for a protein site s using all available sets of micro-environment
properties. Column 5 shows the performance S(FS + m, 2) for a protein site s us-
ing selected features by conventional feature selection methods. Column 6 shows
the performance S(Hill + m, 2) on a protein site s using the combination of whole
sets of micro-environment properties chosen by Hill. Column 7 shows the best per-
formance S(Exh +m, 2) on a protein site s using the combination of whole sets of
micro-environment properties through an exhaustive search.
5.3.3 Using Hill Chosen Data Improves Prediction Accuracy
on 3 Specific Types of Protein Sites
In the Subsection 5.3.1, we showed the accuracy of inferring if an atom has one of
the 3 types of protein sites—CALCIUM, SERINE, and DISULFIDE—based on a
feature vector derived by Hill from micro-environment profile of that atom. Since we
have shown in previous chapter that using the combination of whole sets of micro-
environment properties through an exhaustive search can improve the prediction per-
formance by S(M, 2), it is natural to compare the best combination of whole sets
through an exhaustive search to the combination of whole sets of micro-environment
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Table 5.15: Performance by S(M, 2) of 3 types of protein sites using the best sets
of micro-environment properties, using all available sets of micro-environment prop-
erties, best performance from conventional feature selection methods, using the best
combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties selected by Hill, and using
the best combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties through exhaus-
tive search.
Sites ALG S(Best-Ind) S(ALL) S(Best-FS) S(Hill) S(Best-Exh)
CALCIUM C4.5 179 181 184 185 185
SERINE C4.5 80 66 83 86 86
DISULFIDE C4.5 58 83 67 68 73
CALCIUM SVM 127 153 165 169 169
SERINE SVM 15 66 65 76 76
DISULFIDE SVM 6 60 65 64 66
CALCIUM NBay 136 154 151 157 157
SERINE NBay 72 45 78 79 79
DISULFIDE NBay 53 65 44 53 53
CALCIUM MLP 171 167 182 183 183
SERINE MLP 80 68 85 85 85
DISULFIDE MLP 64 71 67 65 68
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properties chosen by Hill. In this subsection, we generate all combinations of 2 or
more whole sets of micro-environment properties, and compare the performance by
S(M, 2) from the best combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties
through an exhaustive search to the performance from the combination of whole sets
of micro-environment properties chosen by Hill.
Recall that for annotated atoms there are 6 data sets. This yields 63 (= 26 -1) non-
empty sets. This is a sufficiently small number of sets. This enables us to consider the
performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP}
for predicting the 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}
using these 63 sets of sets, and compare the best performance on the same protein site
with Hill chosen data. Results of this exhaustive study (abbreviated as EXH in the
tables) are shown in Tables 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. In each of these 4 tables, the
second, third, and fourth columns show the number of sets that give poorer, equal,
and better performance than S(Hill +m, 2). The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns
show the respective percentages with respect to the 63 total possible sets.
Table 5.16: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 3
types of protein sites through SVM.
Prot-site Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 61 1 1 96.825 1.587 1.587
From these 4 tables, we can see that out of the 756 sets through an exhaustive
search over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 3 specific types of protein sites,
16(=2%) of the possible combinations of whole sets of micro-environment properties
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Table 5.17: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 3
types of protein sites through NBay.
Prot-site Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
Table 5.18: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 3
types of protein sites through C4.5.
Prot-site Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 60 2 1 95.238 3.175 1.587
Table 5.19: Number and percentage for EXH<Hill, EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill on 3
types of protein sites through MLP.
Prot-site Les. Hill Eq. Hill Grt. Hill Les. Hill% Eq. Hill% Grt. Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 58 4 1 92.063 6.349 1.587
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yield an accuracy equal to Hill chosen data, 737 (=98%) of the possible combinations
of whole sets of micro-environment properties yield lesser accuracy than Hill chosen
data, and 3 (=0%) of total combinations of sets of micro-environment properties yield
better accuracy than Hill chosen data. This means that the combination chosen by
Hill is within the 2% of combinations that give the best performance. Hence, Hill
is practically optimal, at least for the purpose of predicting the 3 specific types of
protein sites.
Table 5.20 shows the number of protein sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure,
based on the best combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties through
an exhaustive search, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal
to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the performance
of S(Hill +m, 2) for the combination of whole sets of micro-environment properties
chosen by Hill for machine learning method m. Here, we use implementations from
the WEKA package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that, for a
majority of protein sites, Hill achieves as good a performance as the best performance
through an exhaustive search.
Table 5.20: Total number and percentage of 3 types of protein sites for EXH>Hill,
EXH=Hill, and EXH>Hill through algorithms.
Grt. Hill Eq. Hill Les. Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Sites 1 1 0 1 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 0
% Sites 33 33 0 33 67 67 100 67 0 0 0 0
Finally, we calculate the average S(M, 2) performance by S(M, 2)—using the best
set of micro-environment properties (BI), using all available sets of micro-environment
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properties (ALL), using selected micro-environment properties by conventional fea-
ture selection methods (FS), and using the best combination of whole sets of micro-
environment properties chosen by Hill, over 4 machine learning methods. Results
from these approaches are BI:86.75, ALL:98.25, FS:103.00, and Hill:105.83. For com-
parison, the average performance by S(M, 2) from exhaustive search is Exh: 106.67.
So Hill achieves the best average performance amongst the non-exhaustive-search
methods, for the purpose of predicting 3 specific types of protein sites.
5.4 Greedy-Hill Climbing Method
In Section 5.1, we devised a simple Hill climbing method, Hill, for choosing the best
combination of whole data sets. In Section 5.2.1, application of Hill on 5 functions of
yeast and in Section 5.2.2, application of Hill on 3 types of protein sites, are shown.
We also got the best combination of whole data sets through an exhaustive search in
Subsection 4.2.1 out of 255 sets on 5 functions of yeast and in Subsection 4.2.2 out
of 63 sets on 3 types of protein sites. Both were feasible because of the small number
of combinations of whole data sets involved. If Hill or an exhaustive search were
applied on 26 functions of yeast with 57 data sets, it would become computationally
expensive (257 − 1), due to the millions of combinations arising out of all available
data sets. So far, Hill has achieved a better accuracy than using the best of individual
data set, using all available data sets, and using selected features from conventional
feature selection methods. Hill is also as good as the top 7% and 2% of the possible
combinations of whole data sets, as verified by using the combination of whole data
sets from an exhaustive search, on 5 functions of yeast and 3 types of protein sites,
respectively. The limitation of Hill on larger data sets has motivated us to improve
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Hill to handle more data sets. In subsection 5.4.1, we illustrate the “Greedy-Hill
climbing method”, Greedy-Hill, which is capable of handling more data sets.
5.4.1 The Greedy-Hill Climbing Algorithm
The main idea of whole data set feature selection is to treat a whole data set as
one feature, and to iteratively choose the best combination of whole data sets from
all available data sets using a machine learning algorithm, with a performance check
at each cycle.
Greedy-Hill is a greedier version of Hill. Instead of the conservative one-set-per-
cycle strategy of Hill, Greedy-Hill selects any data sets—there can be more than
one—during each iteration, as long as their inclusion improves the classification per-
formance. Let us describe Greedy-Hill now.
Let Dstart be a starting microarray data set that is to be analyzed with a clas-
sification learning algorithm M . Here, M ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}. Typically,
Dstart would be a new microarray data set generated by one’s own laboratory.
Let Φadditional = {D1, . . . , Dn} be n additional microarray data sets conducted on
the same set of genes as Dstart. These additional data sets could be from different
laboratories through various experimental studies.
Our goal is to exploit these additional data sets by searching for a Φnew ⊂ Φadditional
that can be combined with Dstart to give a better classification results by M .
We measure the classification performance of M by the S(M, 2) score. Here,
let us denote SM(Ψ) be the S(M, 2) score of applying M on the data sets in Ψ ⊆
{Dstart} ∪ Φadditional.
Step 1: Normalize the expression vectors in Dstart, D1, . . . , Dn so that they each have
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mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Note that other appropriate normalization
methods can also be used.
Step 2: Set Φ
(0)
new := Dstart.
Step 3: In the i-th iteration, Φ
(i)
new represents the subset of new data sets in Φadditional

























Step 4: After each iteration, we set Φadditional := Φadditional − Φ
(i)
new.
We halt the process if either Φadditional or Φ
(i)






new as the desired combination of additional data sets from {D1, ...,
Dn}, that can be included with Dstart to give a better classification performance
through M .
In Greedy-Hill, we liberalized the Hill algorithm to choose more data sets in each
iteration through the possible candidate sets sequentially. Table 5.1 shows ‘TCA’ got
the best combination of whole data sets as {Alp, Elu, Spo} in three cycles through
Hill. When the same data is subjected to Greedy-Hill, the same best combination of
whole data sets is selected in the first cycle itself. This means Greedy-Hill takes only
one-cycle to complete the same task of Hill on this specific example.
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5.4.2 Hill and Greedy-Hill
In this subsection we give a more pictorial explanation of our methods: Hill which
chooses one data set per cycle, as in Figure 5.2; and Greedy-Hill which chooses
multiple data sets per cycle, as in Figure 5.3. Later we show that Greedy-Hill is
faster than Hill, and is useful when a large number of data sets are considered in the
classification model.
To select the best combination of whole data sets for a class f , from Dataset =
{Dstart, D1, D2, . . . , Dn}, the Hill algorithm is terminated at a cycle, when there is no
further improvement of performance compared to using the starting set of that cycle
or when there is no more data sets for forming new combinations.
Datasets Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 5




























































































































































Figure 5.2: Selection of one data set per cycle by Hill.
We explain Figure 5.2 below:
Cycle 0: We have Datasets = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}, where D1, . . . , Dn are the individual
whole data sets and f is a class.
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Cycle 1: Hill chooses D3 as the best performer for class f , from Datasets.
Cycle 2: The starting combination is now {D3}. Hill evaluates the performance of combi-
nations {D3, D1}, {D3, D2}, {D3, D4}, ..., {D3, Dn}. The combination {D3, D5}
gives the best performance amongst these.
Cycle 3: The starting combination is now {D3, D5}. Similar to Cycle 2, Hill searches
for further combinations that could achieve a higher performance than that of
using only the starting combination. The combination {D3, D5, D10} yields the
best performance in this cycle.
Cycle 4: The starting combination is now {D3, D5, D10}. Similar to Cycle 2, the search
for a better expanded combination is executed. The combination {D3, D5, D10, D9}
yields the best performance in this cycle.
Cycle 5: The starting combination is now {D3, D5, D10, D9}. Similar to Cycle 2, the
search for a better expanded combination is executed. The combination of
{D3, D5, D10, D9, D11} yields the best performance in this cycle.
Cycle 6: The starting combination is now {D3, D5, D10, D9, D11}. Here, after evalu-
ating all immediate expansions of this starting combination, Hill could not
find one that would yield a better performance. Thus Hill stops and outputs
{D3, D5, D10, D9, D11} as the best combination of whole data sets that gives the
highest performance for the class f .
In contrast, the Greedy-Hill algorithm works by selecting multiple data sets in






















































































Figure 5.3: Selection of multiple data sets per cycle by Greedy-Hill.
Cycle 0: We have Datasets = {D1, D2, ..., Dn}, where D1, . . . , Dn are the individual
whole data sets.
Cycle 1: Greedy-Hill chooses D3 from Datasets for a class f , as it yields a high perfor-
mance. The starting combination is now {D3} and the “pointing position” of
unused sets in Datasets is now at D3.
Greedy-Hill expands the starting combination by trying the unused data sets
from the current pointing position onwards. The combination {D3, D4} does
not produce a better performance. So Greedy-Hill advances the pointing po-
sition and finds that {D3, D5} yields a better performance than using D3.
The starting combination set is now {D3, D5} and the pointing position is
now at D5. Greedy-Hill continues to expand the starting combination by try-
ing unused data sets from the current pointing position onwards. Advancing
through pointing positions D6, D7, D8, and D9, the combinations {D3, D5, D6},
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{D3, D5, D7}, {D3, D5, D8}, and {D3, D5, D9} do not yield a performance bet-
ter than {D3, D5}. So Greedy-Hill continues to advance the pointing posi-
tion to D10. Greedy-Hill finds that {D3, D5, D10} yields a better performance
than using {D3, D5}. So the starting combination is now set is changed to
{D3, D5, D10}. It continues to try to expand this combination by testing unused
data sets from D10 onwards. But these further combinations of {D3, D5, D10}
with D11, ..., Dn do not produce an improved performance. This ends Cycle 1.
Cycle 2: The starting set is now {D3, D5, D10} and the pointing position is now back at
D1. Greedy-Hill tries to expand the combination Dstart by trying the unused
data sets fromD1 onwards. The combinations {D3, D5, D10, D1}, {D3, D5, D10, D2},
..., {D3, D5, D10, D8} do not produce a better performance. But the combina-
tion {D3, D5, D10, D9} yields a higher accuracy than using the current starting
combination. SoD9 is added to the starting combination, and the pointing posi-
tion is further advanced to test the next unused data set D11. The combination
{D3, D5, D10, D9, D11} yields a better performance, and D11 is also added to the
starting combination. This ends Cycle 2.
Cycle 3: As further combinations of Dstart with remaining data sets do not yield a better
performance, the Greedy-Hill algorithm stops and returns {D3, D5, D10, D9, D11}
as the best combination of whole data sets with the highest performance for the
class f .
Greedy-Hill executes much faster than Hill, as it picks more useful data sets in
each iteration than Hill. Greedy-Hill is useful in selecting the best combination of
whole data sets on classification problems that consider a large number of data sets.
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5.4.3 Using Combination Picked by Greedy-Hill on 5 Specific
Functions of Yeast Genes
We have 8 data sets from Brown et al. (with genes annotated as per MIPS Catalogue
(Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003 [36]), corresponding to 8 experimental conditions
(different sets of features on same set of genes). This yields 255 (= 28−1) non-empty
sets that involve the 8 data sets. We have a sufficiently small number of combinations
of data sets here. This enables us to consider the performance by S(M, 2) of 4
learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting the 5 specific
functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT, RESP, RIBO, TCA} using these 255 sets of data sets,
and compare the performance S(Cf(Greedy-Hill,m)) using the combination of data
subsets selected by Greedy-Hill. Results of this exhaustive study (abbreviated as
EXH in the tables) are shown in Tables 5.21.
Table 5.21: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 5 functions of yeast through SVM.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
HIST 245 10 0 96.08 3.92 0.00
PROT 211 5 39 82.75 1.96 15.29
RESP 203 52 0 79.61 20.39 0.00
RIBO 251 3 1 98.43 1.18 0.39
TCA 255 0 0 100.00 0.00 0.00
In this table, the second, third, and fourth columns show the number of sets that
give poorer, equal, and better performance than S(Cf(Greedy-Hill,m)). The fifth,
sixth, and seventh columns show the respective percentages with respect to the 255
total possible sets. The corresponding tables through NBay, C4.5, and MLP are
tabulated (A.1, A.2, and A.3, respectively) in Appendix A. In fact, out of the 5100
combination of data sets through an exhaustive search over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and
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MLP on the 5 specific cellular functions, 279 (=5%) of the possible combinations of
whole data sets yield an accuracy equal to Greedy-Hill chosen data, 4664 (=92%) of
the possible combinations of whole data sets yield lesser accuracy than Greedy-Hill
chosen data, and 157 (=3%) of total combinations of data sets yield better accuracy
than Greedy-Hill chosen data. This means that the combination chosen by Greedy-
Hill is among the 8% of combinations that give the best performance, at least for the
purpose of predicting the 5 specific functions of yeast genes.
When results of feature selection methods are compared with that of Greedy-Hill,
we found that Greedy-Hill achieves better results in 11 out of 20 cases, equal results
in 4 out of 20 cases, and lesser results in 5 out of 20 cases. This means Greedy-Hill is
capable of achieving a better or equal performance by S(M, 2) in 15 out of 20 cases.
5.4.4 Comparison of Hill vs Greedy-Hill on 5 Specific Func-
tions of Yeast Genes
We have 8 data sets from Brown et al., with genes annotated as per MIPS Catalogue
(Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003 [36], corresponding to 8 experimental conditions
(different sets of features on same set of genes). We already got the performances
S(Cf(Hill,m)) and S(Cf(Greedy-Hill,m)) over 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5,
SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting the 5 specific functions f ∈ {HIST, PROT,
RESP, RIBO, TCA}, using Hill and Greedy-Hill methods. Table 5.22 shows the
number of functions f that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on the best combination
of data subsets delivered by Hill, that is better than (Columns 2 through 5), or that
is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10 to 13), the
performance delivered by Greedy-Hill.
Table 5.22 shows that Hill and Greedy-Hill achieves similar prediction accuracies
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Table 5.22: Total number and percentage of 5 functions of yeast for Hill>Greedy-Hill,
Hill=Greedy-Hill, and Hill<Greedy-Hill through algorithms.
Grt. Greedy-Hill Eq. Greedy-Hill Les. Greedy-Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 2 1 2 1 3 4 3 4 0 0 0 0
% Functions 40 20 40 20 60 80 60 80 0 0 0 0
for most of the functions through all learning algorithms (14 out of 20 cases). Ta-
ble 5.23 shows that the average execution time of Greedy-Hill is always better than
that of Hill, even for this small number of data subsets. This complexity advantage
will be amplified when the number of data subsets is large.
Table 5.23: Comparison among Hill and Greedy-Hill, on average of performance by
S(M, 2) and time taken over 5 functions of yeast through algorithms.
Hill Greedy-Hill
Algorithm S(M,2) Seconds S(M,2) Seconds
C4.5 53 76 50 51
SVM 56 303 55 225
NBay 49 64 48 56
MLP 58 6462 57 5137
The time taken by Hill is still quite large, and an analysis of the algorithm also
shows that its time complexity grows as a square of the number of data subsets. So
Hill is not suitable for problems where the number of data subsets is large. For a
majority of gene functions (10 out of 20 cases), Hill achieves as good a performance
as the best performance delivered by the exhaustive search. This is in contrast to
conventional feature selection methods which matches the performance delivered by
the exhaustive search only in 6 out of 20 cases. An important point to note also
is that Hill is much faster than exhaustive search which checks all combinations of
available data sets and selects the best one.
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However, Greedy-Hill is much faster in selecting important data subsets than
exhaustive search and Hill. In fact, a typical run of Greedy-Hill would take 1367
seconds, compared to 1726 seconds for Hill and 55308 seconds for exhaustive search.
The average performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast, Greedy-Hill got 52.60,
Hill yielded 53.80, and Exhaustive search yielded 56.55. Thus Hill should be used
for classification problems where a small number of data subsets are considered, but
Greedy-Hill should be used where a larger number of data subsets are encountered.
5.4.5 Using Combination Picked by Greedy-Hill on 3 Specific
Types of Protein Sites
Recall that for annotated atoms there are 6 data sets. This yields 63 (= 26 -1) non-
empty sets. This is a sufficiently small number of sets. This enables us to consider the
performance by S(M, 2) of 4 learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP}
for predicting the 3 types of protein sites s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}
using these 63 sets of sets, and compare the best performance on the same protein
site with Greedy-Hill chosen data. Results of this exhaustive study are shown in
Tables 5.24. In this table, the second, third, and fourth columns show the number
of sets that give poorer, equal, and better performance than S(Cs(Greedy-Hill,m)).
The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns show the respective percentages with respect
to the 63 total possible sets.
The corresponding tables through NBay, C4.5, and MLP are tabulated (B.1, B.2,
and B.3, respectively) in Appendix B. In fact, out of the 756 combination of data
sets through an exhaustive search over SVM, C4.5, NBay, and MLP on the 3 specific
cellular functions, 20 (=3%) of the possible combinations of whole data sets yield an
accuracy equal to Greedy-Hill chosen data, 696 (=92%) of the possible combinations
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Table 5.24: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites through SVM.
Types of Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Sites Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 47 3 13 74.603 4.762 20.635
DISULFIDE 45 2 16 71.429 3.175 25.397
of whole data sets yield lesser accuracy than Greedy-Hill chosen data, and 40 (=5%)
of total combinations of data sets yield better accuracy than Greedy-Hill chosen
data. This means that the combination chosen by Greedy-Hill is among the 8% of
combinations that give the best performance, at least for the purpose of predicting
the 3 specific types of protein sites.
When results of feature selection methods are compared with that of Greedy-Hill,
we found that Greedy-Hill achieves better results in 6 out of 12 cases, equal results
in 2 out of 12 cases, and lesser results in 4 out of 12 cases. This means Greedy-Hill is
capable of achieving a better or equal performance by S(M, 2) in 8 out of 12 cases.
5.4.6 Comparison of Hill vs Greedy-Hill on 3 Specific Types
of Protein Sites
We have 6 data sets corresponding to 6 micro-environment properties. We already got
the performances S(Ds(Hill,m)) and S(Ds(Greedy-Hill,m)) over 4 learning meth-
ods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, and MLP} for predicting the 3 types of protein sites
s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE}, using Hill and Greedy-Hill methods. Ta-
ble 5.25 shows the number of protein sites s that achieve a S(M, 2) measure, based on
the best combination of data subsets delivered by Hill, that is better than (Columns 2
through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is less than (Columns 10
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to 13), the performance delivered by Greedy-Hill.
Table 5.25: Total number and percentage of 3 types of protein sites for Hill>Greedy-
Hill, Hill=Greedy-Hill, and Hill<Greedy-Hill through algorithms.
Grt. Greedy-Hill Eq. Greedy-Hill Les. Greedy-Hill
C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
Functions 2 2 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 0 0
% Functions 40 40 0 0 20 20 60 60 0 0 0 0
Table 5.25 shows that Hill and Greedy-Hill achieves similar prediction accuracies
for most of the protein sites through all learning algorithms (8 out of 12 cases).
Table 5.26 shows that the average execution time of Greedy-Hill is similar to that of
Hill, due to the small number of data subsets.
Table 5.26: Comparison among Hill and Greedy-Hill on average of performance by
S(M, 2) and time taken by over 3 types of protein sites through algorithms.
Hill Greedy-Hill
Algorithm S(M,2) Seconds S(M,2) Seconds
C4.5 113 54 110 55
NBay 96 44 96 45
SVM 103 78 89 76
MLP 111 182 111 201
The time taken by Hill is still quite large, and an analysis of the algorithm also
shows that its time complexity grows as a square of the number of data subsets. So
Hill is not suitable for problems where the number of data subsets is large. For a
majority of protein sites (9 out of 12 cases), Hill achieves as good a performance
as the best performance delivered by the exhaustive search. This is in contrast to
conventional feature selection methods which matches the performance delivered by
the exhaustive search only in (1 out of 12 cases). An important point to note also is
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that Hill (and also Greedy-Hill) is much faster than exhaustive search which checks
all combinations of available data sets and selects the best one.
The average performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein types, Greedy-Hill
got 101.00, Hill yielded 105.83, and Exhaustive search yielded 106.67. Thus Hill
should be used for classification problems where a small number of data subsets are
considered, but Greedy-Hill should be used where a larger number of data subsets
are encountered.
5.5 Inferring Functions of S. cerevisiae
In Subsection 5.5.1, we present classification studies on functions of yeast genes using
the combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill.
In Subsection 5.5.2, we compare the performance by S(M, 2) of using the combina-
tion of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill to that of using the best of individual
data sets, using all available data sets, and using the best of features selected by
conventional feature selection methods.
5.5.1 The Study of 26 Functions of Yeast Genes Using Greedy-
Hill Chosen Data
The focus of this chapter is to analyse the prediction accuracy of classification models
using the combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill—and show their
merits and demerits. We have 57 data sets of gene expression experiments based on
the 57 experimental conditions (different sets of features on same set of genes) (as
detailed in Table 3.6)—A = {Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Alp4, Ace, Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4,
Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3, Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9,
Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15, Hea16, Hea17, Hea18, Hea19, Hea20,
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Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6, Cal1, Cal2, Cal3, Cal4, Cal5, Cal6, Cal7,
Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit, Pho, Snf, Spo}.
Now, we explain how to build a classifier Cf(A, Greedy-Hill +m) based on the
combination of whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill for a machine learning method
m on the data set A. Here, Greedy-Hill is applied on the training portion of the data
to obtain a reduced data set, the machine learning method m is then applied to the
reduced data set to obtain a classification model which is then applied to the testing
portion of the data set. Now, we apply Greedy-Hill on the data set A and build a
classification model Cf(A, Greedy-Hill+m), where m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}
and 26 functions f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm, Lim, Vit, Tca, Res, Fer, Mer,
Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp, Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra, Trc, Ami, Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm,
Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt, Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom, Csr, Tvp, Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt,
Nuc, Mit, Fun}.
We show below in Table 5.27 the results of the experiments just described, for
26 functions, using machine learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for
26 specific functions ∈ f annotated as per MIPS functional catalogue (Version 2.0)
dated 19th March 2004, and using Greedy-Hill chosen data. The second through
fifth columns are the performance S(Greedy-Hill +m, 2) through different learning
algorithmsm ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP} from the WEKA package [65] at its default
settings.
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Table 5.27: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 functions of yeast based on Greedy-Hill
selected data sets through algorithms.
Function Code Genes C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
11.02 Rsn 226 20 16 3 7
11.04 Rpr 161 14 0 8 18
10.03 Cyc 149 7 11 2 9
20.09 Trt 145 0 2 4 2
12.01 Rib 138 221 239 208 249
1.01 Aam 103 65 59 11 74
1.06 Lim 99 18 0 0 20
10.01 Dna 99 17 3 4 20
1.05 Ccm 82 2 2 0 4
1.03 Nuc 81 13 14 0 22
14.13 Deg 77 32 0 7 38
32.01 Str 58 3 7 1 8
1.07 Vit 54 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 0 0 0 13
12.04 Tra 42 0 0 1 8
11 Tcp 39 0 0 0 1
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 15 15 0 16
20.03 Tfc 32 0 0 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 0 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 13 5 0 21
43.01 Fun 31 0 0 0 1
2.13 Res 29 12 11 4 25
14.01 Pfs 29 0 0 0 4
32.07 Dtx 27 0 8 0 4
5.5.2 Comparison of Greedy-Hill Chosen Data to Best Indi-
vidual Data Sets, All Available Data Sets, and Selected
Features
In the previous subsection we showed the accuracy of inferring if a gene has one of the
26 specific functions (as detailed in Section 5.5.1) based on a feature vector derived
from the gene expression profile of that gene by Greedy-Hill. In this subsection, we
compare Greedy-Hill results with that of using the best of individual data sets, all
available data sets, and features selected by conventional feature selection methods.
We have 57 data sets—A = {Alp1, Alp2, Alp3, Alp4, Ace, Des1, Des2, Des3, Des4,
Des5, Des6, Des7, Haa, Hea1, Hea2, Hea3, Hea4, Hea5, Hea6, Hea7, Hea8, Hea9,
Hea10, Hea11, Hea12, Hea13, Hea14, Hea15, Hea16, Hea17, Hea18, Hea19, Hea20,
Dby1, Dby2, Dby3, Dby4, Dby5, Dby6, Cal1, Cal2, Cal3, Cal4, Cal5, Cal6, Cal7,
Cal8, Fch1, Fch2, Met, Hyd, Iro, Aft, Fit, Pho, Snf, Spo}. We got the performance
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by S(M, 2) for a function f , S(M, 2) = maxC∈ACf(C,m), using the best of individual
data sets and various learning methodsm ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay, MLP}, for a function
f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm, Lim, Vit, Tca, Res, Fer, Mer, Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp,
Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra, Trc, Ami, Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm, Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt,
Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom, Csr, Tvp, Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt, Nuc, Mit, Fun}, annotated
as per the MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th March 2004.
We already got the performance S(Greedy-Hill+m, 2) from Cf(A, Greedy-Hill+
m, 2), for a function f . Table 5.28 shows the number of functions (26 functions),
f that achieves a S(M, 2) measure, based on the performance of S(Greedy-Hill +
m, 2) for the combination of whole data sets chosen of Greedy-Hill that is less than
(Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is better
than (Columns 10 to 13), the best of individual data sets, for machine learning method
m. Here, we use implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings.
It is clear from the table that, for most protein functions, Greedy-Hill gives a higher
performance by S(M, 2) than using the best of individual data sets.
Table 5.28: Number and percentage for Greedy-Hill<BI, Greedy-Hill=BI, and
Greedy-Hill>BI on 26 functions of yeast through algorithms.
Les. BI Eq. BI Grt. BI
Greedy-Hill-BI C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 0 0 0 0 12 15 16 8 14 11 10 18
% Functions 0 0 0 0 46 58 62 31 54 42 38 69
Table 5.28 further shows that Greedy-Hill climbing yields equal performance by
S(M, 2) in 49% of the functions and greater in 51% to the Best Individual data sets,
over 4 methods.
We calculate the performance by S(M, 2) for a function f , from Cf(ALL,m),
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where ALL is the data set derived by combining or merging 57 data sets annotated
as per the MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th March 2004 (as detailed in Sec-
tion 5.5.1).
We already got the performance S(Greedy-Hill+m, 2) from Cf(A, Greedy-Hill+
m), for a function f . Table 5.29 shows the number of functions (26 functions),
f that achieves a S(M, 2) measure, based on the performance of S(Greedy-Hill +
m, 2) for the combination of whole data sets chosen of Greedy-Hill that is less than
(Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is better
than (Columns 10 to 13), all the available data sets for machine learning method m.
Here, we use the implementations in the WEKA package [65] with default settings.
It is clear from the table that, for most protein functions, Greedy-Hill gives a higher
performance by S(M, 2) than using all available data sets.
Table 5.29: Number and percentage for Greedy-Hill<ALL, Greedy-Hill=ALL, and
Greedy-Hill>ALL on 26 functions of yeast through algorithms.
Les. ALL Eq. ALL Grt. ALL
Greedy-Hill-ALL C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 26 25 26 24
% Functions 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 4 100 96 100 92
Table 5.29 further shows that Greedy-Hill yields lesser in 2% of the functions,
equal in 1%, and greater in 97% to ALL data sets, over 4 methods.
We also got the performance S(FS +m, 2) from Cf(ALL, FS + m), for feature
selection methods FS ∈ {CFS, Chi, Info}, learning methods m ∈ {C4.5, SVM, NBay,
MLP}, and functions f ∈ {Aam, Nsm, Nuc, Pho, Ccm, Lim, Vit, Tca, Res, Fer, Mer,
Ecr, Dna, Cyc, Tcp, Rsn, Rpr, Rmo, Pro, Rib, Tra, Trc, Ami, Pft, Pfs, Ptt, Prm,
Apc, Deg, Tcs, Tfc, Trt, Int, Rdv, Str, Dtx, Hom, Csr, Tvp, Gro, Dea, Wal, Cyt,
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Nuc, Mit, Fun}, annotated as per the MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) of 19th March
2004.
We already got the performance S(Greedy-Hill+m, 2) from Cf(A, Greedy-Hill+
m), for a function f . Table 5.30 shows the number of functions (26 functions),
f that achieves a S(M, 2) measure, based on the performance of S(Greedy-Hill +
m, 2) for the combination of whole data sets chosen of Greedy-Hill that is less than
(Columns 2 through 5), or that is equal to (Columns 6 through 9), or that is better
than (Columns 10 to 13), the features selected by conventional feature selection meth-
ods for machine learning method m. Here, we use the implementations in the WEKA
package [65] with default settings. It is clear from the table that, for most protein
functions, Greedy-Hill gives a higher performance by S(M, 2) than using features
selected by conventional feature selection methods.
Table 5.30: Number and percentage for Greedy-Hill<FS, Greedy-Hill=FS, and
Greedy-Hill>FS on 26 functions of yeast through algorithms.
Les. FS Eq. FS Grt. FS
Greedy-Hill-FS C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP C4.5 SVM NBay MLP
26 Functions 1 2 0 0 8 9 1 3 17 15 25 23
% Functions 4 8 0 0 31 35 4 12 65 58 96 88
5.5.3 Using Greedy-Hill Chosen Data Improves Prediction
Accuracy on 26 Functions of Yeast Genes
In this subsection we summarizes the performance by S(M, 2) on different approaches
of 26 function of yeast. Table 5.31 shows the performance by S(M, 2) through SVM
using all available data sets, using the best of individual data sets, using selected
features by conventional feature selection methods, and using the combination of
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whole data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill. The rows are the 26 functions (as detailed
in Section 5.5.1) shown in column 1 as catalogue number and column 2 as function
code. Column 3 shows the number of genes for each function. Column 4 shows the
performance S(ALL+SVM, 2) for a function f using all available data sets. Column 5
shows the performance S(M, 2) for a function f using the best of individual data sets.
Column 6 shows the performance S(Hill + SVM, 2) for a protein function f using
the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill. Column 7 shows the performance
S(Greedy-Hill + SVM, 2) for a protein function f using the combination of whole
data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill. Column 8 shows the performance S(CFS+SVM, 2)
for a function f using selected features by Correlation-based feature selection method.
Column 9 shows the performance S(Chi + SVM, 2) for a function f using selected
features by Chi-square feature selection method. Column 10 shows the performance
S(Info+SVM, 2) for a function f using selected features by information-gain feature
selection method.
Results through other learning algorithms—C4.5, NBay, and MLP—are tabu-
lated (Table C.1, Table C.3, and Table C.2) for 26 functions in Appendix C.
We could not tabulate outcome on 20 functions by algorithms—C4.5, NBay, and
MLP, due to space constraint.
Finally, we calculate the average on performance by S(M, 2)—using all available
data sets (ALL), using the best of individual data sets (BI), using Greedy-Hill, using
selected features from Correlation-based Feature Selection method (CFS), using se-
lected features from Chi-square feature selection method (Chi), and using selected fea-
tures from information-gain feature selection method (Info)—over 4 machine learning
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Table 5.31: Performance by S(M, 2) of 26 functions of yeast through SVM, using all
available data sets, using the best of individual data sets, using the best combination
of whole data sets chosen by Hill and Greedy-Hill, and using selected features from
feature selection methods CFS, Chi, Info.
26 Functions Code Genes S(ALL) S(Best-Ind) S(Hill) S(Greedy-Hill) S(CFS) S(Chi) S(Info)
11.02 Rsn 226 -149 16 16 16 -10 -58 -58
11.04 Rpr 161 -140 0 0 0 -28 -69 -68
10.03 Cyc 149 -137 0 2 11 -8 -57 -58
20.09 Trt 145 -119 0 2 2 -1 -67 -67
12.01 Rib 138 228 214 237 239 223 222 221
1.01 Aam 103 46 11 37 59 56 25 25
1.06 Lim 99 -63 0 0 0 0 -5 -5
10.01 Dna 99 -83 0 6 3 -1 -48 -48
1.05 Ccm 82 -63 2 2 2 -6 -47 -47
1.03 Nuc 81 -27 0 10 14 3 8 8
14.13 Deg 77 -15 0 0 0 11 -29 -26
32.01 Str 58 -8 4 8 7 -1 -23 -23
1.07 Vit 54 -34 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 -61 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 -20 0 0 0 0 -4 -4
12.04 Tra 42 -24 0 0 0 -8 -54 -54
11 Tcp 39 -34 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 -32 0 0 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 -5 6 11 15 7 11 11
20.03 Tfc 32 -23 0 0 0 0 0 0
42.01 Wal 32 -28 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 8 0 1 5 0 -7 -7
43.01 Fun 31 -13 0 0 0 0 -2 -2
2.13 Res 29 3 0 2 11 8 -1 -1
14.01 Pfs 29 -34 0 0 0 0 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 -8 2 4 8 0 0 0
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Table 5.32: Performance by S(M, 2) of 20 functions of yeast through SVM, using all
available data sets, using the best of individual data sets, using the best combination
of whole data sets chosen by Hill and Greedy-Hill, and using selected features from
feature selection methods CFS, Chi, Info.
20 Functions Code Genes S(ALL) S(Best-Ind) S(Hill) S(Greedy-Hill) S(CFS) S(Chi) S(Info)
11.06 Rmo 20 -8 0 0 0 0 0 0
34.01 Hom 20 1 0 3 3 0 0 0
14.10 Apc 17 -13 0 0 0 0 0 0
30.01 Int 16 -11 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.02 Nsm 13 0 0 4 4 0 0 0
12.07 Trc 12 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.04 Pho 11 -2 0 3 2 -2 -9 -9
40.01 Gro 10 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
42.16 Mit 9 -14 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 Tvp 8 1 0 4 5 0 0 0
2.16 Fer 7 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.45 Ecr 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 Pro 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.10 Tca 6 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 Rdv 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42.10 Nuc 5 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.19 Mer 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 Pft 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40.10 Dea 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42.04 Cyt 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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method. Results from these approaches are—ALL:−32.12, BI:9.8, Hill:13, Greedy-
Hill:15.1, CFS:9.4, Chi:−7.88, Info:−7.81. Thus, Greedy-Hill:15.1, achieves the best
performance by S(M, 2) for the purpose of predicting 26 functions of yeast. This
tells us that we have achieved a better average performance by Greedy-Hill and Hill
methods than other conventional methods.
5.6 Conclusion on Use of Hill Climbing Methods
Biologists need to have a better model with useful experiments for functional studies.
In this chapter, we formulated a hypothesis that using the combination of whole
data sets chosen by “Hill climbing methods” yields a better performance than other
conventional methods. We demonstrated this on 3 specific examples:
1. 5 functions of yeast were studied, where the combination of whole data sets cho-
sen by Hill was compared with the best of individual data sets, all available data
sets, selected features from feature selection methods, and the best combination
of whole data sets through exhaustive search. We have also applied Greedy-Hill
on 5 functions of yeast and compared the results with that of exhaustive search
and conventional feature selection methods.
2. 3 types of protein sites were studied with micro-environment properties sur-
rounding protein site, where the combination of whole sets of micro-environment
properties chosen by Hill was compared with the best of individual sets of micro-
environment properties, all available sets of micro-environment properties, se-
lected sets of micro-environment properties from conventional feature selection
methods, and the best combination of whole sets of micro-environment prop-
erties through exhaustive search. We have also applied Greedy-Hill on 3 types
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of protein sites and compared the results with that of exhaustive search and
feature selection methods.
3. 26 cellular functions of yeast from MIPs functional annotation comprising 57
data sets were studied, where the combination of whole data sets chosen by
Greedy-Hill was compared with the best of individual data sets, all available
data sets, and selected features from conventional feature selection methods.
The point to note is that previous researchers (Brown et al., Mateos et al.,
Bagley et al. and Wei et al.) used all available data sets together as one single
combined data set in their classification studies. They did not show whether using all
available data sets would consistently lead to better performance than using a judi-
ciously chosen smaller combination of whole data sets. They also did not investigate
the issue of the optimal choice of combinations of whole data sets.
We demonstrated that using the combinations of whole data sets chosen by Hill
and Greedy-Hill lead to best performance, compared to using the best of individual
data sets or using all available data sets or using selected features from conventional
feature selection methods. Also Hill is as good as the top 7% and 2% of the possible
combinations of whole data sets, as verified by an exhaustive search on 5 functions of
yeast and 3 types of protein sites respectively. The study of 5 functions of yeast by
Hill is already reported in the conference GIW2003 [51].
The average performance delivered by the combination of data subsets chosen by
Hill and Greedy-Hill are mostly comparable to the best solutions by exhaustive search.
While Hill can provide a slightly better solution than Greedy-Hill, the later can reach a
solution in much lesser time and can thus be used when there is a large number of extra
data sets to be incorporated. Greedy-Hill also achieve better accuracy for majority
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of cases than the conventional feature selection methods. As microarray technologies
become routinely applied in genome laboratories for studying gene expression, it is
expected that an increasing number of data sets will become available. Efficient
algorithms such as Greedy-Hill will allow us to fully exploit these additional data
sources to achieve better biological data mining results.
5.7 Differences in Treatment of Data
In this section, we discuss some differences between our results and that of Eisen et al.
and Brown et al. on 5 functions of yeast, the differences in the treatment of data
between Wei et al. and us on 3 types of protein sites, and data sets and functional
differences on 26 functions of yeast.
5.7.1 5 Functions of Yeast Genes
To the best of our knowledge, the only significant previous work on inferring these
5 specific cellular functions, based on these 6 data sets, are that of Brown et al. [5]
and Mateos et al. [34]. Both of them obtained classification accuracy similar to ours,
though the numbers cannot be directly compared due to certain differences in the
treatment of the data sets between them and us. Nevertheless, both Brown et al.
and Mateos et al. used all available data sets, and did not consider the issue of using
single data sets vs using multiple data sets.
In our study, we use the microarray data sets from Eisen et al. [10], available at
the URL {http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenData.htm}. These data sets comprise 80 time
points of 6 experimental assays on 6221 S. cerevisiae genes. We annotated the genes
for the 5 functions using the MIPS Catalogue (Version 1.3) of 25th June 2003. This
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gives 2550 genes with known functions, including 22 genes being annotated as TCA
genes, 24 as RESP genes, 129 as RIBO genes, 33 as PROT genes, and 11 as HIST
genes. In contrast, Brown et al. [5] used 64 time points from Eisen et al., and added
14 time points of their own. Furthermore, they annotated the genes using the MIPS
Catalogue of 8th November 2001. On the other hand, Mateos et al. [34] used 79 time
points from Eisen et al. [10]. They also annotated the genes using the MIPS Catalogue
of 8th November 2001, giving 2467 genes, including 17 genes being annotated as TCA
genes, 27 as RESP genes, 121 as RIBO genes, 35 as PROT genes, and 11 as HIST
genes.
In our study, we use the WEKA software package [65], as this package provides a
large number of machine learning methods with a convenient interface. In contrast,
Brown et al. [5] used the GIST software package which provides the SVMmethod only.
Furthermore, Brown et al. tuned the SVM kernel function to handle less samples and
to give more weight for positive samples. On the other hand, Mateos et al. used a
multilayer perceptron, with one input layer comprising 79 units (one per experimental
condition), one hidden layer comprising eight units, and one output layer with five
units (one for each function).
Hence, the data sets, functional annotations, and classification methods are not
the same among the studies conducted on yeast by Brown et al., Mateos et al., and
us. Keeping these differences in mind, for the sake of completeness, we summarize
in Table 5.33 the classification performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast from
Brown et al., Mateos et al. and our study. Both of them obtained classification accu-
racy similar to ours, though the numbers cannot be directly compared due to certain
differences in the treatment of the data sets between them and us. Nevertheless, both
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Brown et al. and Mateos et al. used all available data sets, and did not consider the
issue of using single data sets vs using multiple data sets.
Table 5.33: Comparison of performances by S(M, 2) of Brown and Mateos on all data
sets, and ours on combination of data subsets chosen by Hill and best of exhaustive
search on 5 functions of yeast.
Genes: Genes: Performance by S(M, 2) through SVM Performance by S(M, 2) through MLP
Function Brown/ In our S(Sub-set) S(Sub-set) S(Sub-set) S(Sub-set)
Mateos Study S(Brown) By Hill By Exh S(Mateos) By Hill By Exh
TCA 17 22 12 8 7 3 4 12
RESP 27 25 38 0 0 28 0 2
RIBO 121 125 229 232 233 228 230 235
PROT 35 33 51 24 38 41 39 40
HIST 11 11 18 16 16 18 16 16
5.7.2 3 Types of Protein Sites
To the best of our knowledge, Bagley et al. [57] and Wei et al. [31] have one of the best
results in classifying calcium binding sites, serine protease active sites, and disulfide
bridges. Their reported accuracies are similar to ours, though the numbers cannot
be directly compared due to differences in data sets used—we are unable to obtain
their data sets. Nevertheless, both Bagley et al. and Wei et al. used all available sets
of micro-environment properties data, and did not consider the issue of using single
data sets vs using multiple data sets.
In our study, we use 174 atoms comprising—94 atoms for CALCIUM, 43 atoms for
SERINE, and 37 atoms for DISULFIDE. We take atoms belonging to any protein site
s ∈ {CALCIUM, SERINE, DISULFIDE} as belonging to positive class and atoms
belonging to other protein sites as belonging to negative class, in our classification
model. In contrast, Wei et al. [31] use 16 CALCIUM sites and 100 randomly chosen
non-binding sites in their classification model. Wei et al. [29] use 90 disulfide-binding
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cysteins from 16 non-redundant proteins and 48 free cysteins—as non-sites—from 19
non-redundant proteins, in their study.
In our study, we use the WEKA package [65] which covers a large number of
data mining algorithms with friendly interface. In contrast, Wei et al. [31] use the
“FEATURE” package developed in-house at their lab.
The number of atoms, proteins, and classification algorithms are not the same
on 3 types of protein sites among the studies conducted by Wei et al and us. Keep-
ing these differences in mind, for the sake of completeness, we summarize in Ta-
ble 5.34 the classification results from different studies. In this table we give pre-
diction accuracy in terms of “sensitivity” and “specificity” which are calculated as—
Sensitivity = TP/(TP + FN) and Specificity = TN/(TN + FP ), where TP is
the number of True positives, FN is the number of False negatives, TN is the num-
ber of True negatives, and FP is the number of False positives that are achieved
after using an machine learning algorithm m. The “sensitivity” and “specificity”
from Wei et al [31] and Wei et al [29] through Bayesian are given in columns 2-3,
respectively, in the format “conducted by:sensitivity” and “conducted by:specificity”.
“Sensitivity” and “Specificity” that we obtained using the best of individual data set,
using ALL data sets and selected combinations of data sets by Hill in column 4-5,
columns 6-7 and columns 8-9, respectively.
5.7.3 26 Functions of Yeast Genes
16 data sets are taken in our study. 6 data sets are partitioned into 47 data sets. A
total of 57 data sets based on experimental conditions are used on 2114 genes with
26 second level functional annotations from the MIPS Catalogue (Version 2.0) dated
19 March 2004. In contrast, Mateos et al. [34] use 6 data sets from Spellman et al.,
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Table 5.34: SN:Sensitivity and SP:Specificity on ALL data from Wei et al (Wei1 [31],
Wei2 [29]) through Bayesian and ours on BI, ALL, and Hill through MLP.
Types Earlier studies Our Research Study
of protein ALL(Bayesian) BI(MLP ) ALL(MLP ) Hill(MLP )
sites SN SP SN SP SN SP SN SP
CALCIUM Wei1:0.91 Wei1:1.00 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.99 0.99
SERINE — — 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.91 1.00 0.99
DISULFIDE Wei2:88.9 Wei2:97.9 0.86 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.98
and functions from MIPS Catalogue of 8 November 2001.
5.8 Issues to Further Validate Progressive Data
Mining
We have illustrated in this chapter, how Progressive Data Mining on the selected
combination of whole data sets through Hill and Greedy-Hill methods yield better
performances than conventional methods. Some researchers advised to validate our
results on multiple evaluation metrics, using committee of features, using committee
method, and use of statistical sampling in selecting negative samples. In this section
we address these issues.
5.8.1 Multiple Evaluation Metrics
In this report we tabulated performances by different approaches evaluated by Cost
Saving function:S(M,2) (this is one of the 8 evaluation metrics) on all 3 research
problems. Here, we summarize the performances through 8 evaluation metrics—
S(M,2), Sensitivity, Precision, FM, Specificity, Accuracy, Rt F N, and Rt F P (as
detailed in Subsection 3.4).
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In Tables 5.35, 5.36, 5.37, 5.38 we show average performances over 5 functions
of yeast, 3 types of protein sites, 26 functions, and 20 functions of yeast for all
available data sets (ALL), the best of individual data sets (BI), selected features
from Correlation-based Feature Selection method (CFS), selected features from Chi-
square feature selection method (Chi), selected features from information-gain feature
selection method (Info), Hill, Greedy-Hill, and exhaustive search (EXH) through
SVM.
Table 5.35: Average performances over 5 functions of yeast by multiple evaluation
metrics through SVM.
DATA S(M,2) Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI 35 0.296 0.379 0.332 0.999 0.989 0.700 0.001
ALL 48 0.587 0.363 0.354 0.994 0.989 0.409 0.006
CFS 47 0.342 0.472 0.385 0.998 0.991 0.651 0.002
Chi 55 0.564 0.567 0.563 0.997 0.992 0.433 0.003
Info 55 0.564 0.567 0.563 0.997 0.992 0.433 0.003
Hill 56 0.596 0.578 0.580 0.996 0.992 0.401 0.004
Greedy-Hill 55 0.584 0.574 0.573 0.996 0.992 0.413 0.004
EXH 58 0.522 0.646 0.566 0.999 0.994 0.475 0.001
Table 5.36: Average performances over 3 types of protein sites by multiple evaluation
metrics through SVM.
DATA S(M,2) Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI 49 0.348 0.850 0.432 0.949 0.796 0.652 0.050
ALL 93 0.876 0.865 0.869 0.927 0.913 0.124 0.073
CFS 68 0.506 0.909 0.626 0.977 0.856 0.494 0.024
Chi 98 0.901 0.883 0.892 0.940 0.933 0.099 0.064
Info 98 0.901 0.883 0.892 0.940 0.933 0.099 0.064
Hill 103 0.919 0.943 0.927 0.975 0.956 0.081 0.024
Greedy-Hill 89 0.796 0.854 0.822 0.952 0.910 0.196 0.047
EXH 103 0.919 0.943 0.927 0.975 0.956 0.081 0.025
Table A.4 shows averages by C4.5, NBay, and MLP in Appendix A for 5 specific
functions of yeast. Table B.4 shows averages by C4.5, NBay, and MLP in Appendix B
for 3 types of protein sites. Table C.4 show averages by C4.5, NBay, and MLP in
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Table 5.37: Average performances over 26 functions of yeast by multiple evaluation
metrics through SVM.
DATA S(M,2) Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI 10 0.043 0.236 0.055 1.000 0.967 0.957 0.000
ALL -32 0.195 0.196 0.191 0.966 0.941 0.805 0.034
CFS 10 0.089 0.238 0.116 0.995 0.965 0.898 0.005
Chi -8 0.157 0.198 0.161 0.980 0.954 0.830 0.021
Info -8 0.158 0.198 0.161 0.980 0.954 0.829 0.021
Hill 13 0.067 0.393 0.092 0.999 0.968 0.933 0.000
Greedy-Hill 15 0.109 0.190 0.118 0.994 0.964 0.891 0.011
Table 5.38: Average performances over 20 functions of yeast by multiple evaluation
metrics through SVM.
DATA SM Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.996 1.000 0.000
ALL -3 0.027 0.070 0.037 0.998 0.994 0.973 0.002
CFS 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.750 0.746 0.490 0.000
Chi 0 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.750 0.746 0.486 0.000
Info 0 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.750 0.746 0.486 0.000
Hill 1 0.034 0.137 0.052 1.000 0.996 0.966 0.000
Greedy-Hill 1 0.024 0.020 0.020 0.998 0.994 0.976 0.000
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Appendix C on 26 functions of yeast. The above tables demonstrate that Greedy-Hill
and Hill scheme can achieve better performances than other conventional methods.
5.8.2 Committee of Features
In previous subsection, we showed that the performances through 8 evaluation met-
rics convinces that Hill and Greedy-Hill methods achieve better performances than
conventional methods. In this subsection we use only S(M, 2) measure to validate
performances using committee of features.
Cycle of Features : Conventional feature selection method, FS ∈ {CFS, Chi,
Info}, when applied on a ALL data set, selects certain number features. Let us call
this as “Cycle1”. If we remove all the features selected in “Cycle1” from ALL, we get
a sub data set, say ALL1. Again, we can apply the same feature selection method
(applied in Cycle1) on ALL1 to see any further features being selected. We call this
as “Cycle2”. This process stops when no further features are selected.
Committee of Features : We have performance by S(M, 2) on the 3 problems
with features selected in “Cycle1” in Sections 4.5.1, 4.5.2, and 4.5.3 on 5 functions of
yeast, 3 types of protein sites and 26 functions of yeast, respectively. Now we combine
the features of “Cycle2” with that of “Cycle1” and monitor the performances through
different algorithms.
In Table 5.39 we show the performance by S(M, 2) on selected features through
CFS method at “Cycle1” and at “Cycle2” on 3 types of protein sites and performances
from Hill method through different algorithms. To note that “Cycle2” consists of all
the new features selected at “Cycle1 and Cycle2” for the model building purposes.
The table clearly shows that the concept of committee of features being selected
recursively and augmented in models has some improvements for SVM and NBay
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Table 5.39: Performance by S(M, 2) on 3 types of protein sites by CFS at Cycle1,
Cycle2, and Hill through C4.5, NBay, SVM, and MLP.
Sites Algorithms CYCLE1 CYCLE2 Hill
CALCIUM C4.5 184 185
SVM 153 157 169
NBay 144 145 157
MLP 182 183
SERINE C4.5 83 86
SVM 22 76 76
NBay 78 80 79
MLP 85 85
DISULFIDE C4.5 67 68
SVM 28 50 64
NBay 25 43 53
MLP 36 68 65
on 3 types of protein sites. However we also shown that this process does not further
improve performance by S(M, 2) on all the 3 types of protein sites and also always
yield lesser performances when compared to the same by Hill method.
In Table 5.40 we show the performance by S(M, 2) on selected features through
CFS method at “Cycle1” and at “Cycle2” on 24 functions of yeast (two functions
14.07 and 42.01, could not achieve any improvement by any method are omitted)
and performances from Greedy-Hill method through different algorithms. To note
that “Cycle2” consists of all the new features selected at “Cycle1 and Cycle2” for the
model building purposes.
The above tables shows that number of functions which got improvement in perfor-
mance by S(M, 2) by different algorithms are—NBay:1 C4.5:8, MLP:9, and SVM:4—
out of 24 functions. Here committee of feature has some marginal improvements, but
lesser than when compared to Greedy-Hill outcomes.
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Table 5.40: Performance by S(M, 2) on 24 functions of yeast by CFS at Cyc1:Cycle1,
Cyc2:Cycle2, and Hill through C4.5, NBay, SVM, and MLP.
26-func Code Genes NBay C4.5 MLP SVM Greedy-Hill
Cyc1 Cyc2 Cyc1 Cyc2 Cyc1 Cyc2 Cyc1 Cyc2 (SVM)
11.02 Rsn 226 -390 -512 -76 -75 -20 -42 -10 -56 16
11.04 Rpr 161 -192 -210 -27 -59 -19 -12 -28 -60 0
10.03 Cyc 149 -227 -337 -60 -53 -40 -39 -8 -42 11
20.09 Trt 145 -452 -576 -28 -28 -53 -61 -1 -11 2
12.01 Rib 138 184 167 203 199 223 225 223 197 239
1.01 Aam 103 2 -20 42 41 55 71 56 66 59
1.06 Lim 99 -49 -87 -1 4 -15 4 10 5 0
10.01 Dna 99 -196 -317 -30 -37 -16 -22 -1 -30 3
1.05 Ccm 82 -135 -218 -35 -45 -30 -40 -6 -44 2
1.03 Nuc 81 -79 -124 -10 -14 4 -3 3 6 14
14.13 Deg 77 -167 -222 -12 -5 13 11 11 -5 0
32.01 Str 58 -110 -133 -8 -1 0 6 -1 7 7
1.07 Vit 54 -87 -183 0 0 -5 -4 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 -57 -149 4 -3 1 -15 0 -2 0
12.04 Tra 42 -199 -269 -22 -27 -15 -15 -8 -36 0
11 Tcp 39 -3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 -75 -93 5 8 8 9 7 7 15
20.03 Tfc 32 -28 -39 0 -5 0 -2 0 0 0
12.10 Ami 31 -48 -92 2 6 2 -1 0 1 5
43.01 Fun 31 -9 -46 0 -4 0 -11 0 0 0
2.13 Res 29 -78 -91 5 2 11 8 8 5 11
14.01 Pfs 29 -11 -18 -7 0 0 0 0 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 -34 -67 -6 -6 -8 -6 0 0 8
Other feature selection methods—Chi-square, Information-gain evaluated through
committee of features could not improve on any of the above problems. On 3 types
of protein sites, we observe performance by S(M, 2) for SERINE by NBay-Cycle2:80
against NBay-Greedy-Hill:79 and for DISULFIDE by MLP-Cycle2:68 against MLP-
Greedy-Hill:65. Similarly on 24 function of yeast, we observe for function 1.01 by
MLP-Cycle2:71 against SVM-Greedy-Hill:59 and for 1.06 by MLP-Cycle2:4 against
SVM-Greedy-Hill:0. This tells us that some features are missed out while Greedy-Hill
achieves the best performances.
5.8.3 Committee Method
In previous subsection we use only S(M, 2) measure to validate performances using
committee of features from “Cycle1” and “Cycle2” on problems. In this subsection
we discuss on committee method.
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Sets of Features : We use conventional feature selection methods—CFS,
Chi, and Info (at “Cycle1” as described in earlier subsection) on a data set. We
get feature sets (say, CFS, Chi, and Info) for each functions. We have 6 data
sets for 5 functions of yeast (say, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, andD6). Also, Hill chooses
data sets for each function (say, Hill). Now, we have a collection of feature space
FSET ∈ {CFS,Chi, Info,D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, Hill}. Some researchers use
“Committee Method” as combining algorithms—C4.5 and Boosting or Bagging. But
we use it differently. Also we found using such method does not increase performance
by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast genes.
Now, we use Hill method on FSET for 5 functions of yeast to choose the best
combination by learning algorithms with higher performances, for each function. We
show in Table 5.41 performances through committee method (only cases where per-
formances has change), Hill, and Exhaustive search (EXH).
Table 5.41: Performance by S(M, 2) on 5 functions of yeast through committee
method, Hill, and EXH through C4.5, MLP, and NBay.
Algorithms Function Com-Feat S(Com) S(Hill) S(EXH)
C4.5 TCA Hill-cfs 3 0 6
MLP HIST D3-cfs 18 16 16
MLP PROT cfs-Hill 44 39 40
MLP RESP D5-cfs 0 0 2
MLP RIBO cfs-chi-Hill 214 230 235
MLP TCA chi-cfs 0 4 12
Nbay PROT Hill-cfs 35 1 21
Nbay RIBO cfs-chi-Hill 194 227 228
The table shows that committee method achieve higher performances than Hill in
4 out of 8 cases and poorer in 3 out of 8 cases. Similarly committee method achieve
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higher performances than EXH in 3 out of 8 cases and poorer in 5 out of 8 cases.
The three cases—HIST, MLP:D3-CFS, PROT,MLP:CFS-Hill, PROT,NBay:Hill-CFS
confirms that Hill can even surpass EXH on more functions, if useful features from
CFS are augmented into the model (as Hill-CFS).
5.8.4 18 Function Through Statistical Sampling
In this chapter performances on functions of yeast are illustrated. Only 13 out of
26 function (=50%) and 4 out of 20 functions (=20%) could be modeled (we use a
threshold of S(M, 2) > 0) by Hill or Greedy-Hill. Number of functions modeled by
other approaches are—on 26 function:ALL:4, BI:7, CFS:6, Chi:4, Info:4 and on 20
function:ALL:2, BI:0, CFS:0, Chi:0, Info:0.
In this subsection we summarizes the performance on different approaches on 18
protein functions, which are selected based on sample size and their performances.
Column 2 shows whether a function belongs 26 function or 20 function set. Column
3 shows the function code. Column 4 and 5 show the number of positive genes
or samples and negative samples, respectively in the data. Column 6 shows the
performance S(ALL+ SVM, 2) for a protein function f using all available data sets.
Column 7 shows the performance S(Hill + SVM, 2) for a protein function f using
the combination of whole data sets chosen by Hill. Column 8 shows the performance
S(Greedy-Hill + SVM, 2) for a protein function f using the combination of whole
data sets chosen by Greedy-Hill.
Function 11.04 with 161 genes achieve S(M,2)=0 by Hill and Greedy-Hill. This
shows that performance by S(M, 2) is not based on number of genes in the data
set. Now we illustrate statistical based sampling on choosing sets of negative samples
against positive samples in classification modeling.
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Table 5.42: Performance by S(M, 2) on 18 functions of yeast through ALL, Hill,
Greedy-Hill through SVM.
Function Function Function Number of Number of S(M,2) S(M,2) S(M,2)
Catalogue Set Code Positive Negative by by by
Number Samples (genes) Samples ALL Hill Greedy-Hill
1.01 26func Aam 103 2019 46 37 59
1.06 26func Lim 99 2023 -63 0 0
20.09 26func Trt 145 1977 -119 2 2
11.04 26func Rpr 161 1961 -140 0 0
14.13 26func Deg 77 2045 -15 0 0
1.07 26func Vit 54 2068 -34 0 0
2.13 26func Res 29 2093 3 2 11
11.02 26func Rsn 226 1896 -149 16 16
12.01 26func Rib 138 1984 228 237 239
14.07 26func Prm 48 2074 -61 0 0
20.03 26func Tfc 32 2090 -23 0 0
32.07 26func Dtx 27 2095 -8 4 8
1.02 20func Nsm 13 2109 0 4 4
2.10 20func Tca 6 2116 -3 0 0
2.16 20func Fer 7 2115 -1 0 0
11.06 20func Rmo 20 2102 -8 0 0
42.04 20func Cyt 3 2119 0 0 0
42.10 20func Nuc 5 2117 -1 0 0
In Table 5.43 cross validation folds used in the model are given in the format—
Training data:Number of Positive folds/total folds, Number of Negative folds/total
folds; Test data:Number of Positive folds/total folds, Number of negative folds/total
folds (TR:P2/3,N1/9, TE:p1/3, N1/9)—in column 2. Column 3 to 7 shows perfor-
mances S(M, 2), Sensitivity, Precision, Accuracy, and Specificity for each set of data
for algorithms shown in column 1.
Using 2-3Fold in training and 1-3Fold in testing for positive and negative (this
scheme is used in the thesis) achieve higher performances by all algorithms. The
study on multiple folds on training and testing over all 18 functions demonstrated
that performances achieved by Greedy-Hill are better than conventional methods,
statistical sampling, and committee methods. Due to space constraint we could not
illustrate outcome on 17 functions by ALL and Greedy-Hill by statistical sampling.
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Table 5.43: Performance by S(M, 2) on function 11.04 (Positive samples:161 and
Negatives samples:1961) using Hill method on different cross validation folds and
learning algorithms.
Algorithm Number of Folds in a Model S(M,2) Sensitivity Precision Accuracy Specificity
C4.5 TR:P2/3,N1/9,TE:P1/3,N1/9 -89.00 0.226 0.184 0.865 0.918
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N2/3 3.00 0.112 0.353 0.917 0.983
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 5.00 0.112 0.365 0.918 0.984
TR:P2/3,N2/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 13.00 0.093 0.469 1.008 0.991
MLP TR:P2/3,N1/9,TE:P1/3,N1/9 -292.00 0.478 0.147 0.750 0.772
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N2/3 -81.00 0.267 0.205 0.866 0.915
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 -68.00 0.269 0.220 0.872 0.921
TR:P2/3,N2/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 23.00 0.112 0.581 1.009 0.993
NBay TR:P2/3,N1/9,TE:P1/3,N1/9 -226.00 0.432 0.160 0.785 0.814
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N2/3 -25.00 0.199 0.264 0.897 0.955
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 -23.00 0.203 0.268 0.897 0.954
TR:P2/3,N2/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 8.00 0.143 0.377 1.012 0.981
SVM TR:P2/3,N1/9,TE:P1/3,N1/9 -84.00 0.169 0.164 0.872 0.929
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N2/3 -2.00 0.000 0.000 0.923 0.999
TR:P2/3,N1/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 -1.00 0.000 0.000 0.924 0.999
TR:P2/3,N2/3,TE:P1/3,N1/3 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Previous researchers on the three biological problems considered in this thesis (Brown et al.,
Mateos et al., Bagley et al. and Wei et al.) use all available data sets together as one
single combined data set. They did not show whether using all available data sets
would consistently lead to a better performance by S(M, 2) than using a judiciously
chosen smaller combination of data sets. They also did not investigate the issue of the
optimal choice of combinations of data sets. In this chapter we list our contributions,
illustrate the challenges addressed and finally suggest future directions.
• We introduced the Progressive Data Mining (PDM) concept based on whole-
dataset feature selection.
• We designed the Hill climbing algorithm (Hill) to perform whole-dataset feature
selection. Hill handles a small number of data sets to achieve better classifiers.
• We further designed the Greedy-Hill climbing algorithm (Greedy-Hill). Greedy-
Hill is an improvement to Hill as it is able to handle a much larger number of
data sets to achieve better classifiers.
• We demonstrated that PDM through Hill achieved a better performance than
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conventional methods and equal performance by S(M, 2) to “Exhaustive search”
for the purposes of predicting :
1. 5 specific protein functions of yeast genes
2. 3 types of specific protein sites
• We also showed that PDM through Greedy-Hill achieved a better performance
by S(M, 2) than conventional methods for the purpose of predicting
1. 26 specific protein functions of yeast genes
• We showed that PDM selected useful data sets, thereby giving directions to
biologists on important experiments for their study. The following questions
were addressed :
1. Can we use limited biological samples to build a proper classifier? We used
a small number of samples on the 3 bioinformatics prediction problems—
5 specific protein functions of yeast genes, 3 types of protein sites, and
26 specific functions of yeast genes, and proved that we could build good
classification models through limited biological samples.
2. Can we use additional data sets, on the same set of genes or sies with
different experimental nature, to improve a classifier? We demonstrated
in Chapter 4 that judicious use of additional data sets—even those that
were derived from very different wet experimental conditions (different sets
of features on same set of genes or sites)—could increase the accuracy of
classification models on the 3 bioinformatics prediction problems.
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3. Can we use all available data sets to achieve a better classifier? We cau-
tioned in Chapter 4, that using all available data sets did not give the best
improved prediction accuracy, and often gave a worse accuracy on the 3
bioinformatics prediction problems.
4. Can we use selected features from conventional feature selection method
to achieve a better classifier? We illustrated in Chapter 4 how prediction
accuracy could be improved by using conventional feature selection meth-
ods compared to using the best individual data sets or all available data
sets. However, we also showed that conventional feature selection methods
did not achieve the best prediction accuracy often enough than using a
combination of whole individual data sets.
5. Can we combine selected data sets to yield a better classifier? We intro-
duced Progressive Data Mining through Hill climbing method (Hill that
handles a small number of data sets) and Greedy-Hill climbing method
(Greedy-Hill that handles a larger number of data sets) to achieve better
classifiers. We illustrated in Chapter 5 that Hill achieved a better perfor-
mance by S(M, 2) than conventional methods for the purpose of predicting
5 specific protein functions of yeast genes and 3 types of specific protein
sites and Greedy-Hill on 26 specific protein functions of yeast genes. We
further validated that Hill and Greedy-Hill produced results that were very
close to optimum compared to exhaustive search.
Research dimensions, possible future directions :
Our new idea on “selection of important data sets for obtaining better decision
making”, is an important focus of many industry. Decision making is a key to success
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of any organisation; and the tools required for it is very important. Our research is
opening many dimensions not only in the biological domain, but also in other domains
like—Banking, Insurance, Health-care etc. On the other hand when more and more
data flows into the decision space, it is really difficult to decide how to control or
manage voluminous of data.
• Applying graph theory techniques to partition input data sets and transpose
them into groups—useful and not-useful—on to a 2-dimensional map for selec-
tion of data sets. Apply distance measures to formulate phylogeny tree and
select data sets.
• Apply Operation Research techniques (multivariate, linear programming, dy-
namic programming) to evaluate data sets and selects it for better classification
models.
• A Web Based System VINESIAN “Varieties of Information in N-dimension is
Evaluated Systematically and Important sets Are Notified”. The system takes
input of many odd types of data—Sequences, Abstracts, Protein interactions,
Gene locations, Microarray profiles etc and build a uniform data structure for
genes. A auto updating of annotations from latest catalogue pertaining to the
organism of interest is done for the genes tabulated. Then the system integrate
with other existing data mining softwares like WEKA [65], GIST [5] and build
classification models. It also gives many comparison of methods, approaches
through—graphs, tables etc.
• Validation of different data types—Microarray profiles, Higher order features
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from Emerging Patterns, Abstract as additional feature space, sequences, protein-
protein interactions, Gene location–to be evaluated by “Hill” or “Greedy-Hill”
for better classification models on Yeast.
• “Hill” and “Greedy-Hill” with “Whole Dataset Feature Selection Method” to
be applied for multi positive classes against negative classes [2-class to n-classes]
modeling.
• “Hill” and “Greedy-Hill” can be used to select important data sets on other
organism—Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, and Rattus norvegicus from SMD
(http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/source/sourceSearch)—Standford Mi-
croarray Data bases depository.
• Gene functions can be structured by functional hierarchy to build more hierar-
chical classifiers and predictors.
• Protein sites : Disulfide bridging patterns as additional feature to be evalu-
ated for better model for Disulfide bridging of known and used for predicting
unknowns.
• Banking and Insurance
The focus of this research is on showing the use of heterogeneous data sets by
whole dataset feature selection on biological data sets. So, we do not discuss
much on the sectors of Banking and Insurance in our thesis report. How-ever,
one can take this as a future direction, to answer:
1. Does limited data help in decision making?
2. Does additional data help in better decision making?
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3. Does using all available data give a best decision?
4. Does applying filtering method help in better decision?
5. Does choosing important data help efficiently decision making?
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Appendix A
Additional Tables on 5 Functions of
Yeast Genes
The combination of Exhaustive search combinations which are Less than, equal to,
and greater than the performance from GreedyHill on 5 functions of Yeast.
Table A.1: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 5 protein functions of yeast through NBay.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
HIST 249 4 2 97.65 1.57 0.78
PROT 227 2 26 89.02 0.78 10.20
RESP 252 3 0 98.82 1.18 0.00
RIBO 252 2 1 98.82 0.78 0.39
TCA 254 1 0 99.61 0.39 0.00
Table A.2: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 5 protein functions of yeast through C4.5.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
HIST 248 6 1 97.25 2.35 0.39
PROT 252 1 2 98.82 0.39 0.78
RESP 137 118 0 53.73 46.27 0.00
RIBO 242 3 10 94.90 1.18 3.92
TCA 230 14 11 90.20 5.49 4.31
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Table A.3: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 5 protein functions of yeast through MLP.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
HIST 236 19 0 92.55 7.45 0.00
PROT 253 1 1 99.22 0.39 0.39
RESP 239 15 1 93.73 5.88 0.39
RIBO 189 14 52 74.12 5.49 20.39
TCA 239 6 10 93.73 2.35 3.92
Table A.4: Average performances over 5 functions of yeast by Multiple evaluation
metrics through C4.5, NBay, and MLP.
Data Algorithm SM Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI C4.5 40 0.387 0.427 0.406 0.997 0.989 0.607 0.003
ALL C4.5 46 0.499 0.463 0.446 0.997 0.990 0.497 0.004
CFS C4.5 49 0.494 0.568 0.527 0.998 0.991 0.500 0.002
Chi C4.5 51 0.552 0.589 0.567 0.997 0.992 0.444 0.003
Info C4.5 51 0.552 0.589 0.567 0.997 0.992 0.444 0.003
HILL C4.5 53 0.471 0.478 0.474 0.998 0.992 0.525 0.002
Greedy-Hill C4.5 50 0.481 0.456 0.468 0.997 0.991 0.515 0.003
EXH C4.5 53 0.550 0.579 0.564 0.997 0.992 0.446 0.003
BI MLP 48 0.476 0.608 0.519 0.998 0.991 0.520 0.002
ALL MLP 48 0.556 0.600 0.572 0.995 0.990 0.440 0.005
CFS MLP 51 0.482 0.515 0.493 0.997 0.992 0.510 0.003
Chi MLP 55 0.618 0.607 0.607 0.996 0.992 0.378 0.004
Info MLP 56 0.618 0.614 0.611 0.996 0.992 0.378 0.004
HILL MLP 58 0.523 0.653 0.557 0.998 0.994 0.473 0.002
Greedy-Hill MLP 57 0.522 0.650 0.554 0.998 0.993 0.475 0.002
EXH MLP 61 0.596 0.842 0.628 0.998 0.994 0.400 0.002
BI NBay 38 0.319 0.500 0.343 0.999 0.990 0.677 0.001
ALL NBay 15 0.749 0.489 0.526 0.977 0.974 0.247 0.025
CFS NBay 40 0.670 0.460 0.530 0.988 0.985 0.327 0.012
Chi NBay 18 0.723 0.467 0.533 0.978 0.975 0.273 0.023
Info NBay 18 0.723 0.467 0.533 0.978 0.975 0.273 0.023
HILL NBay 49 0.387 0.511 0.385 0.998 0.992 0.611 0.002
Greedy-Hill NBay 48 0.366 0.523 0.380 0.998 0.992 0.631 0.002
EXH NBay 53 0.534 0.502 0.489 0.996 0.991 0.464 0.004
Appendix B
Additional Tables on 3 Types
Protein Sites
The combination of Exhaustive search combinations which are Less than, equal to,
and greater than the performance from Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites.
Table B.1: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites through NBay.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
Table B.2: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites through C4.5.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 60 2 1 95.238 3.175 1.587
DISULFIDE 52 2 9 82.540 3.175 14.286
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Table B.3: Number and percentage for EXH<Greedy-Hill, EXH=Greedy-Hill, and
EXH>Greedy-Hill on 3 types of protein sites through MLP.
Protein Les. Eq. Grt. Les. Eq. Grt.
Function Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill% Greedy-Hill%
CALCIUM 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
SERINE 62 1 0 98.413 1.587 0.000
DISULFIDE 58 4 1 92.063 6.349 1.587
Table B.4: Average of Multiple evaluation metrics over 3 types of protein sites through
C4.5, NBay, and MLP.
Data Algorithm SM Sensitivity Precision FM Specificty Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI C4.5 106 0.946 0.898 0.920 0.945 0.956 0.054 0.058
ALL C4.5 110 0.969 0.949 0.959 0.975 0.977 0.031 0.026
CFS C4.5 111 0.973 0.962 0.967 0.981 0.983 0.027 0.019
Chi C4.5 110 0.969 0.941 0.955 0.972 0.975 0.031 0.028
Info C4.5 110 0.969 0.941 0.955 0.972 0.975 0.031 0.028
HILL C4.5 113 0.982 0.978 0.980 0.991 0.990 0.018 0.009
Greedy-Hill C4.5 110 0.980 0.946 0.963 0.981 0.983 0.018 0.020
EXH C4.5 115 1.000 0.988 0.994 0.993 0.996 0.000 0.007
BI MLP 105 0.930 0.955 0.939 0.981 0.963 0.070 0.020
ALL MLP 102 0.928 0.912 0.918 0.968 0.950 0.072 0.033
CFS MLP 101 0.847 0.923 0.874 0.971 0.950 0.153 0.030
Chi MLP 103 0.917 0.958 0.937 0.982 0.960 0.083 0.019
Info MLP 104 0.926 0.950 0.938 0.979 0.960 0.074 0.021
HILL MLP 111 0.969 0.962 0.966 0.986 0.983 0.031 0.014
Greedy-Hill MLP 111 0.969 0.962 0.966 0.986 0.983 0.031 0.014
EXH MLP 111 0.969 0.962 0.966 0.986 0.983 0.031 0.014
BI NBay 87 0.791 0.933 0.856 0.971 0.909 0.209 0.030
ALL NBay 88 0.878 0.800 0.820 0.893 0.885 0.122 0.127
CFS NBay 82 0.862 0.746 0.790 0.839 0.854 0.138 0.209
Chi NBay 88 0.890 0.795 0.823 0.886 0.883 0.110 0.136
Info NBay 88 0.890 0.795 0.823 0.886 0.883 0.110 0.136
HILL NBay 96 0.872 0.904 0.888 0.939 0.929 0.128 0.069
Greedy-Hill NBay 96 0.872 0.904 0.888 0.939 0.929 0.128 0.069
EXH NBay 96 0.872 0.904 0.888 0.939 0.929 0.128 0.069
Appendix C
Additional Tables on 26 Functions
of Yeast Genes
Table C.1: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 protein functions of Yeast using different
methods and C4.5.
Function Code Genes S(ALL) S(Best-Ind) S(Hill) S(Greedy-Hill) S(CFS) S(Chi) S(Info)
11.02 Rsn 226 -98 5 10 20 -76 -83 -84
11.04 Rpr 161 -91 8 13 14 -27 -69 -67
10.03 Cyc 149 -98 4 7 7 -60 -63 -63
20.09 Trt 145 -98 0 0 0 -28 -53 -52
12.01 Rib 138 188 213 217 221 203 187 187
1.01 Aam 103 8 30 38 65 42 29 29
1.06 Lim 99 -72 3 11 18 -1 -28 -27
10.01 Dna 99 -59 6 8 17 -30 -32 -35
1.05 Ccm 82 -65 1 2 2 -35 -63 -63
1.03 Nuc 81 -54 1 7 13 -10 -12 -12
14.13 Deg 77 -18 0 4 32 -12 -20 -15
32.01 Str 58 -9 1 3 3 -8 -10 -10
1.07 Vit 54 -53 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.07 Prm 48 -34 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 -31 0 0 0 4 3 2
12.04 Tra 42 -32 0 0 0 -22 -29 -29
11 Tcp 39 -46 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 -15 5 14 15 5 5 6
20.03 Tfc 32 -30 0 0 0 0 -5 -5
42.01 Wal 32 -28 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.1 Ami 31 -6 3 10 13 2 -2 -2
43.01 Fun 31 -21 0 0 0 0 -4 -4
2.13 Res 29 9 3 16 12 5 4 6
14.01 Pfs 29 -14 0 0 0 -7 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 -10 0 0 0 -6 -6 -6
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Table C.2: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 protein functions of Yeast using different
methods and NBay.
Function Code Genes S(ALL) S(Best-Ind) S(Hill) S(Greedy-Hill) S(CFS) S(Chi) S(Info)
11.02 Rsn 226 -593 1 2 3 -390 -557 -557
11.04 Rpr 161 -338 3 8 8 -192 -271 -271
10.03 Cyc 149 -665 1 2 2 -227 -468 -468
20.09 Trt 145 -646 2 4 4 -452 -735 -735
12.01 Rib 138 145 144 170 208 184 145 145
1.01 Aam 103 -82 11 11 11 2 -49 -49
1.06 Lim 99 -440 0 0 0 -49 -164 -164
10.01 Dna 99 -672 0 4 4 -196 -459 -459
1.05 Ccm 82 -268 0 0 0 -135 -288 -288
1.03 Nuc 81 -234 0 0 0 -79 -159 -159
14.13 Deg 77 -405 5 7 7 -167 -414 -414
32.01 Str 58 -206 0 1 1 -110 -172 -172
1.07 Vit 54 -663 0 0 0 -87 -183 -183
14.07 Prm 48 -622 0 0 0 -7 -7 -7
20.01 Tcs 46 -311 0 0 0 -57 -222 -222
12.04 Tra 42 -348 0 1 1 -199 -363 -363
11 Tcp 39 -258 0 0 0 -3 -1 -1
14.04 Ptt 37 -659 0 0 0 0 0 0
34.11 Csr 33 -86 0 0 0 -75 -102 -102
20.03 Tfc 32 -343 0 0 0 -28 -66 -66
42.01 Wal 32 -212 0 0 0 -752 -752 -752
12.1 Ami 31 -220 0 0 0 -48 -154 -154
43.01 Fun 31 -314 0 0 0 -9 -78 -78
2.13 Res 29 -116 0 4 4 -78 -156 -156
14.01 Pfs 29 -282 0 0 0 -11 -21 -21
32.07 Dtx 27 -103 0 0 0 -34 -67 -67
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Table C.3: Performance by S(M, 2) on 26 protein functions of Yeast using different
methods and MLP.
Function Code Genes S(ALL) S(Best-Ind) S(Hill) S(Greedy-Hill) S(CFS) S(Chi) S(Info)
11.02 Rsn 226 -24 6 11 7 -20 -28 -33
11.04 Rpr 161 -24 7 23 18 -19 -19 -30
10.03 Cyc 149 -25 2 9 9 -40 -22 -21
20.09 Trt 145 -40 0 1 2 -53 -44 -35
12.01 Rib 138 235 217 234 249 223 226 227
1.01 Aam 103 71 38 51 74 55 59 63
1.06 Lim 99 -12 4 20 20 -15 5 8
10.01 Dna 99 -36 13 20 20 -16 -31 -25
1.05 Ccm 82 -21 4 4 4 -30 -26 -27
1.03 Nuc 81 18 7 21 22 4 -6 0
14.13 Deg 77 22 10 28 38 13 7 13
32.01 Str 58 15 2 4 8 0 -1 0
1.07 Vit 54 -21 0 0 0 -5 -4 -4
14.07 Prm 48 -11 0 0 0 0 0 0
20.01 Tcs 46 -8 2 7 13 1 -7 -6
12.04 Tra 42 -11 0 4 8 -15 -14 -11
11 Tcp 39 -12 0 1 1 0 0 0
14.04 Ptt 37 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -2
34.11 Csr 33 6 9 15 16 8 11 11
20.03 Tfc 32 -12 0 0 0 0 -1 -2
42.01 Wal 32 -15 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1
12.1 Ami 31 4 4 12 21 2 0 -1
43.01 Fun 31 -6 1 1 1 0 -6 -6
2.13 Res 29 13 8 11 25 11 13 20
14.01 Pfs 29 -8 0 3 4 0 0 0
32.07 Dtx 27 1 4 4 4 -8 -6 -6
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Table C.4: Average of Multiple evaluation metrics over 26 specific functions of yeast
through C4.5, NBay, and MLP.
Data Algorithm SM Sensitivity Precision FM Specificity Accuracy Rt F N Rt F P
BI C4.5 11 0.063 0.274 0.085 0.999 0.967 0.937 0.001
ALL C4.5 -30 0.157 0.174 0.162 0.970 0.944 0.843 0.031
CFS C4.5 -2 0.112 0.215 0.136 0.987 0.958 0.875 0.013
Chi C4.5 -10 0.128 0.187 0.147 0.982 0.954 0.859 0.019
Info C4.5 -9 0.127 0.190 0.147 0.982 0.954 0.860 0.019
HILL C4.5 14 0.095 0.328 0.130 0.998 0.967 0.905 0.002
Greedy-Hill C4.5 17 0.117 0.255 0.149 0.995 0.965 0.883 0.005
BI MLP 13 0.088 0.418 0.123 0.998 0.967 0.912 0.002
ALL MLP 4 0.160 0.279 0.196 0.987 0.960 0.840 0.014
CFS MLP 4 0.135 0.251 0.165 0.988 0.960 0.852 0.013
Chi MLP 4 0.156 0.243 0.185 0.986 0.960 0.831 0.014
Info MLP 5 0.165 0.251 0.194 0.986 0.960 0.822 0.014
HILL MLP 19 0.135 0.537 0.188 0.998 0.968 0.865 0.002
Greedy-Hill MLP 22 0.149 0.257 0.182 0.989 0.961 0.851 0.012
BI NBay 6 0.043 0.159 0.046 0.997 0.965 0.957 0.003
ALL NBay -344 0.512 0.098 0.155 0.787 0.782 0.488 0.312
CFS NBay -123 0.335 0.121 0.164 0.907 0.892 0.652 0.123
Chi NBay -222 0.422 0.098 0.148 0.851 0.842 0.565 0.217
Info NBay -222 0.422 0.098 0.148 0.851 0.842 0.565 0.217
HILL NBay 8 0.055 0.263 0.066 0.997 0.966 0.945 0.003
Greedy-Hill NBay 10 0.322 0.099 0.139 0.871 0.855 0.678 0.162
